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skies; planet is off-limits to Federation vessels due to the
existence of hostile plant life (source: “The Human Equation” by
Nomad, OAD)
54 Ceti IV – Siren Plants: these plants are semi-sentient,
and use a telepathic “siren’s song” to lure prey to their
deaths; six meters in circumference at the base; resembles
a jumble of spiky, snaky tendrils, each as thick as a
humanoid’s arm, each several meters in length; each base
is a clam-shaped pod four meters across and is the location
of the digestive tract of the carnivorous plant; needle-sharp
spines on the tendrils inject a neurotoxic poison into
captured victims (source: “The Human Equation” by
Nomad, OAD)
61 Cygni: the home star of the planet Tellar; it is a binary star system
composed of K5 and K7 orange dwarf stars; the two components are
separated by 84 AU and are located only 11.1 lightyears from Sol; a
gas giant (Jupiter-like) planet eight times the size of Jupiter orbits 61
Cygni A (the K5 dwarf) every 4.8 Terran years (source: Burnham’s
Celestial Handbook, Starfleet Technical Manual by Franz Joseph,
TOS; “Victory” by Mark C. Henrie, OAA)
70 Ophiuchi: a binary star system composed of a K0 main sequence
star and a K6 dwarf star; the distance between the stars is 23 AU, and
the star system is 16.45 lightyears from Sol; the system contains a
gas giant which orbits the larger component every 17 years; the star
system is the site of the research space station BLB-0 BGN-5; the
station is 4.2 AU from the larger component; the two stars are
involved in a tug of war which generates massive ion storms from time
to time; it is these ion storms which is the subject of much of the
research there (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook, “Ad Astra Per
Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
75 Cancri: see “Cruithneacht”
100 meter dash: a standard competition, especially among Humans.
Penda Nyota Uhura used to run the 100 meter dash in record time;
she held the Starfleet Academy record for a Human for six years
(source: “The Slaver Weapon” by Larry Niven, TAS1)
100% dispersal pattern: a photon torpedo and phaser attack pattern
designed to inflict maximum damage on a nearby but fast-moving
vessel (source: “Errand of Mercy” by Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
113 Cancri: a star system near Romulan territory (the nearest
Romulan supply base is two parsecs distant and thirty parsecs from
the nearest Federation starbase); it was ceded by the Romulans to
the Federation per the terms of the treaty which ended the Romulan
War, but became independent from the Federation following a
decision of the inhabitants of its seventh planet (source: “The Price of
Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB)
113 Cancri VII: a planet with very little free oxygen (only one
very deep valley is habitable); one of the few planets where
iridium can be found in such large concentrations as to make
mining the substance practical, its population is primarily Vulcan;
however, Starfleet Intelligence determined in 2270 that 5% of its
population was actually Romulan (10-15% of the population is of
Human stock); the planet is referred to as “Alcatraz” by its
Human inhabitants due to the hardships they encountered there
(the Humans arrived on the planet in the early 2200's); in 2267,
the citizens of the planet tried to have the planet made
independent from the Federation, but the Federation Council,
under advice from Starfleet (which needed the iridium mined
there), refused to grant them sovereignty; in 2269, the Romulans
there discovered a temple to Gutremis, the Romulan god of the
harvest; the Romulans began to sabotage mining operations; in
2270, the planet was given self-determination regarding its

0-9
I-B: a common term for Zeta Reticuli I-B (source: “The Adventures of
the Vulcan Detective” by Terry Endres, OAB)
2G6 circuit: the video circuit located in auxiliary control of
Constitution-class starships; it must be properly connected, otherwise
the viewing screen in auxiliary control will not function (source: “The
Doomsday Machine” by Norman Spinrad, TOS2)
3RR circuit: a circuit in the interior engineering shaft of Constitutionclass starships (source: “The Doomsday Machine” by Norman
Spinrad, TOS2)
8C Lacertae: see “Appian”
1812 decibels: the volume used by the Eminian planetary sonic
disruptor banks when firing on enemy starships (source: “A Taste of
Armageddon” by Robert Hamner & Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
28 Monocerotis: see “Yeltsin”
32 Orionis: a binary star system consisting of a pair of B5V main
sequence stars; there are five planets in the star system, one of which
is a gas giant; in 2267, the Roxanne rendezvoused with the Marek in
this star system which is relatively near Bellatrix; the Roxanne badly
damaged the Marek under orders from Captain Kirk; after its captain
beamed aboard the Roxanne, the crew self-destructed the Marek
(source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
36 Ophiuchi: a double star 19.5 lightyears from Sol; the primary
component is an orange K2V main sequence star; the secondary is
also orange, and is a K0V main sequence star; the stars orbit each
other every 570 years in a very eccentric orbit; there is a class M
world, Ophiuchi III (source: spacedog website; Star Trek Maps)
36 Ophiuchi III: a class M planet, located .54 AUs from the
primary star of 36 Ophiuchi; the length of its year is 167 days;
planet was only recently colonized, which is also known as
“Ophiuchus III”; a mining colony where there is a shortage of
Human women; in 2266, Mudd was transporting his “cargo” there
when he was intercepted by the Enterprise; later, Mudd conned
two miners there out of a year’s supply of dilithium (source:
“Mudd’s Women” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1, “I, Mudd” by
Stephen Kandel, TOS2, & “Mudd’s Passion by Stephen Kandel,
TAS1; Star Trek Maps)
38 Geminorum: an F0V star system 91.14 light years from Earth; in
2265, Starfleet detected activity compatible with Tholians there, most
probably early colonization and had sent the merged Shuul beings,
Badmash and Chonahoa to investigate (source: “The Tholian Contact”
by Jim Ausfaul, OAB)
38 Virginis: see “Varassing”40 Eridani (Omicron-2 Eridani): the
home star system of the planet Vulcan; a trinary system, the A
component is a red K1 main sequence star, positioned 400 AU from
the B component, which is a white, degenerate (dying) DA type dwarf;
the pair orbit each other every 8400 years; the C component is a red
M4 dwarf which orbits the B component every 240 years; the star
system’s distance from Sol is 16 lightyears (source: Burnham’s
Celestial Handbook, James Blish’s adaptation of the original series
TOS1; Starfleet Technical Manual by Franz Joseph, TOS;
“Homecoming” by Nomad, OAD)
54 Ceti: located in the Cetus Void, it is a yellow-orange K-type star
(source: “The Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
54 Ceti IV: a red planet, .69 Gs, class M, subclass 3A, a dying
world; oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere which is escaping; red sands
are the result of surface oxidation of iron based soil; salmon-pink
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sovereignty by an 89% vote of the Federation Council; the
population voted overwhelmingly to have the planet declared
“open” and completely neutral; it still provides a large portion of
the iridium Starfleet needs while allowing the Romulans unlimited
visitation rights so they can worship freely in the temple (source:
“The Price of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB)
114 Delta: a G7 star system located in Federation space; has two
class M planets, its fourth and fifth (source: publicity materials from
Star Trek: The Motion Picture, TMP)
114 Delta IV: a class M planet, it possesses no native intelligent
lifeforms; the location of Starbase 47 (source: publicity materials
from Star Trek: The Motion Picture, TMP)
114 Delta V: a class M planet, this is the home world of the
Deltans (source: publicity materials from Star Trek: The Motion
Picture, TMP)
401 megahertz: the radio frequency used by the Maritime Cetacean
Institute to track the humpback whales George and Gracie (source:
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, OAF)
480G anthropoids: see “Order 480G anthropoids”
498th Air Base Group: an Air Force group assigned to the Omaha,
Nebraska installation where Colonel Fellini was stationed in 1968;
Captain John Christopher served there previously (source: “Tomorrow
Is Yesterday” by D.C. Fontana, TOS1)
679 Andromedae: a star system with one planet (class M) (source:
No Cold Wind, by Ann Zewen, OAB)
679 Andromedae I: a class M planet which is frequented by
merchant, privateer, pirate, and other ships of often dubious
reputation; the planet is known for its repair facilities,
disreputable nightspots, and high crime rate (source: No Cold
Wind, by Ann Zewen, OAB)
892: see “Beta Hydrae”
892-IV (Tellus): a class M planet with the same basic
characteristics of Earth: its proportions of land to water are the
same as Terra; density of 5.5, diameter of 7,917 miles, mass of
1.2 Earth normal; gravity of 1.03 Earth normal; obliquity of 21.7
degrees, no satellites, located .98 AUs from its star, and has an
atmosphere comprised of 78% nitrogen, 20% oxygen, 2% carbon
dioxide and other gases; in 2284, its population was
410,329,647; prior to the slave revolution, its society was nearly
identical to that of Ancient Rome, but its level of civilization
approximated Earth’s 20th century; for unknown reasons
(presumably as a result of Preserver influence), the population
speaks colloquial, 20th century English (possibly the transplanted
individuals were from the Roman incursions into England); the
government of the planet became aware of the Federation when
the crew of the Beagle were marooned there; the government
wished to keep the news of such a planet secret from the
Federation, thereby eliminating the risk of contamination from
“dangerous” ideas; the Proconsul of the planet convinced the
captain of the Beagle to beam his crew down; those that were
able to adapt to the planet lived; those that didn’t were killed in
the gladiatorial games; in 2267, an Enterprise landing party was
captured, and the Proconsul tried to force Captain Kirk to do the
same as Captain Merrick had done; Kirk refused, and the landing
party was saved (Merrick died while helping to rescue them); the
planet was placed “off limits” per the Prime Directive; in 2284, a
false messiah (actually a revived 20th century madman) tried to
take over the planet with the aid of a incorporeal entity; the plan
was defeated by Federation forces (source: “Bread and Circuses
by Gene Roddenberry & Gene L. Coon, TOS1; “The Return” by
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Stephen K. Dixon, OAF)
892-IV–automobiles: cars on the planet are brightly
colored, except for official government vehicles which are
always black (source: “Bread and Circuses by Gene
Roddenberry & Gene L. Coon, TOS1; “The Return” by
Stephen K. Dixon, OAF)
892-IV–Channel 2: a television station on Tellus known as
“The Voice of the Children of the Son”; in 2284, the Starfleet
Planetary Relations division’s monitoring post began
recording broadcasts claiming the Savior had returned to
that world (source: “The Return” by Stephen K. Dixon, OAF)
988TG: the visual recordings the Enterprise made of Lazarus’ planet
were stored by the cartographic section in visual section 988TG of
Computer Bank 22 (source: “The Alternative Factor” by Don Ingalls,
TOS1)
1213 Monocerotis: a star system in the Beta Quadrant, in the
general direction of NGC 2548 (source: “We Start Our Walking” by
Rob Morris, OAL)
1213 Monocerotis V: a class M planet surveyed by the
Enterprise-B in 2295; the planet is devoid of fauna, and the most
advanced plant life is below the order of the so-called Venus
Flytrap; there are no plant toxins present either; no traditional
sources of combustible fuel, save for a peat moss-like growth
(source: “We Start Our Walking” by Rob Morris, OAL)
1416-3343-5969: a Dandrini male who Drevan first conversed with on
Dandrin IV; a senior official enforcer until he turned himself in to the
authorities because he felt the laws unjust and would no longer
enforce them; after Drevan survived his encounter with a “Guilt
Gulper” and became “The Guiltless One,” he convinced the Andorian
to help him reshape the Dandrini society; Drevan named him the ruler
of Dandrin IV until such time as the Federation could help him
reshape their government (source: “Guilt Gulper” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAK)
1728 Hydrae: a star system in the Beta Quadrant; its fourth planet is
class M and has a small Human settlement on it (source: “Lawful
Warrant” by Rob Morris, OAL)
1728 Hydrae IV: a class M planet with a small Human settlement
established; Peter Kirk tried to eat the fire apples grown on that
world, and suffered from heartburn as a result (source: “Lawful
Warrant” by Rob Morris, OAL)
4523 Orionis: a burned out cinder of a star, its spectral class is M9
and is in the process of becoming a flare star; it is located 23,000
lightyears from Sol near the outskirts of the galaxy (source: “The Once
and Future Kirk” by Nomad, OAB)
4523 Orionis VI: a class M world, also known as the “Planet of
the Time Vortex”; the Guardian of Forever was found there. It is
an arid, desolate world with many archaeological ruins that
extend to the horizon which have been dated back at least one
million years; Federation historians and archaeologists now
frequent the planet, and it is presumed that the planet was a part
of the ancient, millennia-spanning Orion Empire; see “Orion
Empire” and “Guardian of Forever” (source: “The City on the
Edge of Forever” by Harlan Ellison, TOS1; “Yesteryear” by D.C.
Fontana, TAS1; “The Once and Future Kirk” by Nomad, OAB)
7538 Cephei: a star located near the Arachnae supernova, NGC
7538 (source: “The Counter-clock Incident” by John Culver, TAS2;
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)
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OAD)
Aaamazzara: a class M planet, inhabited by the insectoid
Aaamazzarites (source: The Making of Star Trek: The Motion Picture
by Susan Sackett, TMP)
Aaamazzarites: Federation member race native to the planet
Aaamazzara; also known as the Therbians; physical description:
humanoid, short, approximately 1.2 meters tall, light build; skin color:
white, some variation; hairless insectoid body chemistry; Aaamazzarites generate everything they use (from clothing to furniture) from their
own internal body chemistry, spinning the articles they need with their
mouths; an insectoid race, highly industrious, having a hive intellect;
can exist on nearly any planet as they do not depend on the surface
conditions of a planet to provide them with food (they perform chemoand photosynthesis using naturally occurring chemicals or sunlight) or
shelter; Aaamazzarites dress in white, flowing robes which they have
made for themselves; a passive people, and one of the guiding forces
of the “Peacemaker” contingent in the Federation Council (source:
The Making of Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Susan Sackett, TMP;
“The Price of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB)
aaktay: a Klingon steamed bread (source: The Star Trek Cooking
Manual by Mary Ann Piccard, TOS)
aanikeshkaw: an untranslatable concept that the city dwellers of
Varassing II were trying to reach (source: “Fallen Giants” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAK)
Abbott and Costello: a Terran comedy act featuring Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello, two Terran males who were quite popular in the early to
mid 20th century; still renowned in the 23rd century for their famous
“Who’s on First” routine (source: “Finnegan’s Challenge” by Diane
Doyle, OAB)
_____, Abdul: a Terran male of Middle Eastern extraction; the father
of one of David Marcus’ friends in 2264; he went on a fateful camping
trip to Sequoia National Park in the Sierra Nevada range; following
Jim Kirk’s orders, he helped save Red Clancey’s life (source: Boy
Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)
Abedare (Epsilon Gruis): a blue-white A2 main sequence star some
82 lightyears from Sol; the star is somewhat unstable, but possesses
a marginally habitable class M planet (Abedare II) (source: Burnham’s
Celestial Handbook; “Not a Bad Day’s Work” by Chris Dickenson,
OAD)
Abedare II: a marginally habitable class M planet; was briefly
colonized, but the colony failed and had to be evacuated due to
severe geologic instability and the unstable nature of the star
(source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “Not a Bad Day’s Work”
by Chris Dickenson, OAD)
abort control circuit: a crucial part of the transporter controls, it
allows for the transporter process to be aborted (source: “The Enemy
Within” by Richard Matheson, TOS1)
Abramson: one of Akharin (Flint)’s many identities (source: “Requiem
for Methuselah” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Abrom: a Zeon male; brother of Isak; he was with the Underground
fighting the Nazis on the planet Ekos (source: “Patterns of Force” by
John Meredyth Lucas, TOS2)
“absent without leave”: phrase used to describe crewmembers who
fail to report back to duty following shore leave as well as those who
leave their duty station without permission (source: “Mark of the
Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
“absorbed”: term used by Landru and his followers on C-111 Beta
III to describe the process of brainwashing insurgents (source: “The
Return of the Archons” by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)

A.C.M.O.: an abbreviation for “assistant chief medical officer” (source:
“Shades of Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)
A.D.C.: see “Air Defense Command”
A-3 circuitry: located in auxiliary control, this circuitry can be used to
operate the warp drive for brief intervals (source: “After Paradise” by
Caroline Kummer, OAB)
A-5 Computer Expert: a high computer rating; in 2269, Cadet
Stendar had this rating of expertise, two levels above any other cadet
that year (source: “First Class” by Caroline Kummer, OAB)
A-7 Computer Expert: one of the highest ratings a person may
obtain in computer technology (source: “The Ultimate Computer” by
Laurence Wolfe & D.C. Fontana, TOS2)
A-G section: a common term for “artificial gravity section” (source:
“The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, OAD)
A.I.S. clean-out: an “all interior surfaces” clean out of air ducts
(source: “Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers, OAJ)
A&A Officer: see “Archaeology & Anthropology Officer”
A7G: a size and shape of dilithium crystals used aboard the Hyperion
(source: “Bedtime Story” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
A’aole: the “invisible sun” of the Haole; it is the power of their
conjoined lifeforce; when unleashed, it speared the heart of the planet
Haole, split the very earth to open a gaping fissure through the crust
to the molten core; the concentrated force of their souls destablized
the core and tipped the delicate balance of dynamic energies
irrevocably toward destruction; within seconds, the planet was eating
itself alive, disintegrating from within, roiling the seas and blackening
the skies in its death throes; the cities, bright with the color of
seashells, collapsed like so many sand castles in the onrushing tide
and sank beneath the raging seas of the dying planet; the planet's
crust reached up to snatch the living things that grew upon it and
reached out into space, destroying the invading Orion forces of
Norestyr Tyro (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick,
OAH)
A’ma: an ancient Haole female; in 2294, she helped Kate Logan
make her way to the T’Var Valley; has three children, seven
grandchildren, fourteen nieces and nephews and only her elderly
grandmother knows how many cousins; she is also an i’ila (source:
The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
A’Tai-class shuttlecraft: a Mark V shuttlecraft capable of riding in
tandem with the Tai-class warp sled; introduced in 2270; Spock
rendezvoused with the Enterprise during the V’ger crisis using one
(source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry et al,
TMP; Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Ship's Dimensions:
Length: 48.7 meters; Width: 26.73 meters; Height: 12.9 meters
Ship's Complement: Crew: 2; Passengers: 4
Weaponry: None
A’Tel: a weasel-like creature with long brown hair; the species’ name
means “The Vision Beyond Our Sight” which is a reference to the
creature’s formidable psionic powers, especially at foretelling events,
emotions and detecting danger, which it indicates by the color of its
tears; light blue means caution; bright blue means extreme danger;
violet means hope; gold means success; the creatures have a body
twice as long as it is high; large, black eyes, and a long neck; A’Tel is
the last of its kind (source: “Upon Golden Tears” by Pamela J. Corsa,
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absorption chamber: location where Betans and Archons were
brainwashed (source: “The Return of the Archons” by Boris
Sobelman, TOS1)
Academy Commandant: see “Starfleet Academy Commandant”
Academy Flight Range: the area of space near Saturn where
Starfleet cadets conduct flight exercises in small spacecraft; see
“Mimas” (source: “The First Duty” by Ron Moore & Naren Shankar,
TNG5)
Academy Museum of Spaceflight: see “Starfleet Academy
Museum of Spaceflight”
Acadian Star: see Star of Acadia
Acadian star system: star system of which the planet Motherlode is
a part; located near the Bull’s Eye (a planetary nebula); a member of
the Barrier Alliance; home system of the Ursinoids (source: “Mudd’s
Passion” by Stephen Kandel, TAS1)
Acadians: see “Ursinoids”
Academy: see “Academy of Sciences, “ ”Starfleet Academy” and
“Vulcan Academy of Sciences”
Academy of Sciences: a Starfleet school located on Deneb Kaitos
V (source: “I, Mudd” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1)
Acamar (Theta-1 Eridani): an A3 main sequence star, 161 lightyears
from Sol; a star system in Federation territory, near Alpha Leonis
(Regulus); its third planet is an inhabited class M world (source:
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “The Vengeance Factor” by Sam
Rolfe, TNG3)
Acamar III: a blue-gray class M world and is inhabited by the
Acamarians; the revolution of Acamar III is .8 of a solar year
(source: “The Vengeance Factor” by Sam Rolfe, TNG3)
Acamarian brandy: an intoxicant developed on Acamar III (source:
“The Vengeance Factor” by Sam Rolfe, TNG3)
Acamarians: humanoid people of Acamar III; they are extremely
Human in appearance, their naso-frontal sutures being somewhat
different, and the common use of tattoos on their bodies to denote
clan associations; noted for their violent clan blood feuds; presently
engaged in one such conflict, and Starfleet has interdicted all travel in
their territory (source: “The Vengeance Factor” by Sam Rolfe, TNG3)
access code: a personalized code sequence which allows personnel
access to various sensitive projects, messages, computer files,
secured areas, and special devices (source: Star Trek II: The Wrath
of Khan, by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK)
access panel: a passageway opening into a Jefferies tube (source:
“Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
access tunnel: a passageway which connects one deck with another
(source: “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
Ace-in-the-Hole, Project: see “Project Ace-in-the-Hole”
acetaria: a Romulan legume salad (source: The Star Trek Cooking
Manual by Mary Ann Piccard, TOS)
acetylcholine: a biochemical found in the nervous systems of many
lifeforms (source: “The Immunity Syndrome” by Robert Sabaroff,
TOS2)
Achernar (Alpha Eridani): a main sequence B5 bluish star, seven
times the size of Sol; very hot; located 120 lightyears from Sol
(source: Burham’s Celestial Handbook)
Achernar II: a class M planet; its major city is Heliopolis; in
2156, Red Jack killed ten women there (source: “Wolf in the
Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Achernar IV: class M planet renowned for the Brotherhood of
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Executioners which ruled the planet during the 2100's; crucifixion
was and is the major form of capital punishment; developed
various crosses, each one providing its own form of torture
before killing the victim (source: “Incident on Xantharus” by
Nomad, OAA; Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth
Knauel, OAA)
Achernar-class heavy cruiser: a variant of the Constitution-class
starship (source: Starfleet Technical Manual by Franz Joseph, TOS;
In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Achernarian cross: see “Achernarian-style crucifixion”
Achernarians: a humanoid race native to Achernar IV; the planet was
ostensibly ruled by an oligarchy, but a ruthless gang known as the
Brotherhood of Executioners actually held the real power through
terror and murder (source: “Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA;
Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Achernarian-style crucifixion: the victim is hung head down, on a
rough T-shaped wooden cross (source: A Difference Which Makes No
Difference by Nomad, OAI)
Achilles: a gladiator on 894-IV; he fought Spock in a duel (source:
“Bread and Circuses” by Gene L. Coon & Gene Roddenberry)
Achrady: a star system relatively near Alpha Centauri; possesses
one class M planet (VII) (source: “Captain’s Holiday” by Ira Steven
Behr, TNG3)
Achrady VII: a class M planet; a Centaurian colony world near
Starbase 12 (source: “Captain’s Holiday” by Ira Steven Behr,
TNG3)
Acretia: a neutral planet within Federation space; inhabited by the
Acretians; in 2269, the planet became a Federation associate
member world (source: "The Curtained Sleep" by Ann Zewen, OAB)
Acretians: a species native to the planet Acretia; humanoids with
bright white hair and pale violet eyes which become vividly bright
when they are angered; physiology similar to that of Humans and
Vulcans; historically, they developed star drive in 2066, only to find
themselves at war with a neighboring system (Trugair); while the
Acretians won the war, their world was severely crippled in terms of
resources and population; women took over the planet from the
surviving men (estimated at only 10% of their population following the
war); women set up an isolationist matriarchical government; in their
population, men are subservient to women; in 2269, they allowed
Federation representatives (James T. Kirk and Leonard McCoy) to
visit their world, and soon thereafter became associate members of
the Federation; Acretians use pastel dyes to color their building
materials (similar to concrete and thermocrete) instead of painting
them; Acretian buildings are never more than six stories tall (source:
"The Curtained Sleep" by Ann Zewen, OAB)
Actos: a star system in Federation space (source: “Haven” by Tracy
Tormé & Lan Okun, TNG1)
Actos IV: class M world ruled by an oligarchy, where the young
engages in a ritual similar to the Betazoid grace ritual (source:
“Haven” by Tracy Tormé & Lan Okun, TNG1)
Acts of Cumberland: passed early in the 21st century, they are a
precedent in terms of laws governing cybernetics (source: “The
Measure of a Man” by Melinda Snodgrass, TNG2)
_____, Ada: a Human female; a Serenidad resistance fighter during
the third Klingon invasion of that planet (source: “The Cost of
Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
_____, Adam: a Human male; one of Doctor Sevrin’s followers; he
ate an apple on Eden and died (source: “The Way to Eden” by Arthur
Heinemann, TOS3)
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Adams, Maggie: a Human female; yeoman aboard the Shenandoah;
she was assigned Ensign Sulu’s landing party; killed by Q’xl% in 2264
(source: “Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers, OAA)
Adams, Tristan, Ph.D.: a Human male; Director of the Tantalus V
Penal Colony; he used the neural neutralizer to seize control of the
prison, and later died when the device powered up while he was
unconscious in the chair (source: “Dagger of the Mind” by S. BarDavid, TOS1)
Adamson, U.S.S., NCC-1890: a deep space exploration Mirandaclass ship which was running conduction trials on its warp coils just
outside the Sol system in October 2277; named for Joy Adamson
(source: “...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
adanji: a Klingon incense which is burned during the Mauk-to’Vor
ritual (source: “Sons of Mogh” by Ron Moore, DSN4)
Adar, _____, Chief: a very good hair stylist at Starfleet Academy in
2252 (source: “It’s Not Fair” by Richard Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob
Morris; OAA)
Adara: a Federation member world bordering 113 Cancri (source:
“The Price of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB)
Adaran: a Federation member race (source: “The Price of Peace” by
Randall Landers, OAB)
Address from Seleya: see “Surak”
address intercraft: the communications network which allows the
captain to address the crew via the ship’s intercoms and loud
speakers (source: “Where No Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel
Peeples, TOS1)
Adeodata, Amanda: see “Bayes, Amanda Adeodata”
Adhara (Epsilon Canis Majoris, 21 Canis Majoris): a blue B2
luminous giant star 490 lightyears from Sol (source: Burnham’s
Celestial Handbook)
Adjutant: the proper way to address the executive officer of a Gorn
vessel (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
admiral: see “rank”
Admiralty Building: located at the Starfleet Headquarters complex;
it houses the highest command structure of Starfleet (source: “”No
Place Like Home” by Nomad, OAC)
adrenalin: also known as epinephrine; it was used to treat radiation
illness before hyronalin was discovered; however, Doctor McCoy used
it to save the lives of the landing party which had contracted an age
accelerating radiation sickness while on Gamma Hydrae IV (source:
“The Deadly Years” by David Harmon, TOS2)
_____, Adrian: a Human male; the Cord estate’s chef in 2295
(source: A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
adun: a Vulcan term of endearment for a male bondmate,
approximating the word “husband” in Federation English (source: “A
Family Holiday Surprise” by Selek, Saidicam & T’Lea, OAA)
aduna: a Vulcan term of endearment for a female bondmate,
approximating the word “wife” in Federation English (source: “A
Family Holiday Surprise” by Selek, Saidicam & T’Lea, OAA)
Advanced Armaments and Defense: a Starfleet Academy course;
a prerequisite for Starfleet Training Command (source: “Alis Volat
Propriis” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The: a classic 19th century novel
written by Mark Twain; Jim Kirk compressed the title of this book, and
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer together as The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn (source: “Adventures in Iowa” by D. G.
Littlefield, OAA)
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Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The: a classic 19th century novel
written by Mark Twain; Jim Kirk compressed the title of this book, and
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn together as The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn (source: “Adventures in Iowa” by
D. G. Littlefield, OAA)
Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, The: Jim Kirk
mistakenly created a single blended title from two of Mark Twain’s
novels, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn (source: “Adventures in Iowa” by D. G. Littlefield,
OAA)
Aeneas: a Romulan guard of the starship Tiber; killed during the
Romulan encroachment at Lambda Orionis (source: “Meeting at
Xanadu” by Alex Rosen, OAB)
aerobics: popular off-duty activity for Starfleet crews (source: “The
Lesson” by Randall Landers, OAE)
aft cargo deck: located at the rear of the secondary hull of Excelsiorclass starships, this is the most deserted area of that class of vessel;
Spock and Chekov discussed the Tholian crisis there (source:
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
aft scanner: a device which has instrumentation on the navigator’s
station; it detects on objects located behind a starship (source:
“Where No Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel Peeples, TOS1)
aft starboard research bay: a large research facility aboard
Constellation-class starships, adjacent to Shuttle Bay Delta; objects
discovered in space can be brought aboard and examined in this
facility (source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
aft ward room: the space or area in the secondary hull (engineering
hull) constituting the living quarters, dining quarters and rec rooms of
commissioned officers other than those of command rank; specifically,
the quarters occupied by the engineering crew on Constitution- class
starships (source: “Meeting at Xanadu” by Alex Rosen, OAB)
Agamemnon: an Enterprise shuttlecraft; in 2264, Akia tried to escape
to Makus IV in this craft, but Number One had boarded it and
prevented her from succeeding, killing the Ghanil; unfortunately, the
Agamemnon had entered the gravity well of Alpha Indi and damage
to the control panel prevented her from reversing course (source:
Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Age of Fable, The: a book by Thomas Bulfinch, published in 1855;
a physical copy of this book is found in the ship’s library of the
Enterprise (source: “Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB)
Age of Inclusion: a Klingon ritual, performed by young males, the
passage of which makes a Klingon truly a Klingon; those who fail
passage are put to death; similar to Confirmation of Earth’s Catholic
Church, but infinitely more barbaric than that religion (source:
“Liberation from Hell” by d. William Roberts, OAE)
Age of Reason: the age of Vulcan which followed the Reform
(source: Keeper of the Katra by Chris Dickenson, OAF)
Agent 201: one of Gary Seven’s operatives, killed on Earth in a traffic
accident in 1969 (source: “Assignment: Earth” by Art Wallace, TOS2)
Agent 347: one of Gary Seven’s operatives, killed on Earth in a traffic
accident in 1969 (source: “Assignment: Earth” by Art Wallace, TOS2)
“Agent of Death, The”: see “Galvon”
agidudai: the Cherokee (Tsalagi) language word for “grandfather”
(source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Agmar: a Phylosian male; leader of the Phylosians (source: “The
Infinite Vulcan” by Walter Koenig, TAS1)
agonizer: 1) a Klingon device used for inflicting pain on its victims;
Kh’myr have been known to apply the device to their victims’ genitalia
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(source: “Day of the Dove” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3; “Oath of
Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD) 2) a device used for inflicting pain on
its victims in the Mirror universe; every crewman is expected to have
one, and will have their device applied to them for failure (source:
“Mirror, Mirror” by Jerome Bixby, TOS2)
agony booth: a device used for inflicting pain on its victims in the
Mirror universe; victims are placed in the booth, often until they die
from the shock created by the pain (source: “Mirror, Mirror” by Jerome
Bixby, TOS2)
Agora, The: the central square of the city of Rhodes on 892-IV
(source: “The Return” by Steven K. Dixon, OAF)
Agrippa: a Romulan male; Commander of the starship, Tiber; died
during the Romulan encroachment at Lambda Orionis II (source:
“Meeting at Xanadu” by Alex Rosen, OAB)
Aherrowla, Lieutenant j.g.: a Caitian female; Chief Helm Officer of
the Chosin since before 2294; Aherrowla comes from a very influential
pride on Cait (Alpha Lyncis VI); though she's seen service on the
U.S.S. Lexington, this is her first assignment as the chief helm officer;
she is very demur and outside of her duties at the helm, somewhat
quiet; however, don't get on her bad side, because like all others of
her species, she is a very competent, and deadly, hand-to-hand
fighter; her pride leader, Mahlerowl, remains on Cait, where he
maintains a large pride of fifteen females, many of which are serving
in Starfleet; Aherrowla is the youngest, having not cubbed yet (source:
Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
Ahh'hssss: a Gornian word for “dung” (source: In Harm's Way by d.
William Roberts, OAG)
ahn-woon: a Vulcan weapon made of a leather strap that can be
used as a sling (source: “Amok Time” by Theodore Sturgeon, TOS2)
Aiglekdos, Dimetrius, Captain: a Human male born in 2216; in
2249, he was an instructor of Engineering at Starfleet Academy; his
special areas of study were warp drive and lasers; one of the most
dreaded and loved professors on campus; he and Montgomery Scott
terrorized students for years (2249 until 2252); Centaurian Mountain,
Decaf is his favorite coffee; also enjoys chocolate cookies; invented
SensorDesk which synthesizes his favorite foods and beverages; in
the 2290's, he had white hair and a deeply lined face, but there was
no question that an alert mind lurked behind his steel blue eyes; in
2293, had bought the residence formerly owned by Scotty’s nowdeceased grandmother, Aileen Scott; intended for Scott to always be
welcome there when he came back to Scotland to visit; in 2296, he
was in charge of a cadet training exercise using derelict Klingon D-2
and D-3 cruisers that the Federation captured decades ago following
the Battle of Donatu V; the crew of a Klingon scoutship that had
discovered the derelicts had brought one of the cruisers up to attack
capability and opened fire on the cadet ships; Captain Aiglekdos with
the help of Jesse Running Bear and T’Krill made enough repairs to
use the only remaining phaser bank to disable the Klingon ship’s
impulse engines, and then directed the Enterprise-A into ramming and
destroying it; Running Bear and Aiglekdos escaped with their lives;
unfortunately, the effort was too much for Aiglekdos; he lost his battle
with Malgrehn’s Syndrome and perished knowing he’d fulfilled a
lifelong dream: he had, for a brief time, commanded the U.S.S.
Enterprise (source: “By the Back Door” by Jim Ausfahl, OAA; “A
Change of Heart” by Jim Ausfahl, OAH; “Like Fish In A Barrel” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAK)
Ainia, NCC-1254/2: shuttlecraft from U.S.S. Concord that was being
repaired in 2273 on Deep Space Station 3; it was junked (source:
“Rules of Life” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
“air breather”: an Aquan derogatory term for non-water breathers
(source: “The Ambergris Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)
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Air Defense Command: branch of the United States Air Force which
operated a base in Nebraska during the 1960's (source: “Tomorrow
Is Yesterday” by D.C. Fontana, TOS1)
air equalization: this system automatically keeps the air pressure of
the ship equal, even among different decks and corridors; it is turned
off when the air supply ducts are opened, allowing for a spacedock to
“refresh” a starship’s atmosphere prior to its departure (source: Star
Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
air lock: a device which permits the passage of objects, people, etc
between a pressure vessel and its surrounding space while
minimizing the change of pressure in the vessel; it consists of two
airtight doors which are never open simultaneously; a small volume
of high pressure air, equal to the volume of the chamber between the
doors, is reduced to the lower pressure space each time the airlock
is operated; starships are equipped with dozens of air locks (source:
wikipedia.org website)
Air Lock 2: site where Ensign Gary Feltman, an Enterprise
security officer, was killed by a Klingon agent in 2275 (source:
Klingons! by Randall Landers, OAD)
Air Lock 7: used by the crew of the Cooper as a brig to hold a
captured Kzinti (source: “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall
Landers, OAE)
air supply ducts: these are the ducts which allow a spacedock to
“refresh” a starship’s atmosphere prior to departure, during which time
they remain open (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)
aircab: colloquial expression for an aircar being used as a taxi
(source: “Aftermath” by Nomad, OAE)
aircar: a vehicle which uses compressed air jets to maintain lift;
Dianasians move about their planet’s surface with aircars (source:
“The Anniversary Gift” by Donna C. Clark, OAB; The Dianasian Gift by
Carol Davis, OAG)
airplane: a vehicle which uses a wing to maintain lift (source: The
Dorian Solution by Holly S. Trueblood, OAD)
airtram: a form of public transportation in the 23rd century, introduced
in 2248 (source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
airtram shuttle: a shuttlecraft used to ferry ground personnel
from one ground station to another or to orbital stations; only fly
programmed courses (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by
Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
airtruck: a cargo vehicle which uses air jets to maintain lift (source:
“The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
Ajax: in 2273, a Starbase 27 shuttlecraft (source: The Daystrom
Project by Nomad, OAD)
Akaar: a Capellan male; Teer (leader) of the Ten Tribes of Capella;
he was assassinated in 2267 by Maab (source: “Friday’s Child” by
D.C. Fontana, TOS1)
Akaar, Leonard James: a Capellan male born in 2267, son of Akaar,
named for Leonard McCoy and James T. Kirk (source: “Friday’s Child”
by D.C. Fontana, TOS1)
Akharin: born in 3834 B.C., this Human male has an incredible,
regenerative ability, leading to longevity; known in his later life under
a variety of pseudonyms; currently resides on Holberg 917G under
the name of “Flint”; he has a son (see “Cord, Aaron”) and a
granddaughter (see “Cord, Ariel”); he is dying, and has determined
that he will die in the 2320's (source: “Requiem for Methuselah” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS3; A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers &
Nomad, OAJ)
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ship behind the Cooper, the Klingons’ weapon systems had little
chance of targeting him accurately; still, the damage to his cruiser was
extensive, and the injury to his leg was nearly crippling; the Cooper
was virtually destroyed in the incident, and the Albino had barely
escaped with his life; in April 2295, he unleashed a plasma plague on
the Klingon colony world of Korvat in an attempt to demonstrate his
biogenic weaponry; the plague was ended by Doctor Cord and Doctor
Nuress (source: “Blood Oath” by Nomad, OAI; bortaS choQ by
Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ; “Blood Oath” by Peter Allen Fields, DSN2)
Alcalà University: major university of Serenidad, located just outside
the city limits of Castillo Nuevo (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by
Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
Alcalá, Rolando: a Human male; native of Serenidad; an elder
statesman and a member of the High Council in 2294; he was relieved
Leonard McCoy didn’t want the throne, and set up a democratic
government on Serenidad (source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth
Knauel, OAJ)
Alcatraz: a famous prison island off the coast of California on Terra;
currently the site of a children’s park and, unknown to all but highranking Starfleet officers, the site of the Starfleet Maximum Security
Detention Center; see “Starfleet Maximum Security Detention
Center” and “113 Cancri VII” (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture
novelization by Gene Roddenberry, TMP; “Questions” by Nomad,
OAF)
alcohol: only one-third of the liquors aboard a starship have any
substantial alcohol content, the remainder is composed of less
harmful intoxicants (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture novelization
by Gene Roddenberry, TMP; Klingons! by Randall Landers with
Nomad, OAD)
Alcrani: 1) a small, arid class M planet within Federation space,
inhabited by a humanoid species (source: “Good Luck Charm” by Paul
Starkey, OAB) 2) the humanoid species native to the planet Alcrani;
in 2266, the Federation was courting the Alcrani to join the Federation
when it was discovered that the Alcrani ambassador needed heart
surgery; the Enterprise’s sickbay was the best facility in the sector to
have that surgery carried out, but the Alcrani wouldn’t allow him to
come aboard unless a stuffed Alcrani desert lizard was present in
Sickbay (source: “Good Luck Charm” by Paul Starkey, OAB)
Alcrani desert lizard: a large lizard, long held as a symbol of
good luck; ancient Alcrani shamen discovered that the creature's
blood provided an antidote to a disease called prickly flu; for the
last three centuries, Alcrani doctors have had a stuffed desert
lizard in their offices; it is considered most unlucky not to have a
lizard present when any form of surgery takes place; McCoy
protested its presence, but agreed to have a stuffed desert lizard
mounted to his wall; after the surgery, McCoy decided to keep it,
and it hung on the wall of Sickbay during the entire five-year
mission as a “lucky charm” (source: “Good Luck Charm” by Paul
Starkey, OAB)
Alcyone (Eta Tauri): a B7 giant star 410 lightyears from Sol, part of
the Pleiades star cluster (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)
Alcyones: a race of dwarf-like humanoids with shaggy brows, bald
heads and soprano voices; first contacted by the starship Enterprise
in 2266 in the famed first contact between that Federation vessel and
the Alcyone vessel, Fesarius, under the command of Balok; in 2270,
the Alcyones joined the United Federation of Planets (source: “The
Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1; “The Return” by Steven
K. Dixon, OAF)
Aldebaran (Alpha Tauri): a K5 reddish-orange giant star forty times
larger than Sol with a red dwarf companion and lying some 68
lightyears from Sol (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)

Akia: a Ghanil female; honey-colored hair, green eyes; the Ghanil
Curse drove her insane, twisting its horror into a blessing; she was
imprisoned on Alpha Indi IV in a cavern in 923 A.D.; an earthquake in
2264 freed her, and she mentally reached out to the crew of the
Enterprise and they rescued her from the planet; she quickly attacked
and “changed” several security guards into vampires; she also
developed a sexual relationship with J.M. Colt after she’d changed the
communications officer into a vampire and developed a friendship
with Number One which she used to attempt to gain control of the
Enterprise; she caused the deaths of 61 Enterprise crew before she
died aboard the shuttlecraft Agamemnon when Number One exposed
her to the sunlight shining through the view ports (source: Drink
Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Akuta: a Vaalian male; leader of the natives of Gamma Trianguli VI;
he had two antennae, a direct link to Vaal, the computer that formerly
governed that planet, making him “The Eyes of Vaal” and through
which Vaal could issue instructions (source: “The Apple” by Max
Ehrlich, TOS2)
Al Mahdi, U.S.S., NCC-545: a Starfleet Cochise-class destroyer; in
2285, during the Kelvan War, it was assigned to Task Force One, and
survived the Kelvan onslaught which eventually destroyed many ships
in its group and Starbase 32 (source: In Harm's Way by d. William
Roberts, OAG)
Al Rashid, U.S.S., NCC-3802: a Ptolemy-class transport/tug; in 2295,
it was under the command of Captain David Walking-Bear (source:
Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
al-Faisal, Ben: a Human male of Saudi extraction; an old friend of
Sulu’s, going back to their time together at the Academy; he has been
the captain of the U.S.S. Exeter since 2282 (source: “Captain’s Bars”
by Nomad, OAF)
Al-Khatib, J.: a Human male; cadet at Starfleet Academy from 2250
until 2254; majored in Command (source: “It’s Not Fair” by Richard
Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris; OAA)
alaichem sholom: a Hebrew phrase meaning “peace to you” (source:
Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Alameda: site of a U.S. naval base in 20th century Earth; Chekov and
Uhura once visited the aircraft carrier Enterprise while it was docked
at the base in order to collect high energy photons (source: Star Trek
IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)
Alanna: a city of Stradia, bombed out of existence before Stradia City
was captured; under reconstruction in 2274 (source: “Just Another
Routine Assignment” by Ann Zewen, OAD)
Alar: a Skorr male; the great religion teacher of the Skorr; his “soul”
(thought patterns) have been preserved in a piece of endurite
sculpture (“Soul of Skorr”) (source: “The Jihad” by Stephen Kandel,
TAS1)
Albireo, U.S.S., NCC-714: a Starfleet interceptor needing a captain
in 2284 (source: “Captain's Bars” by Nomad, OAF)
Albino, The: a humanoid male believed to be a mutant Klingon of
undetermined origins; a villain renowned throughout the Klingon
Empire; he poisoned the first born children of Kang, Kor and Koloth in
order to force them to stop their harassment of nefarious activities;
they, along with Federation ambassador Curzon Dax, swore out a
blood oath against him; in 2295, he was being hunted again by his old
foes, Kang, Kor and Koloth; his ships were being attacked, and
whether or not he hid in Federation space, it did not matter to his
pursuers; the Klingon Empire’s three greatest commanders had made
his life difficult; in February, they had nearly shot out his ship from
underneath him; he had managed to escape only by shielding himself
behind a hapless Federation scoutship, the Cooper; maneuvering his
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Aldebaran III: class M planet, site of a Federation colony; the
Aldebaran colony was settled by telepathic New Humans who
have struggled against the world’s environment (plant life
degenerates due to a strange radiation from certain minerals in
the planet’s soil); a major space port, there are excellent
medical, psychiatric, parapsychiatric (concentrating on ESP
abilities in Humans) and biological research facilities there; the
majority of the population are Human colonists engaged in
maritime industries; the home of the Aldebaran Shellmouth, a
massive bivalve (source: “Where No Man Has Gone Before” by
Samuel Peeples, TOS1; “Amok Time” by Theodore Sturgeon,
TOS2; “The Deadly Years” by David Harmon, TOS2)
Aldebaran IV: a class M planet, site of a Federation colony;
known for its market places; home of the Aldebaran Energy
Serpent and Aldebaran Thunderwalker; Uhura once bought an
evening gown there (source: “Hide and Q” by C.J. Holland &
Gene Roddenberry, TNG1; “Aftermath” by Nomad, OAE)
Aldebaran brandy: an intoxicant (source: “Just a Little Training
Cruise” by Randall Landers; OAF)
Aldebaran colonies: see “Aldebaran III” and “Aldebaran IV”
Aldebaran Energy Serpent: a hostile lifeform; three-headed
snake with an energy globe body; capable of electrocuting
humanoids with lightning bolts (and prone to do so with alarming
frequency); native to Aldebaran IV (source: “Hide and Q” by C.J.
Holland & Gene Roddenberry)
Aldebaran mineral water: a rather invigorating fresh water
bottled from the mineral springs of Aldebaran (source: Bloodlines
by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Aldebaran MuleHog: a stubborn, fat animal (source: “The Float”
by Cathy German, OAB)
Aldebaran Serpent: a lizard with a thick, abrasive skin; its rough
middle tail is impenetrable by any blade, and many energy
weapons (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH)
Aldebaran Shellmouth: a massive bivalve capable of
generating 15 metric tons of pressure to keep its valves closed;
native to Aldebaran III; opens its mouth every 2.6 years to eat
(source: “Amok Time” by Theodore Sturgeon, TOS2; No Cold
Wind by Ann Zewen, OAB; “Comeuppance” by Cathy German,
OAB)
Aldebaran Thunderwalker: enormous, carnivorous reptilian
creature with tremendously powerful legs, native to the jungles
of Aldebaran IV; produces a very loud, rumbling sound when it
walks (“Aftermath” by Nomad, OAE)
Aldebaran whiskey: a green alcoholic beverage (source:
“Relics” by Ron Moore, TNG6)
Alden, Lloyd: a strong, mid 30's black Human male in 2265, he was
a lieutenant serving as the chief communications officer of the
Enterprise (after Mitchell’s death, he filled in for him as a relief
navigator during the shakedown cruise of 2265); following the return
of the Enterprise; he chose not to serve under Captain Kirk because
the captain had appointed Lieutenant Uhura to serve as his chief
communications officer, a decision that Alden took personally; he
continued his career in Starfleet; he took a position aboard the U.S.S.
Constitution; in 2295, he was a commodore serving as the
commanding officer of Starbase 211 near the Beta Quadrant (source:
“Where No Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel Peeples, TOS1;
“Helmsman” by Nomad, OAA; “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD;
Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
Aldrin: a shuttlecraft aboard the Shenandoah in 2264 (source:
“Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers, OAA)
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Aldron: a star system located near the Relva star system (source:
“Coming of Age” by Sandy Fries, TNG1)
Aldron IV: a class M planet located near the Relva star system
(source: “Coming of Age” by Sandy Fries, ” TNG1)
Aleek-Om: an Aurelian male; a civilian historian; per an agreement
with the Aurelians, he was posted aboard the Enterprise in 2269, and
was responsible for studies of the Guardian of Forever (source:
“Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana, TAS1; “Plague” by Randall Landers,
OAB)
Aleph: one of the energy beings of Tinue III, his vote carried the
majority of power; now deceased, he was killed when the star
expanded (source: “Until Judgment” by Nomad, Thomas Harden &
Randall Landers, OAD)
alert B-2: see “alert condition B-2”
alert condition B-2: a condition akin to general quarters; major
sections of the ship are sealed off due to the presence of a hostile
intruder or to isolate the spread of a contagion or contamination;
sometimes announced as “alert condition Baker-2" to prevent any
confusion about the letter of the alphabet called (source: “The Man
Trap” by George Clayton Johnson, TOS1)
alert status: a condition akin to general quarters; all hands are to
prepare for a possible alert (red, yellow or general quarters) (source:
“The Naked Time” by John D.F. Black, TOS1)
Aleta: an Orion female with a creamy complexion, emerald-colored
eyes and raven-colored hair; born in the city of Gracchos on
Xantharus IV; the youngest child and only daughter of a minor
merchant; she lost her virginity at the age of 11 when it was bartered
away by her father to pay for some of his debts; upon her father’s
death, she became a prostitute at a brothel with a master that at least
seemed to care for his staff's well-being, and had signed a working
contract with him; her first customer, Haldar, was so taken with her,
that he purchased her contract and invited her to join his harem; she
accepted, not knowing this man was one of the Director’s henchmen,
and that he did not enjoy sex unless he first brutalized the female; she
didn't know that he often enjoyed orgies with his friends, and she was
expected to please them all at the same time or continue to serve
them until she did, but she soon learned; it took her a week to escape,
and she was taken in by Antare, a borzan herder; eventually, though,
Haldar caught up with her and her husband, and killed them both in
a typically grisly fashion (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad &
Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Alexander: 1) a Platonian male who suffered from dwarfism (a
pituitary hormone deficiency); he was unable to utilize the kironide in
the environment of their world, and as a result, did not possess the
telekinesis that they did (source: “Plato’s Stepchildren” by Meyer
Dolinsky, TOS3) 2) Jim Kirk’s pony in 2238 (source: “Sam” by Ann
Zewen, OAA)
Alexander the Great: a Terran male; warrior and king of Macedonia
(on Terra) from 356 to 323 B.C.; one of the many identities of Akharin
(Flint) (source: “Requiem for Methuselah” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Alexander, U.S.S., NCC-511: a Saladin-class destroyer lost while on
a research mission in the binary system of Procyon and Phardos;
destroyed by an energy being from another universe along with its
sister ship, the Darius (source: “The Balance of Nature” by Jeffrey
Woytach, OAD)
Alexandria: a Federation star system, relatively near Barzac’s Planet
(source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Alexandria II: a class M planet, a Federation colony world
renowned for its library which eagerly imports data tapes from
throughout the galaxy (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S.
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Frelick, OAB)
Alfa 177: common misspelling of “Alpha 177"; see “Alpha 177"
algae specimens: standard collection requirement for planets
containing water; the Enterprise maintains several collections of algae
specimens aboard in order to detect unusually subtle changes in life
from radiation (source: “The Terratin Incident” by Paul Schneider,
TAS1)
algobarium solution: a neutral solution, when used in conjunction
with colladium trioxide; can neutralize the effects of Elasian tears
(source: “Elaan of Troyius” by John Meredyth Lucas, TOS3)
Algol (Beta Persei): a blue-white B8 V main sequence star located
95 lightyears from Sol (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)
Algol XI: an inhabited class M world; home planet of the
Algolians, a Federation member race (source: “Ménage à Trois”
by Fred Bronson & Susan Sackett, TNG3)
Algolians: a humanoid lifeform native to Algol XI; they are fond of
using percussive musical instruments during their ceremonies
(source: “Ménage à Trois” by Fred Bronson & Susan Sackett, TNG3)
Algren, Nelson: a Terran male, 1901-1981; American novelist who
wrote several works and was known for his rules of life that include
“Never eat at a place called Mom’s; never play cards with a man
named Doc” (source: “Rules of Life” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Ali, D’wanda: a young black Human female, native to Earth; civilian
astrophysicist; first assigned to the Cooper in 2272; holds the
honorary rank of lieutenant; shares her cabin (4C15) with another
civilian astrophysicist, Laura DuBarry (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera”
by Randall Landers, OAE)
Alice: 1) a series of androids on the planet Mudd (source: “I, Mudd”
by Stephen Kandel, TOS2) 2) a character from Alice in Wonderland
who appeared before McCoy on the Amusement Park Planet
(Omicron Delta V) (source: “Shore Leave” by Theodore Sturgeon,
TOS1)
Alice in Wonderland: a novel by Lewis Carroll, characters from
which appeared on the Amusement Park Planet (Omicron Delta V);
Spock enjoyed reading the book as a child (source: “Shore-leave” by
Theodore Sturgeon, TOS1; Keeper of the Katra by Chris Dickenson,
OAF)
“alien dewdrop”: a term McCoy uses to describe the Phylosian
antidote for the bite from the insidious Retlaw plant (source: “The
Infinite Vulcan” by Walter Koenig, TAS1)
“Aliens’ Graveyard, The”: see “Rura Penthe”
Alighieri, Dante: a Terran male native to Italy; lived 1265-1321;
author of The Divine Comedy; Aaron Cord has admitted to his
daughter and Captain Sulu that he was Dante (source: A Little Family
Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Alinar: a Dorian female; the “allied” (wife) of Delessix; she has rich
garnet colored hair and brilliant emerald green eyes; she objected to
the end of the Way of Danix (source: The Dorian Solution by Holly
Trueblood, OAD)
alisitate: a form of the noble gas argon (source: “A Crystal Clear
Problem” by Rowena Warner, OAD; The Dorian Solution by Holly
Trueblood, OAD)
All-Vulcan Harp Competition: an annual contest held on Vulcan;
only once has a son competed against his father, namely Spock and
Sarek; Sarek was declared the winner of the contest (source: “The
Choice” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Allai, L’orina: an exotic brunette-haired female from Alpha Centauri;
a cadet at Starfleet Academy from 2250 until 2254; majored in
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Sciences; she once shared lunch with Spock, Kirk and Areel Shaw;
she took Theoretical Physics with Spock (source: “First Contact 101"
by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
Allen, Dartha: a Rigelian female; a friend of Kate Logan; born in
2234; a Trans-Galactic News Service reporter stationed on Bellatrix
XI to cover the civil war there; the lover of the Deltan Laria; she was
injured while collecting visual evidence of the protomatter depot near
the third moon of Bellatrix XI, and spent a week in a regeneration tank
as a result; winner of two Pulitzer Prizes, a Bernstein Award, and a
Sontnu Award; Dartha, in particular, resents James Kirk’s relationship
with Kate Logan (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick,
OAB; The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Allen, Michael: a Human male; in 2297, a cadet assigned to the
Hyperion for practical training; part of Team 3 during the Renzalian
Madweed crisis (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Allenby Gallery: the most prestigious museum located on Zeta
Reticuli I-B, it is situated in the city-dome of New Britannia (source:
“The Adventure of the Vulcan Detective” by Terry Endres, OAB)
Alliance Consortium: see “Barrier Alliance Consortium”
Alliance, U.S.S., NCC-2113: a Starfleet Federation-class dreadnought; in 2285, during the Kelvan War, it was assigned to Task Force
One; unlike most of its fellow ships, it survived until Task Force Six
arrived; once named Commander of the Kelvan Theater of
Operations, Jim Kirk moved his flag to the Alliance and had a special
operations and control center (see “Task Force Command Center”)
built to accommodate the final campaign needed defeat the Kelvans;
under the command of Captain Daniel Michael Williams since 2286;
in April 2295, the dreadnought unintentionally crossed over into
Romulan territory into Sector R-4; it was attacked and virtually
crippled; the marker buoys had been swept aside by an unusually
strong ion storm; the Alliance had been dispatched by Starfleet to
ascertain the status of the Neutral Zone marker buoys; the buoys
ended up in Sector R-3 instead; the ship was attacked, and Captain
Williams was killed; the crew transported down to Galorndon Core and
self-destructed the Alliance (source: In Harm's Way by d. William
Roberts, OAG; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL;
“Chains of Command” by Randall Landers, OAL)
Almeira, Pedro: a Human male; member of the Serenidad Council;
executed by the Klingons during their third invasion (source: “The
Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
Alondra: a former planet of the Pallas-14 system, devoured by the
cosmic cloud which threatened that system (source: “One of Our
Planets Is Missing” by Marc Daniels, TAS1)
Alonit: a planet taken over by the Klingons under the direction of
Commander Kral who was injured in the process (source: “The Wages
of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)
Aloor-Em: a Skorr male; a professor of biology; the most famous
biologist of the Skorr; died on Nissaba in 2270 while on a research
mission there (source: “A Matter of Trust” by Thomas Harden, Randall
Landers & Kevin Morgan, OAB)
Alpen (Beta Cygni VII): a newly terraformed planet, class M, with
brilliant blue skies; restructured to resemble the Terran alps; excellent
skiing facilities; makes for a terrific shore leave for most crews; the
terraformers included Terran pine trees, bears, wildcats and even
mountain lions; a mountain lion attacked the fleeing Captain Kirk in
2269, forcing Kirk to use an axe and kill it in self-defense (source:
“Winter Hunt” by Crystal Perry, OAB)
Alpen – Orbital Police: the security force that maintains order
above the planet Alpen (source: “Winter Hunt” by Crystal Perry,
OAB)
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Alpha 177: an arid class M planet; yellow and brown soil with white
clouds; its daytime temperature is roughly 85ºF, but because of its thin
atmosphere, the night temperature can drop to as low as -120ºF
(source: “The Enemy Within” by Richard Matheson, TAS1)
Alpha 177–caninoid: a dog-like creature, shaggy, golden-haired
with antennae and a single horn (source: “The Enemy Within” by
Richard Matheson, TAS1)
Alpha 177–ore (alphacite): a soft, yellow, magnetic ore with
highly unusual properties (source: “The Enemy Within” by
Richard Matheson, TAS1)
Alpha III: see “Alpha Centauri III”
Alpha V: see “Regulus V”
Alpha Andromedae (Alpheratz): the brightest mercury-manganese
star, located 97 lightyears from Sol; a brilliant star, 200x brighter than
Sol; it has a dimmer companion star with a period of 96.7 days; the
dimmer companion is one tenth as bright as the primary; its third
planet has a Federation research colony studying the unique nature
of the star (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Alpha Andromedae III: a class D planetoid with a Federation
research colony and a major trading outpost known as the
Cliffside Mall which is located on the side of a cliff above a
molten sea; the world was considered a scientists’ paradise
since so many scientific institutions were present on the world;
in 2274, the scientific institutions located there, which include the
Nerean Marine Institute, the Konacki Astronomical Observatory;
and Sirrah Geophysics Research Laboratory, were slated for a
computer system upgrade (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane
Doyle, OAD; “Barrafluda” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
alpha bond: the perfect, ideal mind-meld (source: “Incident on
Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA)
Alpha Carinae (Canopus): a yellow-white F0 supergiant star 118
lightyears from Sol with four class M planets orbiting it; this star is
used as a navigational reference by starships (source: Burnham’s
Celestial Handbook; “Arena” by Frederic Brown, TOS1)
Alpha Carinae II: class M planet with two major land masses
and a number of islands; inhabited by the Skorr; source for
Canopian Brandy; home of Phineas Tarbolde, a renowned poet
and author of “The Nightingale Woman”; on this world,
dominated by avians, it is the primates who bury themselves with
sand in order to avoid being devoured by carnivores, such as the
Skorr (source: “Where No Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel
Peeples, TOS1; “The Ultimate Computer” by Laurence Wolfe &
D.C. Fontana, TOS2; Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Alpha Carinae III: a desert planet, but class M; home of the
Canopian Megasaur, a large reptilian creature known for
attacking any and all potential sources for food; known for its
voracious appetite; also home for the Canopian Fire-Cobra
which bakes its victims with its intense body heat while engaging
them in combat; planet is the site of a Federation rehabilitation
colony; Janice Lester was detained there; Doctor Coleman died
in a fire during one of her escape attempts (source: “Turnabout
Vengeance” by Nomad, OAB; “The Eye of the Beholder” by
David P. Harmon, TAS1; “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
Alpha Carinae V: a class M planet which is the home to the
Drella, a creature which derives its nourishment from the
emotion of love (source: “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch,
TOS2)
Alpha Carinae XIII: a planet which possesses a naturally
occurring sensor shield (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers &
Nomad, OAD)
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Alpha Centauri (Rigil Kentaurus): a yellow-white G2 main sequence
star with a dwarf K1 red companion star; only 4.34 lightyears from Sol;
the distance between the two stars varies between 11 and 35 AU;
Alpha Centauri is accompanied by a faint red M1 flare dwarf known as
“Proxima Centauri” about 40,000 miles in diameter and one-sixth of
a lightyear from Alpha Centauri (one trillion miles or so); its third and
seventh planets are class M (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)
Alpha Centauri III (Alpha III): a class M planet; it has been
described as a “beautiful place”; “Alpha III” colony was settled by
Humans who soon declared their independence from United
Earth; they established a court system the entire Federation
would soon emulate for its fairness; decisions made in their court
system have become legal precedents throughout the
Federation; the planet’s guiding philosophy is that one should
learn by one’s own experiences; Alphans also strongly believe
that one should learn from one’s own experiences, not from
information gleaned from others; to this effect, they are often
reticent to discuss sensitive matters (source: “Court Martial” by
Don Mankiewicz & Steven Carabatsos, TOS1)
Alpha Centauri VII (Centaurus, Centauri VII): a class M planet,
the home of the renowned lithographer Taranallus and adopted
home of Zefram Cochrane; inhabited by humanoids known as
Centaurians, who seem to be as closely related to Humans as
Vulcans are to Romulans, apparently because the Preservers
had transplanted them to that planet five thousand years ago
(source: “Metamorphosis” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2; “Requiem for
Methuselah” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Alpha Century, Inc.: an illegal arms dealing operation secretly
headed by Sar Xhosar; it was engaged in the distribution of
protomatter on Bellatrix XI; located on an asteroid beyond the third
moon of the planet; using the Roxanne, Kate Logan and Dartha Allen
managed to get holovid footage of the facility before they were
attacked (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Alpha Ceti (Menkar, Ceti Alpha): star system 150 lightyears from
Sol, a red M2 giant star; sometimes referred to as “Ceti Alpha”
(source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)
Alpha Ceti V: a savage and inhospitable class M planet upon
which Khan Noonien Singh and his followers were placed; when
Alpha Ceti VI exploded, mass from that planet struck Alpha Ceti
V, changing the orbit, and contaminating the atmosphere with
Kraylon gasses; the planet is no longer class M (source: “Space
Seed” by Carey Wilber & Gene L. Coon, TOS1; Star Trek II: The
Wrath of Khan, by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK)
Alpha Ceti VI: massive planet which exploded in 2267; some of
its mass struck Alpha Ceti V, changing the orbit of the planet,
and everything there was laid waste; a Federation science team
is still pondering the mysteries of just how this freak occurrence
of nature could have happened (source: Star Trek II: The Wrath
of Khan, by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK)
Alpha Cygni (Deneb): a blue A2 supergiant star some 1600
lightyears from Sol; the Enterprise conducted a standard survey of
Alpha Cygni in 2273; while there, they were tested by an entity that
called itself “Q”; the entire incident was wiped from their minds
following a luau; later, their sensors detected humanoid life on the
fourth planet of the system, but the probes indicated a complete lack
of even atomic technology, and contact was not made per the Prime
Directive; during a subsequent survey, it was discovered that the
inhabitants of the planet, the Bandi, are a peaceful people aware of
interstellar flight because they have interstellar visitors making their
world a port of call (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook;
“Encounter at Deneb” by Lord Garth, OAD; “Encounter at Farpoint” by
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D.C. Fontana & Gene Roddenberry, TNG1)
Alpha Cygni IV: also known as Deneb IV; the home of the
Bandi, a peaceful humanoid people; the planet is rich with geothermal power sources, but the Bandi are technologically slow
about developing it; have maintained only cultural ties with the
Federation since their discovery (source: “Encounter at Farpoint”
by D.C. Fontana & Gene Roddenberry, TNG1)
Alpha Cygni IX: a class M planet in the Alpha Cygni (Deneb)
star system; location of the historic treaty between the
Federation and the Orions (source: “Sarek” by Peter S. Beagle,
TNG3; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ)
Alpha Indi: a small K0III star with ten planets; the fourth planet is
class M; 101 lightyears from Sol (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth
Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Alpha Indi IV: an unremarkable class M planet slated for
colonization in the mid 2260's; it has been surveyed somewhat
extensively due to its proximity to Earth and Vulcan; however,
there is little of interest; no valuable minerals, no transuranic
elements present; the ecosystem is quite similar to that of Earth;
the planet's most highly evolved life forms are roughly equivalent
to a Terran lupine predator (i.e. wolf); it was this planet on which
Akia was imprisoned in 923 A.D. and from which she was
rescued by the crew of the Enterprise in 2264 (source: Drink
Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Alpha Indi IV–lupines: resemble Terran wolves; Starfleet
lasers have limited effect on them (source: Drink Deeply by
Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Alpha Indi IV–octoped: a furry, long-tailed mammal native
to Alpha Indi IV (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel
and Nomad, OAA)
Alpha Indi IV–quadrupeds: closely resemble Earth buffalo
down to their coloring and horns, but much taller and
heavier (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and
Nomad, OAA)
Alpha Librae (Zuben El Genubi): star system of the planet Libra; an
A3 star 72 lightyears from Sol with an F5 sub-dwarf companion (8
Librae) at 4800 AU’s, and a B9 dwarf companion at 30 AU’s; the
planet Libra (Alpha Librae X) orbits both stars, and it is the only class
M world in the system; see “Libra” (source: Burnham’s Celestial
Handbook; “The Terratin Incident” by Paul Schneider, TAS1
“Something to Remind You” by Deborah A. Bailey, OAB)
Alpha Librae X: see “Libra”
Alpha Lyncis: a red M0 giant star 155 lightyears from Sol, the home
system of the planet Cait (Alpha Lyncis VI), home world of the felinoid
race, Caitians (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook, “The Survivor”
by James Schmerer, TAS1; publicity materials released for the
animated series)
Alpha Lyncis VI: see “Cait”
Alpha Majoris: a star system once visited by James T. Kirk (source:
“Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2)
Alpha Majoris I: class M planet, home to the Mellitus cloud
creature; James T. Kirk once visited this world; see “Mellitus”
(source: “Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2)
Alpha Pegasi: see “Markab”
Alpha Piscium: a A0/A3 double star system 139 light years from
Earth; its main star is Alrischa A, and there are eight planets orbiting
it with the fifth planet being of Class M; in 2245, a Federation science
team had mapped out the geophysical characteristics of the planets
in this system; in 2266, the Enterprise made a follow-up visit to the
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fifth planet in that system and discovered some flat discs which
possibly were remnants of an old civilization (source: “Muraviov’s
Law” by Diane Doyle, OAB)
Alpha Piscium V: a class M planet; while Enterprise was on a
survey mission there, an earthquake occurred and the survey
party discovered some flat discs which possibly were remnants
of an old civilization (source: “Muraviov’s Law” by Diane Doyle,
OAB)
Alpha Proxima: a Federation star system near Earth (source: “Wolf
in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Alpha Proxima II: class M planet, an Earth colony world; several
women were killed by Red Jack on this world (source: “Wolf in
the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Alpha Quadrant: in 2290, the Federation divided the galaxy into four
quadrants; most of the Federation lies within the area designated the
“Alpha Quadrant” (source: Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country by
Nick Meyers et al, TUC)
Alpha Reticuli: a yellow G7III giant star located 163 lightyears from
Sol; there is a marginally habitable class M planet known as
“Duncan’s Planetoid”; the system is prone to frequent ion storms
which cause ships to crash onto the planetoid (source: The Dianasian
Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
alpha shift: see “shifts”
Alpha Tauri: see “Aldebaran”
Alpha Tucanae: a K3III orange giant star 199 lightyears from Sol
which emits Pertack’s radiation; in 2294, the Tholians established a
colony there, within the heart of the Federation; the Enterprise-B was
attacked there by the Tholian forces, and the Chosin, the Repulse, the
Excelsior and other ships were dispatched to render support (source:
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; Old Feuds by d.
William Roberts, OAM)
Alpha Tucanae I: a class Y planet with a temperature exceeding
500 degrees Kelvin and with toxic atmospheres and thermionic
radiation (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Alpha Tucanae II: a class Y planet with a temperature
exceeding 500 degrees Kelvin and with toxic atmospheres and
thermionic radiation (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall
Landers, OAL)
Alpha Tucanae III: a class H planet; a desert planet with an
oxygen-argon atmosphere, high temperatures, and extremely
radioactive (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers,
OAL)
Alpha Tucanae IV: a class E planet; a hot, arid planet with a
stormy sulfur-laden atmosphere poisonous to Human life; there
are three continental land masses with an ocean of lead
separating them; the Tholians settled on this planet in 2294; the
surface’s dark red soil contrast with the gray clouds of vaporized
lead overhead and the volcanoes erupting in the distance with
mammoth yellow sulfur flows, outcroppings of obsidian and other
igneous rocks are everywhere; following the bombing of the
Tholian colony, there were shattered crystals everywhere from
the destruction; it was literally Hell (source: Chekov's Enterprise
by Randall Landers, OAL)
Alpha Tucanae V: a class C planet; a cold arid planet with a
stormy atmosphere poisonous to Human life; there are icy clouds
of green methane and pink kraylon gasses swirl around an
equatorial cyclone; planet where Federation forces rendezvoused before doing battle with the Tholians (source: Chekov's
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; Old Feuds by d. William
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Roberts, OAM)
alphacite: see “Alpha 177 ore”
Alpheratz: see “Alpha Andromedae”
Alpheratz Dinner Theater: dinner theater on Alpha Andromedae III
where several persons from the Enterprise, including Lieutenant Kevin
Riley, Ensign Scott Riggins, saw a play on the legendary Irish hero,
Brian Boru (source: “Barrafluda” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Alrischa A: see “Alpha Piscium”
Altair (Alpha Aquilae): a blue main sequence star 16 lightyears from
Sol; located in Quadrant 11, Sector 9 (source: Burnham’s Celestial
Handbook)
Altair III: planet involved in the Altairean Civil War; still has
several rebellious factions which cause trouble from time to time
(source: “Encounter at Farpoint” by D.C. Fontana & Gene
Roddenberry, TNG1)
Altair IV: a Federation planet with an excellent medical facility
(source: “Prophet Motive” by Ira Steven Behr, DSN3)
Altair VI: the central world of a star system just recuperating
from a civil war; currently an associate member of the
Federation; the purported origin of the Kobayashi Maru (source:
“Amok Time” by Theodore Sturgeon, TOS2; Star Trek II: The
Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK)
Altair Expedition: similar to the Vulcanian Expedition; in this case,
three starships were dispatched to the Altair system for the coronation
of a president who had announced his decision to join the Federation;
their presence there sent ripples clear to the Klingon Empire (source:
“Amok Time” by Theodore Sturgeon, TOS2)
Altair Sandwich: an enormous meal served between two slices of
bread (source: “You Are Cordially Invited” by Ron Moore, DSN6)
Altair water: a non-intoxicating beverage preferred by Vulcans;
sometimes mixed with bourbon (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna
S. Frelick, OAB; Star Trek III: The Search for Spock by Harve Bennett,
TSfS)
Altair, U.S.S., NCC-1803: a Starfleet Achernar-class heavy cruiser;
in 2285, during the Kelvan War, it was assigned to Task Force Four,
and was, like most of the other ships of that group, destroyed (source:
In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Altairean Conference: annual event where the Federation
dispatches starship commanders to meet on a regular basis; a subtle
reminder, perhaps, to the rebellious groups in the Altair system that
their planetary system is a member of the Federation (source:
“Conspiracy” by Robert Sabaroff & Tracy Tormé, TNG1)
Altairean Demonsnake: a reptile native to Altair VI; its venom can be
used to produce an untraceable poison which simulates a heart attack
in humanoids (source: “Turnabout Vengeance” by Nomad, OAB)
Altairean poetry: similar in composition and style to the chants of
Tibetan monks (source: “Return to Tarsus” by Donna Frelick, OAE)
Altairean Spru: a rhinovirus which causes Humans to suffer
extensive nasal dripping which causes it to spread rapidly among
starship crews (source: “Shades of Grey” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)
Altaireans: a Federation member race, humanoids native to Altair VI;
prone to violent civil wars (source: “Amok Time” by Theodore
Sturgeon, TOS2)
“Altar of Tomorrow”: a Horta expression for the resting place of the
one Horta who serves as the mother of the race; located on Level 23
on Janus VI (source: “The Devil in the Dark” by Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
Alternate Control: the Gorn equivalent of auxiliary control; a
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secondary control center aboard their vessels, located in the rear
(engineering) section of their starships (source: In Harm's Way by d.
William Roberts, OAG)
alternate universes: there are currently few known alternate
universes which have been substantiated by the Vulcan Academy of
Sciences, based on the information provided to them by the vessels
which have encountered these “parallel” universes; one such universe
is composed of antimatter; one has time flowing backwards and in
which space is a colored miasma while stars shine black (some have
suggested the encounter of this universe was devised by an advanced
alien intelligence as a test of the crew of the Enterprise and humanity);
one universe is filled with the personality antitheses of inhabitants of
our universe (some have suggested that the latter is the same
antimatter universe as previously mentioned, but this has not been
substantiated); also known to exist: Hilbert space (wherein there is
continual creation), Anti-Hilbert space (wherein there is a continual
energy vacuum), subspace (through which most faster-than-light
vessels travel), hyperspace (through which most faster-than-light
communications have been sent since 2271 or so) (source: “The
Alternative Factor” by Don Ingalls, TOS1; “Mirror, Mirror” by Jerome
Bixby, TOS2; “The Counter-clock Incident” by John Culver, TAS2; “Ad
Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE )
alternative warp: a negative magnetic corridor where opposite but
parallel universes touch; acts as a safety valve for creation (source:
“The Alternative Factor” by Don Ingalls)
Altnaharra: a village in Scotland; Montgomery Scott’s grandmother
Aileen Scott lived near this small village; (source: “By the Back Door”
by Jim Ausfahl, OAA)
aluminum, transparent: see “transparent aluminum”
Aluminum-23 dating: radiocarbon dating: a chemical analysis used
to determine the age of organic materials based on their content of
the radioisotope aluminum-23; believed to be reliable for inorganic
materials, such as stone (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel
and Nomad, OAA)
_____, Alvin: a Human male; a professor; member of the tragic
Gamma Hydrae IV expedition; now deceased (source: “The Deadly
Years” by David Harmon, TOS2)
Amaku: a Nihali term for the cloaking device they discovered on Nihal
V (source: “Serendipity” by Amanda Cassity, OAB)
Amalia: a Dorian female; daughter of Alinar and Delessix, the “allied”
(wife) of Darien (source: The Dorian Solution by Holly Trueblood,
OAD)
Amanda: see “Grayson, Amanda”
Amar, I.K.C.: a Klingon K’t’inga-class battle cruiser; in 2273, it was
destroyed by V’ger (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)
Amaranthus cruentis xenocolonialis: a strain of the Terran
amaranth plant, specially bred for productivity and endurance; used
in establishing colonies, since it will thrive in soils that many other
grain plants would not survive; produces over a kilo of grain per plant
per year, and has edible, as well as palatable, leaves; grain can be
ground like wheat for flour, boiled like rice and eaten directly, or
popped and eaten like popcorn (source: “Cruithneacht III ” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAK)
Amarcus: a Romulan male; Centurion aboard a Romulan S’ten
Vastam-class cruiser stationed in the Nihal system; he perished in
2269 when his ship attacked the Enterprise and was subsequently
destroyed by it (source: “Serendipity” by Amanda Cassity, OAB)
“ambassador at large”: a Federation ambassador without a specific
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planetary assignment; this individual is sent wherever needed
(source: “Oath of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD; Chekov’s Enterprise
by Randall Landers, OAL)
ambergris: a secretion of the Earth sperm whale, similar in structure
to the venom of the Argonian sur-snake (source: “The Ambergris
Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)
ameelah: a Vulcan dessert, tasting much like fried bananas (source:
The Star Trek Cooking Manual by Mary Ann Piccard, TOS; Chekov’s
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
American Continent Institute: the agency to which the S.S.
Columbia belonged (source: “The Cage” by Gene Roddenberry,
TOS1)
Amerind planet: see “Amerinds” and “Epsilon Aurigae IV”
Amerinds: American Indians of mixed Navajo, Mohican, and
Delaware stocks (all of which were advanced and generally peaceful
tribes); they were transplanted by the Preservers from ancient Terra
to Epsilon Aurigae IV; in 2275, the Kzinti invaded the planet, reducing
its population by 30% before a landing party from the U.S.S. Cooper
intervened; the Amerinds were again transplanted by the Preservers
to another planet (source: “The Paradise Syndrome” by Margaret
Armen, TOS3; “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall Landers, OAE)
Amnesty Intergalactic: a galaxy-wide campaigning movement that
works to promote internationally recognized civil rights and has more
than a billion members and supporters on over 140 planets and
colonies (source: In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB)
amoeba: a unicellular lifeform found on many planets; one Terran
variety is known to cause parasitic encephalitic meningitis in Humans;
another variety (a space-going amoeba) is known to traverse
intergalactic space, absorbing energy from star systems—one such
creature, known as a cosmoprotozoan, was encountered within the
galaxy and eradicated by the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise (source:
“The Immunity Syndrome” by Robert Sabaroff, TOS2; “Plague!” by
Randall Landers, OAB)
Amon, I.K.C.: the Klingon battlecruiser which attacked and destroyed
the starliner Triton; under orders from its captain, Commander Kazar,
it self-destructed after losing a battle with the Federation starships
Enterprise, Farragut and Hood (source: The Daystrom Project by
Nomad, OAD)
Amonak: a sacred temple on Vulcan (source: “Hunters” by Jeri
Taylor, VOY4)
amphibioid: any amphibian-like lifeform (source: “Bloodlines” by
Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Amphion: dead star in the Arret alternate universe which came to life
and propelled Karla V into our universe (source: “The Counter-clock
Incident” by John Culver, TAS2)
Amusement Park Planet: see “Omicron Delta V”
anabolic protoplaser: used on flesh wounds to stop bleeding, heal,
repair damage and leave no scars; it “knits” wounds (source: The
Making of Star Trek by Stephen Whitfield; “The Last Survivor” by
Nomad, OAD)
Analged: a general analgesic for Vulcans, Rigelians and other races
with copper-based blood chemistries (source: “Dignity” by Chris
Dickenson, OAD)
Analiss: a Dorian female; daughter of Amalia; granddaughter of
Alinar and Delessix; she was a young child in 2273 (source: The
Dorian Solution by Holly Trueblood, OAD)
anamnestine: a drug designed to help jar the memories of an
amnesiac enough to restore what memories they’ve lost; most of the
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time it is somewhat effective; however, it can damage critical memory
structures, leaving you with less memory than you had before; also,
it might irreparable cause damage to other structures (source: “An
Issue of Identity” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Anan 7: an Eminian male; leader of the High Council of Eminiar VII
in 2266; was forced by Captain Kirk to open peace negotiations with
the Vendikar (source: “A Taste of Armageddon” by Robert Hamner &
Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
Anaya, Diego, Father: a Human male; Catholic priest of the
Serenidad Diocese, pastor of the Chapel of Our Lady; he gave the
services for Prince Consort Carlos Ruiz-Mendoza’s funeral; he
performed the service for Teresa and the boys (source: “Teresa” by
Nomad, OAE; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Anchilles Fever: a deadly plague, capable of killing the entire
population of a planet within weeks (source: “Code of Honor” by
Katharyn Powers & Michael Baron, TNG1)
And One To Grow On: a pornographic holovid starring Ariel Cord;
she performed with six Neoliths (source: “Never Forget” by Nomad
and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Andar: a Mietre male; in 2274, president of the coalition of the Mietre;
in 2274, he was young and energetic, his body round and plump with
health, a broad face, thick shoulders, his sharp eyes alert but not
bright with intelligence; he was killed in battle with Kirk and Sheera
after killing Dakel (source: Traxus by Amanda Cassity, OAD)
Anders, Scott “Scotty”: a Human male; cadet aboard the U.S.S.
Enterprise in 2280; was in the process of inspecting the duotronic
control system for the ship’s main power supply when the ship
lurched, causing him to get burned; McCoy estimated he would
recover from his injuries in 12-24 hours (source: “A Hole in My Cover”
by Jim Ausfaul, OAE)
Anderson, _____, Cadet: a Human male; he was seen in the
transmission from the Excelsior to the Enterprise following the end of
the mission to Khitomer (source: bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel,
OAJ)
Anderson, _____, Ensign: a Human female assigned to the
Enterprise-B in 2295; she works in Stellar Cartography (source: “The
Odd Couple” by Rob Morris, OAL)
Anderson, Gertie: a Human female; in 2278, she was the chief
medical officer of the U.S.S. Daredevil; she is quite a Tartar when it
comes to contagious diseases and medical quarantine regulations
(source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)
Anderson, P.: a Human male; a cadet at Starfleet Academy from
2250 until 2254; majored in Command (source: “It’s Not Fair” by
Richard Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris, OAA)
Anderson, Pat: a Human male; an engineering cadet in training
aboard the Enterprise during the cadet cruise of November 2278; he
helped conduct the search for the source of the damaged circuits
caused by Popsy (source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole
Comtet, OAE)
Andor: class M planet in the Epsilon Indi star system; home of the
Andorians; also referred to as Andoria; its surface features a mass of
islands with no real oceans; its seas are not salty; located only .38AUs
from its star, Andor has a very short year of 99 days (source:
www.solstation.com; “Victory” by Mark Henrie, OAA)
Andoria: see “Andor”
Andoria, S.S.: a Federation star liner (source: Remember the Hood
by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Andorian ale: a beverage consumed by Andorians (source:
“Meridian” by Hilary Bader et al, DSN3)
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Andorian amoeba: a unicellular lifeform native to Andor which
reproduces by symbiogenesis (source: “Tuvix” by Kenneth Biller et al,
VOY2)
Andorian blues: form of music on Andor, played on keyboards and
dulcimers (source: “Unification” by Michael Pillar et al, TNG5)
Andorian cuisine: usually bland fare (source: Remember the Hood
by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Andorian dulcimers: a musical instrument similar to a Terran zither
used on Andor; in the 2250's, Terran “country” music usually featured
guitars and fiddles harmonized with Andorian dulcimers (source:
“Lightspeed in an 85 M.P.H. Zone” by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
Andorian League of Assassins: a rogue organization on Andor, who
use murder as a means of manipulating the politics and the economy
of Andor (source: bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Andorian mule: a slow moving animal (source: “Last Picked” by
Cathy German, OAB)
Andorian renegades: an extremely troublesome group of Andorians
who prefer the warlike state their race has virtually abandoned
(source: A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
Andorian sayings:
“Arrogance should provide evidence.” (source: “First Contact
101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)

their sex acts; they are not known for their charity; very musical
people with soft voices; Andorians were never a sea-faring race (one
could easily travel from island to island without leaving sight of either);
history: more than one hundred thousand years ago, they fought a
genocidal (“The Great War”) war with the more-advanced marauders
from the planet Triacus and wiped them out in a campaign which
lasted over ten thousand years; ceremony: at the age of seven, in a
rite of passage, each Andorian is given a series of implements with
ceremonial and historical significance, most noted of these are the
k’frez (a stiletto) and the flabbjellah (a combination of musical
instrument and weapon which is carried by most males); Andorians
can enter a “berserker” phase (indicated by glassy eyes and erect
antennae) during which their physical abilities are heightened by 50%;
commerce: Andorians are primarily regarded as experts in weaponry,
although Andorian females are renowned for their translucent gowns;
religion: very little is known of the Andorian religious practices; what
is known is that the Andorian names for their God and their Edenconcept are unpronounceable; in the ancient past, Andorians created
ceremonial stone rings; some Andorians consider Human females too
liberated, and would not be beyond stoning a “liberated” Andorian
female outside the gates of the hive-city as a heretic; Andorians
understand that causing a loss of family pride can be a reason to kill
oneself; mated females usually remain barefoot and pregnant and at
home (source: “Journey to Babel” by D.C. Fontana, TOS2;
“Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana, TAS1; “And the Children Shall Lead”
by Edward Lasko, TOS3; “Victory” by Mark Henrie, OAA; The Making
of Star Trek: The Motion Picture, by Susan Sackett; Remember the
Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA; Star Trek V: The Final
Frontier, by William Shatner et al, TFF; “Spider's Lair” by Randall
Landers, OAA; Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
Andrea: an android in female form created by Roger Korby, no doubt
to ease his loneliness on Exo III; she destroyed herself and Korby
(source: “What Are Little Girls Made of?” by Robert Bloch, TOS1)
Andrew: a Human male, native to 892-IV; a freed slave and aide to
Septimus; he knew of the Starfleet monitoring post on his world
(source: “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
Andrew McNaughton, S.S.: state of the art cargo carrier, named for
a renowned Canadian soldier and inventor of the cathode-ray
direction finder; the cargo ship was under the command of Captain
Yarto until his death in 2275 when the ship was attacked by an
unidentified fleet of crescent-shaped vessels (source: “Escort Service”
by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Andrews, _____: a Human male; a life support officer on the bridge
in 2273; killed when the Enterprise came into contact with the
defensive shields of the Sceelar, a Meonian ship (source: “Upon
Golden Tears” by Pamela J. Corsa, OAD)
Andrews, Walt: a Human male; an Enterprise-B science officer; a
hydrologist specializing in the study of water (underground, surface
and atmospheric, especially the water cycles of planets) (source:
“Sometimes A Cigar...” by Rob Morris, OAL)
android: an automaton made in the image of a man, not necessarily
a Human; the Enterprise crew has encountered many androids: Ruk
of Exo III which had been constructed by ‘The Old Ones’; Brown and
Andrea, who had been constructed by Doctor Korby; even Korby
himself had had his sentience transferred into an android (an ability
shared by the androids of Mudd), presumably by Ruk; ‘The Makers’
of Andromeda used androids to perform tasks for their society; once
the Makers died out, the androids remained on some colony planets
(as found on Mudd and Xanadu), continuing to perform their duties
and sometimes being used for tasks they were not originally planned
for by Humans such as Harry Mudd and Charles Foster Murphy; the
survivors of the destruction of Arret (Sargon, Thalassa and Henoch)

“My home is ever open to you, and my family is in your debt.”
(source: “A Serpent In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)
“A dead man has no career.” (source: The Children of Haole by
Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Andorian tuber root: an Andorian foodstuff consumable by Humans
(source: “Second Sight” by Mark Gehred-O’Connel et al, DSN2)
Andorian take down: a self-defense move introduced by Andorians
to the Federation; as one is grabbed from behind by an opponent, one
takes advantage of the grab, pulling it tighter, then sweeping out a leg
to throw the opponent off-balance, and both tumble backward, with
the ‘victim’ landing on the ‘assailant’; a fairly good move used against
Klingons who never seem to expect it (source: “First Contact 101" by
D.G. Littleford, OAA)
Andorian zabathu: a large equinoid ridden by Andorians (source:
“Pen Pals” by Hannah Shearer & Melinda Snodgrass, TNG2)
Andorians: from Epsilon Indi star system’s planet Andor, a U.F.P.
member race; physical description: blue-skinned insectoid bipeds with
white hair and small knobbed antennae projecting from each side of
the head; have dark, cobalt blue blood; there are three major subraces: one has their antennae sprouting from the top of their
foreheads, and a neon blue color; the second sub-race has their
antennae from further back, and are a less brilliant shade of blue; the
third sub-race has the antennae come forth from the crown of the
head, and are very pale blue in color; the antennae in all sub-races
move, usually as a reflection of their emotions; hair coloring can range
from white to yellow, and in rare cases, orange; Andorians do not
have a good vascular system, and rely on intramuscular injections for
medication; slender in build, but incredibly strong, and possess some
exoskeletal cartilage which makes injury from a conflict unlikely; can
communicate over great distances (their antennae function as
communication and sensory organs); general information: Andorians
are an admittedly violent race, but they do not quarrel without reason;
they do consider motivations of passion and power justifications for
murder; they are the major arms manufacturers and exporters of the
Federation; they are a race of “few sympathies” (the Andorian term for
weaknesses), but one of them is for their families (which consist of
four members); have thick sexual organs; have multiple partners in
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planned to place their sentience in android forms they helped the
Enterprise crew create; Akharin unsuccessfully endeavored to
construct a mate in the form of a female android named Rayna Kapec
to live as long as he would (source: “What Are Little Girls Made of?”
by Robert Bloch, TOS1; “I, Mudd” by Stephen Kandel, TOS2; “Return
to Tomorrow” by John Kingsbridge, TOS2; “Requiem for Methuselah”
by Jerome Bixby, TOS3; “Meeting at Xanadu” by Alex Rosen, OAB)
android, morphable: also called a morphable creature; it is a
biological construct from an advanced organization of planets
similar to, but considerably prior to, the UFP; it is able to take on
the entire personality, knowledge, experience and appearance
of a recently dead being; although the makers of the morphable
android have disappeared, at least one such has been seen by
the Federation (source: “Negotiating with Havatari” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAB)
Andromeda Galaxy (M31): nearest major galaxy to the Milky Way,
it is approximately 2,000,000 lightyears distant; it was the home to
“The Makers” and is the home of the Kelvan; increasing levels of
radiation will render it uninhabitable within the next 10,000 years
(source: “I, Mudd” by Stephen Kandel, TOS2; “By Any Other Name”
by Jerome Bixby, TOS2) see also “The Makers” and “Kelvan”
Andromeda sector: located on the outskirts of explored space, near
the place where the Gorn Confederation, Barrier Alliance and
Federation territory borders meet; the Dominion patrol group was sent
there in 2285 to investigate a loss of communications from the Gorn
(source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Andy the Android: a holovid program in 2264 (source: Boy Scout by
Ann Zewen, OAA)
anesthesia gas: see “anesthezine”
anesthezine: a gas used to subdue hostile forces aboard Federation
starships; the gas was used to put down Khan’s takeover of the
Enterprise in 2267 (source: “Space Seed” by Gene L. Coon & Carey
Wilbur, TOS1)
Anex, Lieutenant Commander: an Edoan male; chief communications officer of the Cooper since 2272; works during the third shift
during which time he has command of the ship; hails from the Kapo’ri
district of Edoa; a renowned musician; married to Lieutenant Umer, an
Edoan, who served as the chief navigation officer of the Cooper since
2272 (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE )
Ang, Dustin: a Human male; one of the farm hands on Muriel
Cardoza’s farm (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick,
OAH)
Angel: 1) a star system located in Quadrant 9, not distant from the
Romulan Neutral Zone; its only planet is inhabited; see “Angel I”
(source: “Angel One” by Patrick Barry, TNG1) 2) Leslie Thompson’s
dog; she was getting old and sickly in 2267 (source: “Dear Mom” by
Cathy German, OAB)
Angel I: a class M planet; it is inhabited by a humanoid
civilization with a matriarchal society (source: “Angel One” by
Patrick Barry, TNG1)
“Angel Face”: a nickname for Angela Moretti (source: “Angel Face”
by Nomad, OAB)
Angosia: a distant star system with two class M planets (Angosia III
and Angosia IV, the latter of which is known as Tarsia); it also
possesses a number of asteroids; system is currently off-limits to
Federation vessels due to civil war (source: “The Hunted” by Robin
Bernheim, TNG3)
Angosian Senate: the ruling body of Angosia III (source: “The
Hunted” by Robin Bernheim, TNG3)
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Angosians: humanoids native to the Angosia star system;
remarkably Human in appearance; possible Preserver transplants
(source: “The Hunted” by Robin Bernheim, TNG3)
_____, Angus: a Human male; proprietor of Ye Olde Inne, a bar
located in the city-dome of New Britannia on the planet Zeta Reticuli
I-B (source: “The Adventures of the Vulcan Detective” by Terry
Endres, OAB)
Anka: an Ardanan male; one of the “Disrupters” (Troglyte
malcontents) on Ardana; rather lacking in intelligence (source: “The
Cloud Minders” by Margaret Armen, TOS3)
Annabelle: a series of androids on the planet Mudd (source: “I,
Mudd” by Stephen Kandel, TOS2)
announcer: a jovial Human male who announces for the television
program “Name the Winner” on 892-IV (source: “Bread and Circuses”
by Gene L. Coon & Gene Roddenberry, TOS2)
annual physicals: required of all starship personnel (source: “The
Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)
ant fish: see “Vulcan ant fish”
ant-wasp: a Serenidadian insectoid; its stings and bites are intensely
painful (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis,
OAD)
Antare: an Orion male; a borzan herder and husband of Aleta; he
was an independent business man, not aligned with the Consortium;
his farm had belonged to his family for ten generations; he rescued
Aleta, not knowing she had been Haldar’s, and for several years, they
lived a decent life; eventually, though, Haldar caught up with her and
her husband, and killed them both in a typically grisly fashion (source:
Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Antarean archwood: a pleasantly fragrant wood (source: The
Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Antarean brandy: a pale blue liquid intoxicant (source: “Is There in
Truth, No Beauty?” by Jean Lisette Aroeste, TOS3)
Antarean burrwood: a product of Antares IX, when polished, it can
be used to craft furniture (source: “Never Forget” by Nomad, OAJ)
Antarean Glow water: a pale green, phosphorescent intoxicant; an
acquired taste, some have likened it to gem polish (source: “The
Trouble with Tribbles” by David Gerrold, TOS2)
Antareans: from the Alpha Scorpii star system, a U.F.P. member
race; manufacturers of Antarean brandy (which sells well) and
Antarean Glow water (which doesn’t sell well); reside on Antares IX
(source: “Victory” by Mark Henrie, OAA; “The Trouble with Tribbles”
by David Gerrold, TOS2; “Is There in Truth, No Beauty?” by Jean
Lisette Aroeste, TOS3)
Antares (Alpha Scorpii A): a binary star system, well-known for its
spectacular (and dangerous) maelstrom of gasses, rock and energy;
a red M1 supergiant (a rarity) 520 lightyears from Sol; its greenish
companion, Alpha Scorpii B (Beta Antares), a dwarf B4 subgiant, lies
500 AU from the supergiant (its gravity generates the swirling effect
of the surrounding nebula, the “Antares Maelstrom”) (source:
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by
Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK; “Victory” by Mark Henrie,
OAA)
Antares III: a gas giant in the Antares system (source: “Victory”
by Mark Henrie, OAA)
Antares V: a gas giant in the Antares system (source: “Victory”
by Mark Henrie, OAA)
Antares VI: a gas giant in the Antares system (source: “Victory”
by Mark Henrie, OAA)
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“The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
anti-Hilbert space: the opposite of Hilbert space; this universe is an
energy vacuum; exposure to it, via travel through a hole in space,
results in the forceful extraction of energy from whatever is exposed;
it was tapped in 2276 by Doctor Seth Knight; he used a field
propagator to kill members of a competing science team by opening
a portal to this universe around his intended victims (source: “Ad Astra
Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
anti-Hilbert space entity: an intelligent creature from the anti-Hilbert
universe; it came into our universe by accident (it fell through the hole
generated by Doctor Seth Knight’s experiments); it was not believed
to exist at first because Starfleet psychologists felt the creature was
merely a manifestation of stress in the staff of BLB-0 BGN-5 brought
on by the deaths of their colleagues; it was undetectable during the
day because of all the equipment in operation; detected as an
anomalous field propagation (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by
Randall Landers, OAE)
anti-intoxicant: drug which inhibits the inebriation caused by the
consumption of alcohol (source: “Apocalypse Rising” by Ira Steven
Behr & Robert Hewitt Wolfe, DSN5)
anti-rad: abbreviated form of “anti-radiation” (source: The Making of
Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Susan Sackett)
anti-rad gauntlets: gloves worn in conjunction with anti-rad suits;
Spock donned a pair to effect repairs on the ship’s dilithium chamber
(source: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve
Bennett, TWoK)
anti-rad suits: white or red, insulated anti-radiation suits, containing
their own built-in oxygen supply (source: Star Trek: The Motion
Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP; Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan
by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK)
anti-sensor scan device: created by Klingon and Romulan scientists
to shield subterranean chambers from sensor scans (source: “Oath
of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)
anticontamination suit: a red, plastic overall, with gloves and
helmet, worn by members of a landing party wishing to avoid
exposure to biohazards; it was properly used by Spock on the planet
Psi 2000 (source: “The Naked Time” by John D.F. Black, TOS1)
antigen: a molecular structure on the outside of a cell or an organism,
or a molecular structure (like a modified tetanus toxin) that causes the
body to make antibodies that are designed to bind to the antigen; all
Human cells have many antigens on their surface (the 70 or so blood
type groups are among them, as are the HLA Tissue types, and many
others), which are what make transplants so difficult (source: “The
Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
antigen scan: a medical scan performed by Klingon doctors; Klingon
antigens can be used to identify the parents of a fetus with a
99.0037% level of accuracy; apparently, Klingon antigens contain
genetic material (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda
McInnis, OAD)
antigrav: a portable unit designed to transport heavy objects with
minimal effort; it is attached magnetically or by tractor field, and has
two handles to assist in handling the materials; it creates an
antigravity field around whatever object it is attached to; the graviton
converter is the key to the device’s success; units can become
unreliable in the presence of high radiation levels (source:
“Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2; “Hollow Pursuits” by Sally Caves,
TNG3; “Disaster” by Ron Moore et al, TNG4)
antigrav gloves: gloves that are designed to render weightless any
object in their grasp (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris,

Antares IX: only class M planet in the Alpha Antares system; it
is inhabited by the Antareans; located in an orbit 620,000 megameters (~4.16 AU) from the surface of the red star (source:
“Victory” by Mark Henrie, OAA)
Antares Central: the spacedock facility operated by Starfleet
Academy in the Antares star system (source: “Victory” by Mark
Henrie, OAA)
Antares Hilton: located at Starbase 31, a nice hotel for
accommodating Starfleet officers on R&R (source: “Angel Face” by
Nomad, OAB)
Room 2173: a honeymoon suite where Moretti and Chekov
enjoyed a romantic rendezvous in 2274 (source: “Angel Face” by
Nomad, OAB)
Antares Maelstrom: the Antares star system is enveloped by a vast
reddish nebula; its swirling pattern is generated by the presence of a
companion star (Beta Antares); possesses an immense asteroid belt,
ranging from 300,000 megameters to 600,000 megameters (~2 - 4
AUs); site of the Antares Two Million (source: “Victory” by Mark
Henrie, OAA; Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards &
Harve Bennett, TWoK)
Antares Two Million: a contest between the twelve best cadets
(teams of two, making for six teams) from Starfleet Academy, chosen
in their junior year by their class (seven hundred); the race length is
2,000,000 megameters, hence its title, and there are twelve gates
through which contestants must pilot a spacecraft of their own design
and construction; the average speed of the yachts is more than
20,000,000 kph; begun in 2236 as a test for the cream of the crop; the
winners (the team of two cadets which negotiates the gates in the
fastest time) each receive a commission of full lieutenant; finishers
receive lieutenant, junior grade; there have been only seven deaths
during the running of this event, none since 2252; in the race of 2254,
there was a near tragedy as one craft (piloted by Cadets Lystra Davis
and Spock) made an error which would have been fatal had it not
been for the rescue conducted by the lead yacht (piloted by Cadets
James T. Kirk and Thrax K’al Kevaran); a review board awarded the
Cadets Kirk and Kevaran with a full lieutenancy, and gave Cadets
D’Hortaf kem G’valfeen and Brachi (who piloted the Phoenix III) the
junior grade lieutenancy for finishing second; Cadets Davis and Spock
received a mild reprimand from the Commandant of Starfleet, but this
was not placed in their records (source: “Victory” by Mark Henrie,
OAA)
Antares, S.S.: a Federation science vessel, under the command of
Captain Ramart, when it was destroyed in 2266 by Charlie Evans (he
removed a warped baffle plate, causing the ship to explode); its
operating authority was UESPA, the United Earth Space Probe
Agency (source: “Charlie X” by D.C. Fontana, TOS1)
Anthony, Brody: a Terran male; in 2160's, a Ph.D. candidate in
nuclear physics at the Academy; showed up at the Gaussian Gang
meeting, and used some of Jim Lemoyne’s math and his knowledge
of nuclear physics to accurately predict the spectrum of tritium 6,
dilithium and trititanium (source: “Studying the Field” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAA)
anthropoid: a primate creature which resembles a Human in that it
is obviously descended from an ape-like creature (humanoids do not
have to have been descended from ape-like creatures) (source: “The
Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)
anthropoid, Order 480G: see “Order 480G anthropoid”
anthropological station: the Federation maintains “duck blinds” on
many worlds with sentient life to monitor their sociological progress
(source: “Patterns of Force” by John Meredyth Lucas, TOS2; “Who
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OAH)
antigrav gurney: used in medical facilities from 2270 onward; a
hospital gurney suspended via antigravs; oft-needed supplies are
stored in the table itself (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by
Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
antigrav litter: a portable litter with an antigrav unit which nullifies
gravity within a certain radius, allowing for easy transport of patients
(source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
antigravity elevation: using antigravity devices to suspend an object
(or objects) higher than ground level; the finest example is Stratos, the
Cloud City of Ardana (source: “The Cloud Minders” by Margaret
Armen, TOS3)
antigravity test unit: a component of most pressure chambers which
can control the gravity in the chamber, thereby allowing some rather
exotic treatments (source: “The Lights of Zetar” by Jeremy Tarcher &
Shari Lewis, TOS3)
antimatter: volatile material composed of antiprotons, antielectrons,
and antineutrons; on Terra, it was first discovered in nuclear
accelerators in the 20th century; Federation starships are powered by
mixing matter and antimatter in equal parts in a heated, magnetic
chamber known as an intermix chamber; the resulting flow of energy
is routed to a nacelle which redirects the flow into thrust; antimatter is
also the primary explosive substance found in photon torpedoes;
there is some tenuous relationship between time and antimatter;
should identical pieces of matter and antimatter meet, it is theorized
that creation itself would be annihilated; antimatter was used to
destroy the intergalactic amoeba that had wandered into the Milky
Way galaxy, and the Vampire Cloud of Tycho IV; the Cloud Creature
which invaded the Pallas-14 system was composed of matter and
antimatter held at bay by the electromagnetic nature of the antiplasma
creature itself; there is the theorized existence of an antimatter
universe (supported by the events of 2267; the universe was
“invaded” by Lazarus, a man from the antimatter universe who was
trying to prevent the insane Lazarus of the matter universe from
destroying all of creation) (source: “The Naked Time” by John D.F.
Black, TOS1; “The Alternative Factor” by Don Ingalls, TOS1;
“Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2; “The Immunity Syndrome” by
Robert Sabaroff, TOS2; “One of Our Planets Is Missing” by Marc
Daniels, TAS1)
antimatter charge: Constitution-class starships can vent antimatter
as a form of defense; however, shields must be specially rigged to
prevent the antimatter from contacting the ship (source: “One of Our
Planets Is Missing” by Marc Daniels, TAS1)
antimatter consumption report: issued by the chief engineer or his
assistant; details the amount and rate of antimatter being used by the
starship’s engines, as well as indicating engine efficiency (source:
Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD)
antimatter containment pods: storage units for quantities of
antimatter (source: “One of Our Planets Is Missing” by Marc Daniels,
TAS1)
antimatter conversion report: issued from the chief engineer or his
assistant; details the amount and rate of matter being converted into
antimatter, as well as reporting engine efficiency (source: Klingons! by
Randall Landers, OAD)
antimatter damping rods: limit the flow of antimatter into the intermix
chamber; composed of platinum with an electromagnetic envelope
surrounding the devices to prevent matter from coming into contact
with antimatter (source: “The Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
antimatter input valves: direct the flow of antimatter into the intermix
chamber; composed of iridium with an electromagnetic envelope
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surrounding the devices to prevent matter from coming into contact
with antimatter (source: “That Which Survives” by John Meredyth
Lucas, TOS3)
antimatter mines: an explosive device deployed during times of war
(source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Mark One Antimatter Mine: using sensor and tractor
technology, this device will attach itself to an enemy vessel and
detonate (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Mark Two Antimatter Mine: uses sensor-absorbing stealth
technology, these devices are designed to be concealed (source:
In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
antimatter pods: location where antimatter is stored prior to its
annihilation with matter; located beneath the intermix chamber; during
the Organian Crisis of 2267, the Enterprise suffered minor buckling of
its antimatter pods during a disruptor attack from a Klingon scout ship;
in an emergency, the pods can be ejected from the ship (source:
“Errand of Mercy” by Gene L. Coon, TOS1; “The Apple” by Max
Ehrlich, TOS2)
antimatter power: the use of antimatter-matter annihilation as a
primary power source (source: “The Naked Time” by John D.F. Black,
TOS1)
antiproton: a form of antimatter; one of three catalytic elements
crucial to the proper firing of a photon torpedo; see “antiproton
beam” (source: “Command Potential” by Donna S. Frelick, OAA)
antiproton beam: the weapon used by the planet killer; Starfleet has
yet to make an absolutely pure antiproton beam (source: “The
Doomsday Machine” by Norman Spinrad, TOS2
Antonia: see “Arundar, Antonia”
Antos: a star system not distant from Izar (source: “Whom Gods
Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3)
Antos IV: a class M world where the Antosians and the giant
dryworms reside (source: “Who Mourns for Adonais?” by Gilbert
Ralston, TOS2; “Whom Gods Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3)
Antosians: from the Antos star system, planet Antos IV; a U.F.P.
associate race; humanoids; general information: Antosians are among
the galaxy’s most peaceful people; they know the secret of cellular
metamorphosis, and can change shape and take any form they wish;
they are hesitant to share this with Humans since having taught Garth
of Izar the secret (his injuries were so severe that he suffered mental
illness, causing him to turn on the Antosians when they refused to
help him conquer the galaxy) (source: “Whom Gods Destroy” by Lee
Erwin, TOS3)
Anwar Sadat, U.S.S.: see “Sadat, U.S.S., NCC-1121"
Anzur, _____: a Human female; Enterprise security officer, 22732275; born in Alexandria, Egypt, Terra (source: “Klingons!” by Randall
Landers & Nomad, OAD)
Apella: a Neuralese male; leader of the Villagers on Neural; he
conspired with the Klingons for the control of the planet; he died in the
war that he started (source: “A Private Little War” by Gene
Roddenberry, TOS2; “The Last Survivor” by Nomad, OAD)
Apfel, _____: a Human male; German chief engineering officer of the
U.S.S. Okinawa from 2259 until 2266 when he was relieved of duty by
Starfleet for his role in the crippling of the vessel (source: “Runner” by
Steven Dixon, OAB)
apical rate: heart rate measured by listening to the apex of the heart
as opposed to the pulse (source: “Shades of Gray” by Chris
Dickenson, OAD)
Apnex Sea: a body of water on Romulus (source: “The Defector” by
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Ron Moore, TNG3)
Apollo: a humanoid male, possibly native to Pollux IV; he and his
fellow “Olympians” set themselves up as gods to be worshiped on
Ancient Earth (circa 800-600 BC); they left Earth and returned to
Pollux IV; over the passage of time, the gods transcended into a
higher level of being, but Apollo was hopeful Humanity would find him
and return to worship him; he was quite wrong; the Enterprise crew
rebuffed his attempts; he raped Lieutenant Carolyn Palamas, who
became pregnant, but she lost the baby and returned to the service
(source: “Who Mourns for Adonais?” by Gilbert Ralston, TOS2; “Until
Judgment” by Nomad, Thomas Harden & Randall Landers, OAD)
Appel, Ed: a Human male; chief processing engineer on Janus VI in
2267; he was attacked by the Horta and survived; later, he was part
of the lynching party that Kirk stopped (source: “The Devil in the Dark”
by Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
Appian (8C Lacertae): a white F0V main sequence star 400
lightyears from Sol; it was ceded to the Gorn in order to secure a
peace treaty with them (source: spacedog website; “Robbie” by Rob
Morris, OAL)
Appian IV: a class M Federation colony planet ceded to the
Gorn (source: “Robbie” by Rob Morris, OAL)
Appian Expressway: a freeway on Tellus (892-IV) that connects
Rhodes with Capua (source: “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
“Appleseed, Johnny”: see “Intuder”
“Applications of Transwarp Drive”: a paper written by Deniece
Maliszewski; Okuda found some problems with her transwarp
theories, and voiced them in his own article in 2278; Spock found five
possible solutions to Okuda’s problems when Scott presented the
article to him (source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole
Comtet, OAE)
Approach Control: control center at SpaceDock responsible for
incoming starships and spacecraft (source: Encounters and
Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)
April Hall: a hall in one of Starfleet Academy’s dormitories, named for
Robert T. April; Saavik lived in April Hall while she attended the
Academy (source: “To the Last Extremity” by Chris Dickenson, OAE)
April Suite: at Starfleet Training Command, used to debrief cadets
who’ve just undergone the Kobayashi Maru (source: “It’s Not Fair” by
Richard Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris; OAA)
April, Robert T., Commodore: a Human male; born in 2195, he was
the first commander of the U.S.S. Enterprise, and was present when
the components were first assembled in San Francisco; he served as
a fleet commander until 2269, when he reached the mandatory
retirement age; he saved the Enterprise during the famed Counterclock Incident, and his actions caused a change in the Starfleet
mandatory retirement policy; despite reports and rumors to the
contrary, April and his wife chose to forego their youth (source: “The
Counter-clock Incident” by John Culver, TAS2)
April, Sarah, M.D.: a Human female; first medical officer stationed on
the Enterprise, she designed much of the equipment used by Starfleet
Chief Medical Officers today; as the Enterprise was the first ship
equipped with a new type of warp drive, she found it was necessary
to constantly come up with new medical procedures and techniques;
she assisted her husband during the famed Counter-clock Incident
(source: “The Counter-clock Incident” by John Culver, TAS2)
Apua: a Haole male; the youngest member of the Haole Council of
Elders in the 2190's; he led a group of the Children of Haole to Tantua
where they settled and eventually found peace (source: The Children
of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
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aqua lanterns: see “sea torches”
Aquans: water-breathing ichthyoid biped humanoids from the planet,
Argo; a U.F.P. associate member race; they possess webbed fingers
and toes, fins, gills; greenish complexion and hair; their ancestors
were air-breathing humanoids who found that their land masses were
sinking into the sea, so they performed the surgo-op, a technique
which transformed them into water-breathers; the governing body of
the Aquans is known as the Tribunal (source: “The Ambergris
Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)
aquashuttle: a standard exploratory vehicle used to survey water
environments; ion-powered; armed with phasers and deflectors;
heavy interior padding; features an observation dome for use in deep
sea observation; most starships have an aquashuttle aboard (source:
“The Ambergris Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)
Arachna (NGC 7538): a large, faint supernova remnant with
filamentary, spidery arms (hence its name); still expanding; last
surveyed 2269; located in the constellation Cepheus; a 10th magnitude
(Cephei 7538) star lies near this nova (source: “The Counter-clock
Incident” by John Culver, TAS2; Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)
arachnoid: any lifeform similar to a spider, tick, scorpion or mite
Arachnosians: a somewhat humanoid race; most of their bodies are
encased in chitin; have a hard exoskeleton; only the face, the palms
of their hands, the soles of their feet, and their genitalia show exposed
skin; the females are commonly known as “Black Widows” because
of their propensity to kill and eat the males with whom they’ve mated;
there are some who think of it as the most erotic way to die, and
Arachnosian prostitutes can be found on planets such as Netherworld
(source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
aragonite: calcium carbonate; one of the components in pearl; a
Yarnt scientist used the substances to create a chamber for Scotty in
2287 (source: “The Pearl” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Aramond: a Trill male of average height, but on the thin side;
described by Ambassador Methia Trahn as an agitator; in 2269, while
the Trill delegation was aboard the Enterprise, he demanded political
asylum; he used an energy weapon on the ambassador in order to
reveal the secret of the nature of the Trill to Captain Kirk and his
officers; he asserted that there was a Trill black market dealing with
forcing hosts to accept being joined with Trill symbionts; because of
his allegations, Gravas Heckt checked with Audrid Dax of the
Symbiosis Commission and determined that in fact Trahn had indeed
forced Methia, who had been his wife, into becoming a Host; once the
real nature of the crime was realized, Aramond escaped from the brig
and killed Methia Trahn (source: “The Emancipator of Trill” by D.G.
Littleford, OAB)
Aran: blond-haired, black-eyed Stradith male; one of the resistance
fighters; his older sister, Ghia, was also a resistance fighter; sent to
Starfleet Academy for training for seventeen Stradith deirets (equal to
twelve standard months) (source: “Just Another Routine Assignment”
by Ann Zewen, OAD; “Out of the Ashes” by Ann Zewen, OAD)
arboretum: most starships have sections of the ship maintained by
the botany department for off-duty personnel to relax; the Enterprise’s
arboretum is located on Deck 21; the Hyperion has a massive one aft
of the bridge section (source: “Is There in Truth, No Beauty?” by Jean
Lisette Aroeste, TOS3; Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)
Archaeology & Anthropology Officer: head of the science
department who specializes in archaeology and anthropology; Carolyn
Palamas held this position on the Enterprise during the first and
second five year missions (source: “Who Mourns for Adonais?” by
Gilbert Ralston, TOS2; “Until Judgment” by Nomad, Thomas Harden
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& Randall Landers, OAD; “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Archanis: a bright star used as a navigational reference; this system
has been under dispute between the Federation and the Klingon
Empire; it was resolved in 2272 when the Klingons relinquished their
claim to the system (source: “Arena” by Frederick Brown, TOS1; “Day
of the Dove” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3; “Broken Link” by George Brozak
et al, DSN3)
Archanis IV: a class M world relatively near the Klingon Treaty
Zone with a research outpost; the hate-consuming energy being
implanted information in Chekov’s mind that his uncle was killed
in a Klingon raid on this world; however, Chekov had no uncle,
and knew no one killed in the raid (source: “Day of the Dove” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Archer: a star system relatively near Sol, but in the general direction
of the Klingon Empire (source: “Yesterday’s Enterprise” by Ron Moore
et al, TNG3)
Archer IV: a class M world relatively near Sol (source:
“Yesterday’s Enterprise” by Ron Moore et al, TNG3)
Archon, U.S.S.: a Daedalus-class starship that disappeared above
C-111 Beta III, the result of Landru’s absorption of its crew and the
tractor beams it directed at the ship to pull it from the sky in the 2160's
(source: “Return of the Archons” by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)
“Archons”: term used on C-111 Beta III to describe the crews of the
Archon and Enterprise (source: “Return of the Archons” by Boris
Sobelman, TOS1)
Arco: a type of Starfleet fighter craft (source: The Dianasian Gift by
Carol Davis, OAG)
Arcturian desert boots: next to Vulcan desert boots, perhaps the
best footwear ever developed for humanoids who live in desert terrain
(source: “Resurrection” by Nomad, OAD)
Arcturian Fire Cacti: a plant difficult to grow in artificial surroundings;
vividly colored (source: “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
Arcturian Fizz: a beverage which can enhance pleasure (source:
“Ménage à Trois” by Fred Bronson & Susan Sackett, TNG3)
Arcturian rum: illegal intoxicant in Federation space; it kills Humans,
turns Tellarites into docile yes-men, produces an out-of-body
experience in Orions; manufactured in secret locations on Arcturus III,
and smuggled by Orion pirates; in 2266, the Klingons tried to obtain
a large supply of the rum in order to produce a synthetic viral weapon;
the plot was spoiled by the arrival of the Enterprise (source: “Runner”
by Steven Dixon, OAB)
Arcturian sand sculptures: an art form found on Arcturus III; Sulu
has some in his ready room (source: A Little Family Secret by Randy
Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Arcturian sandcrawler: a large gila-like reptilian creature, native to
Arcturus III, often used as a form of transportation in desert regions;
extremely docile, but injuries have been known to occur from improper
handling (the animal’s tail will often snap around to forcibly remove
riders who have not been gentle enough with it) (source: The
Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
Arcturian whiskey: an alcoholic beverage; one of Scotty’s favorite
drinks; he often brews his own (source: “Contact” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAB)
Arcturians: a militaristic race of great armies; all of them are
identical—they clone each other and can only tell one from another by
the color of their uniforms; they provide infantry for the Federation
(mainly the Starfleet Marines); their planet (Arcturus IV) is enormous
with a population of 100 billion; they can raise an army of 20 billion
overnight; dress in leather and linen, using decorations on shoulders
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and elbows to denote rank and regiment (it is very chic to produce
Macbeth while the performers wear Arcturian dress); historically, they
used angular weapons, wear bandoliers to denote their rank, and
have a monarchical government (source: “The Conscience of the
King” by Barry S. Trivers, TOS1; The Making of Star Trek: The Motion
Picture by Susan Sackett, TMP)
Arcturus (Alpha Bootis): a reddish yellow K2 giant star 37 lightyears
from Sol (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)
Arcturus III: a class M Federation colony world; site of the
Nippon-ni colony; until 2267, its major export product was the
illegal intoxicant, Arcturian rum; primarily a desert planet, but
there are some jungle regions (source: “Runner” by Steven
Dixon, OAB; The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Arcturus IV: an enormous class M planet inhabited by the
Arcturians; the planet is ruled by a queen (source: publicity
materials for Star Trek: The Motion Picture, TMP; “...Is Yet
Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
Arcturus Test Range: a Starfleet facility where outcomes from ship
and weapon research are field tested; phasers were first tested there
(source: “Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA; Remember the
Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Ardana (Mu Leonis III): a class M planet, associate member world
of the United Federation of Planets, relatively near the Beta Ursae
Majoris (Merak) star system; location of the cloud city Stratos; planet
is a source for zenite, which is used to fight botanical plagues; planet
was placed on probation in 2270 due to its oligarchical class system
(source: “The Cloud Minders” by Margaret Armen, TOS3)
Ardanans: a humanoid race, currently involved in an oligarchical
class system ; see “Troglytes” and “Stratos City Dwellers” (source:
“The Cloud Minders” by Margaret Armen, TOS3)
Ardennes: a township on Tantua between the T’var Valley and Port
One; it is twelve hours by hummer from Ardennes to the T’var Valley;
when traveling from Ardennes to the T’Var Valley, one must go by
means of the Mahoc Pass (source: The Children of Haole by Donna
S. Frelick, OAH)
Area 39: one of the sections of the primary hull of a Constitution-class
starship which houses the recreation rooms and dining facilities
(source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
Ares, U.S.S., NCC-524: a Federation Saladin II-class destroyer,
under the command of Commander Thomas Thorne; destroyed by the
Klingon Battlecruiser Devastator in the Serenidad system in 2274; all
hands lost (source: “Oath of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)
Arex: an Edoan male; Arex has no brothers or sisters (Edoans rarely
have more than one child per family); Arex's ancestral line can be
traced for three thousand years; before entering Starfleet as a
technician, he spent ten years in the Federation merchant marine
fleet; he has been in Starfleet for many years; during his service
aboard the Enterprise, he was generally considered the best navigator
in Starfleet; Edoans are long lived, and Arex knew from the very
beginning that he wished to spend his long life in space; while Arex is
an officer, and a good one, he is not a product of the Starfleet
Academy; he worked his way up through the ranks, becoming an
officer via a "field commission" during a battle involving the Klingons
and the small cruiser aboard which he was then serving; all the
officers were killed in the fray, and Arex took command to effect a
temporary retreat and then a return action which took the Klingon ship
by surprise and allowed Arex to disable her and bring her in to face
Federation charges; while Arex never attended Starfleet Academy, he
spent two years there some time ago as a space navigation instructor;
one of his high scoring students was a young Russian named Pavel
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Enterprise in 2267 (source: “Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2)

Chekov; Arex is a quiet, efficient, officer, and has at least three
decorations for bravery and has a Starfleet Citation for Conspicuous
Valor; Arex himself would never mention them; when the mood is
right, he can be persuaded to play a flute-like instrument native to his
planet called a sessica; while the music may be lively or romantic or
plaintive, all of it relates to story-songs which tell the history of his race
or his family; Arex also can be persuaded...at very rare moments...to
display a special proficiency in sleight-of-hand, a trick he picked up
while in the merchant space service; with three hands, sleight-of-hand
becomes very interesting indeed; from 2268 to 2270, as a lieutenant,
and from 2273 through 2275, as the chief navigator of U.S.S.
Enterprise; briefly in 2276, he served with Captain Jawalahara on the
Yorktown, but after a few months, he transferred to the U.S.S. Reliant
where he was the chief navigation officer until 2283; by 2292, he was
Captain of U.S.S. Repulse; he attended the party celebrating
Chekov’s captaincy of the Enterprise-B; a few weeks later, he suffered
two broken arms in the battle with the Tholians for Alpha Tucanae
(source: publicity materials for Star Trek: The Animated Series;
“Beyond the Farthest Star” by Samuel Peeples, TAS1; “A Klingon
Holiday” by Randall Landers, OAD; “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall
Landers, OAE; Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE;
Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Argana: a star system located in the constellation Cetus, relatively
near NGC 321 and Eminiar (source: “A Taste of Armageddon” by
Robert Hamner & Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
Argana II: a class M planet relatively near NGC 321 and
Eminiar; it was the destination of the Enterprise following its
diplomatic mission to Eminiar VII (source: “A Taste of
Armageddon” by Robert Hamner & Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
Argelian Empathic Contact: a telepathic trance used by certain
females of Argelius II; in times past, it was often used to ascertain the
truth in judicial and police matters; see “Argelians” and “Argelius II”
(source: “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Argelian stimulant: a safe and effective beverage for humanoids
(source: “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Argelians: a peaceful, hedonistic humanoid people native to
Argelius II; in the ancient past, they were a violent race; in the 2000's,
their entire society underwent the Great Awakening and turned to
peace and free love and pleasure; some females have telepathic
powers (source: “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Argelius: a star system on the major space trading lanes (source:
“Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Argelius II: a class M planet with a strategic location as a space
port; given the peaceful and hedonistic nature of the humanoid
population, it is a very popular space port; the murderous Red
Jack entity came to this planet in search of easy prey (source:
“Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Argo: a blue-green water world; very cloudy; inhabited by the Aquans
(source: “The Ambergris Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)
Argonian Sur-snake: poisonous, sharp-toothed lizard-like deep sea
creature; its venom is used in the Surgo-Op procedure developed by
the Aquans (source: “The Ambergris Element” by Margaret Armen,
TAS1)
Argot: a corpulent Andorian deity; his big blue backside is often used
as an epithet, e.g. “What in Argot’s blue ass are you doing?” (source:
The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Argus: a star system first explored in 2267, located on the outskirts
of Federation space (source: “Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2)
Argus X: an uninhabited class M planet, rich in tritanium ore;
location where the Vampire Cloud of Tycho IV encountered the
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Argus River: a body of water on Rigel IV; the region was once the
site of several murders committed by the Red Jack entity; one of the
knives used for its murders on Argelius II came from this hilly region
(source: “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Aria: located near Cestus, this star system is barely within Federation
space (source: “The Once and Future Kirk” by Nomad, OAB)
Aria II: a Federation diplomatic outpost (source: “The Once and
Future Kirk” by Nomad, OAB)
Arianni: humanoids from the planet Ariannus (source: “Let That Be
Your Last Battlefield” by Oliver Crawford, TOS3)
Ariannus: a class M planet located on the major shipping lanes in
space; in 2269, it was infected by a bacterial invasion that threatened
all life on the planet; it was decontaminated by the Enterprise after a
brief delay (source: “Let that Be Your Last Battlefield” by Oliver
Crawford, TOS3)
Ariel, U.S.S., FV536N: a small, scientific exploratory ship; crew of six;
sent in 2269 to study Lactra VII; failed to return; the Enterprise was
sent to effect a rescue; the Ariel was recovered, along with three of
the crew who had been imprisoned by the Lactrans as zoo specimens
(the other three perished) (source: “The Eye of the Beholder” by David
Harmon, TAS1)
Ariesan (Eta Draconis): a G8 star system 75 lightyears from Sol
(source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “Tomb of Fear” by Jill
Thomasson, OAB)
Ariesan IV: a class M world dubbed “Little Egypt” because of its
climate and ruins of an ancient civilization; hot, arid, sandcovered, dotted with ruins of an Egyptian-type civilization which
used hieroglyphics; snake worshipers who offered sacrifices to
a snake with powerful hypnotic abilities; in fact, the snake
outlasted the civilization, only to wreak havoc on an archaeological expedition and the Enterprise crew in 2268 (source:
“Tomb of Fear” by Jill Thomasson, OAB)
Ariesan IV–snake: a large serpent, five meters in length,
whose skin featured all the colors of the rainbow; the snake
had extremely powerful hypnotic ability which it used to kill
its prey; in 2268, it killed an archaeological expedition to the
planet and attempted to kill several members of the
Enterprise crew (source: “Tomb of Fear” by Jill Thomasson,
OAB)
Aris, Lieutenant Commander: a Tellarite male; first officer of the
U.S.S. Hood, NCC-1707, in 2259 (source: Remember the Hood by
Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Arlis: G type star, five planets, two of which are class M (Arlis II and
IV) (source: “To Weather a Storm” by Jody Crouse, OAD)
Arlis II: a class M planet with low level lifeforms, varied flora and
fauna; home planet of the non-corporeal Arlisians; planet’s
climate is controlled by computer (source: “To Weather a Storm”
by Jody Crouse, OAD)
Arlis IV: a marginally class M planet, rather cold and
inhospitable; lifeless (source: “To Weather a Storm” by Jody
Crouse, OAD)
Arlisians: non-corporeal race which still utilizes some physical
instrumentation, including the computer which controls their planet’s
climate; their presence inhibits sensors and other electrical systems
from functioning properly; associate members of the United
Federation of Planets (source: “To Weather a Storm” by Jody Crouse,
OAD)
Armagnac: a special amber-colored liqueur; Sarek kept a bottle of it
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for special occasions (source: Until the End of Time by Nicole Comtet,
OAI)
Armens, Treaty of: see “Treaty of Armens”
armor: see “body armor, Klingon” and “combat gear”
armory: a storage facility for weapons; all Federation starships store
and maintain their hand-held weapons in this location; located on
Deck 5 in Constitution-class ships; the security offices are located
adjacent to the armory (source: “Day of the Dove” by Jerome Bixby,
TOS3; “The Emancipator of Trill” by D.G. Littleford, OAB)
Armstrong Park: a public park in New Orleans, named for jazz great
Louis Armstrong (source: “Image in the Sand” by Ira Steven Behr &
Hans Beimler, DSN7)
Armstrong, U.S.S., NCC-962: a Starfleet Leonidas-class cruiser used
as a surveillance ship, under the command of Captain Elizabeth Dell
for a two year mission to monitor the Romulan Neutral Zone in 2261
and 2262; the ship was destroyed in 2262, six months into the
mission, by a Klingon battlecruiser; all hands were lost; in reality, the
Armstrong was fifteen parsecs inside Klingon territory when it was
destroyed; it went there to pick up a scout ship that had lost
power—instead of rendezvousing in Federation space like they were
supposed to, they had to go into Klingon space to rescue a defector;
the commander thought they’d have enough time to get in and out
safely, because they didn’t pick up any sign of Klingon ships in the
area; they were surprised and utterly destroyed (source: The
Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Armus: a star system beyond Federation space (source: “Angel One”
by Patrick Barry, TNG1)
Armus IX: a class M planet inhabited by the Avians (source:
“Angel One” by Patrick Barry, TNG1)
Arnaud: an Edoan female; chief medical officer of the Sadat from
2270 until present; reclusive, but has an excellent bedside manner
(source: “Escort Service” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Arneb (Alpha Leporis, 11 Leporis): a whitish yellow class F
supergiant star located 950 lightyears from Sol; a major navigation
reference (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “The Child” by Jon
Povill et al, TNG3)
Arog-Da’M: a biological superweapon developed by the Cho-ta’M
Directorate in 2175 in star cluster NGC 2548; it is similar to a jellyfish
in appearance; its tentacles are power-laden and disperse a
substance massively toxic on a biosphere level; just a little can end
life on any given world within a month; the bioweapon has similar
genetic DNA sequencing as the Blastoneurons, leading Peter Kirk to
conclude that its genetic composition would be incredibly susceptible
to ultra-violet radiation; Kirk believed that the Ians who developed it
had encountered the creatures, and built upon their unique properties
of movement and assimilation to create it; he was correct about the
UV radiation, and had the ship’s phaser reattuned for UV, making an
effective weapon against the creature; its volume is approximately half
a million cubic kilometers, big enough to swallow Earth whole; it is a
multicellular lifeform, but aside from a few nematocyst-like structures,
it’s a very simple lifeform, simpler than the Blastoneurons—from which
it was created—were, making it harder to kill; it moves by making
quantum changes in its position; the tentacles aren’t really moving as
they’re being reconstituted in new positions by means of quantum
leaps; the bioweapon is so large that the Enterprise-B’s phasers were
likened to a mosquito’s stings to an elephant; the creature was tricked
into falling into the gravity well of the small dwarf star NGC 2548
System 108-B where it was destroyed (source: Insanity’s Child by
Randall Landers, OAL)
Arpinza: an Andorian colony world (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by
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Mark Henrie, OAC)
Arret: 1) planet hundreds of lightyears from Federation territory;
formerly a class M world, but 500,000 years ago, its atmosphere was
ripped away by a massive explosion; the only survivors were
preserved as energy beings in spheres located 112.37 miles below
the planet’s surface in a chamber with an oxygen environment; by the
time they were discovered by a Federation starship, there were only
three survivors (Sargon, Henoch and Thalassa) (source: “Return to
Tomorrow” by John Kingsbridge, TOS2) 2) located in an alternate
universe where time flows backward and stars shine black in the white
of space, this is the home planet of Karla V, corresponding to Terra
when galaxy maps are compared (source: “The Counter-clock
Incident” by John Culver, TAS2)
Arret–Alternate Universe Humans: age backwards because of
the flow of time there; you are born old and die as infants;
because of the impracticality of this, it has been suggested (and
generally accepted) that this world does not exist, and that the
events of 2269 involving the Enterprise with this planet
comprised some sort of test by an advanced alien intelligence
(source: “The Counter-clock Incident” by John Culver, TAS2)
Arret–Energy Beings: the survivors of the catastrophe of Arret,
they are disembodied intellects living in spheres, led by Sargon;
only three of them survived, and they too soon joined their
comrades in oblivion as the old temptations of absolute power
corrupted one of them (source: “Return to Tomorrow” by John
Kingsbridge, TOS2)
Artemis, S.S.: an Federation Altair-class transport ship/star liner that
disappeared while en route to Septimus Minor; ship is currently listed
as missing, presumed lost (source: “The Ensigns of Command” by
Melinda Snodgrass, TNG3)
Articles of Confederation, United Federation of Planets: the
guiding principles under which the star systems were united (see
“United Federation of Planets”) (source: Starfleet Technical Manual
by Franz Joseph, TOS; “Oath of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)
Articles of Confederation, United Federation of Planets,
Article 103a: employed only in the most extreme circumstances,
this article which may be invoked by a Federation ambassador
requires an entire starship’s crew to be in attendance of
ceremonies from the captain down to the lowliest yeoman; not
one of the better liked articles by Starfleet personnel (source:
“Oath of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)
artificial gravity section: that department of the engineering division
which is responsible for the generation of artificial gravity on a starship
(source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)
Artonians: a humanoid race; members of the Barrier Alliance; they
are weapons dealers (source: “Return to Xantharus” by Randall
Landers, OAJ)
arudazole: an antibiotic that is lethal to both the Kened bacteria and
the invading Naos bacteria on Kenederis IV (source: “The Kenederis
Incident” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)
Arundar, Antonia: a Terran female born in 2252; her father was
Turkish, and an official in the Black Sea Confederation; her mother
was a native Italian who spent time in Rome rather than
accompanying her husband and daughter when they came out to their
ranch in Idaho; Antonia finished school and got bored wandering
around the planet; she took over the family ranch; she met Jim Kirk in
2282 and fell in love with the Admiral who was 20 years her senior; he
left her after the summer to return to Starfleet and they never saw
each other again except on the riding trails; she never forgave him for
returning to Starfleet; she enjoyed Katarian eggs for breakfast
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(source: “Heaven” by Donna S. Frelick, OAE)
AS: abbreviation for “Andorian Ship,” a registry given to Andorian
space vessels
AS-2018-28868441475-8: call number of an Andorian trading
ship, The Victory, which was destroyed near Eta Scorpii by the
Klingons (source: “Dignity” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)
asante: Swahili word for “thanks” (source: The Kamusi Project
website; The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Ashkaz: an Orion male; in 2267, he was shipping unshielded
protomatter aboard the F.M.S. Diana, unbeknownst to her captain; he
had a good approval rating in the Federation Trade Registry until the
Diana exploded; he was executed for his incompetence under orders
from his boss, Sar Xhosar (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S.
Frelick, OAB)
Ashtorath: an Andorian male born and raised on Netherworld; he
claimed there was nothing he could not find for you; an employee of
Cestyr Tyro, he met with a bad end (source: The Children of Haole by
Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Asmodeus: a Megan male; spokesman for the inhabitants of the
planet Megas-tu; once lived on Earth, but was downcast by the
inhabitants of the planet as a demon (source: “The Magicks of Megastu” by Larry Brody, TAS1)
Aspen: a ski resort located in Colorado on Earth; Kirk has a friend,
Steve Hendley, who owns a ski lodge there (source: “...Is Yet
Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
Assassin, I.K.C.: a Klingon D-7 battlecruiser under the command of
Commander Kalt (source: “Out of the Ashes” by Ann Zewen, OAD)
Assistant Dean of Starfleet Training Command: the assistant
administrative officer and director of Starfleet Training Command, a
graduate school of Starfleet Academy; this post was held by Admiral
James Kirk from 2275 until 2279 (source: “Alis Volat Propriis” by Linda
McInnis, OAE)
associational rating norm: a medical evaluation of a Starfleet officer
or crewman; if it falls two points below normal, shore leave is
generally ordered by the chief medical officer (source: “Shore Leave”
by Theodore Sturgeon, TOS1)
Astarnin, Mia: a Centaurian female; Chief Medical Technician aboard
the Cooper in 2290; member of the landing party to Sarnac III to
investigate the deaths of all the colonists there (source: “Never
Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
asteroid belt: a group of asteroids which orbit a star, forming a
doughtnut shaped “belt” or “chain” around it; measured in terms of
Shelar ratings; many star systems have asteroid belts; Sol has an
asteroid belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter (2.2AU - 3.3AU
from Sol) (source: “Mudd’s Women” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1;
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
asteroids: non-spherical, diminutive planets which orbit a star; there
are twelve types of asteroids; type 4 asteroids are interesting enough
to warrant a geological survey (source: “Metamorphosis” by Gene L.
Coon, TOS1)
Astrad, U.S.S., NCC-1739: a Starfleet Achernar-class heavy cruiser;
in 2285, during the Kelvan War, it was part of Task Force Four and
one of the first ships rescued by Task Force Six (source: In Harm's
Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Astral Queen, S.S.: an Altair-class passenger liner commanded by
Captain Jon Daily in 2266; at the request of his old friend, James T.
Kirk, the captain bypassed a scheduled stop at Planet Q, forcing the
Karidian Company to request passage aboard the Enterprise in
exchange for a performance; Kirk manipulated this series of events
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because he rightfully suspected Anton Karidian was, in fact, Kodos
the Executioner (source: “The Conscience of the King” by Barry
Trivers, TOS1)
astral vibrations: see “ion storms”
astroanthropology: study of anthropoids (Human-like beings
descended from ape-like creatures) found on various planets (source:
“The Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)
astrogator unit: a navigational aid, capable of tracking objects and
targets (source: Starfleet Technical Manual by Franz Joseph, TOS)
astrography: the study of mapping space (source: “The Choice” by
Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Astrometrics: a stellar cartographic laboratory found aboard
Federation starships (source: “Year of Hell” by Brannon Braga & Joe
Menosky, VOY4)
astronavigator: archaic reference to any navigator of a space-faring
vessel (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
astronomical unit: see “AU”
astrophysical scans: sensor sweeps made by various devices
located in the astrophysics section of a starship, including X-rays,
infrared, ultraviolet, maser, laser, and other such scanning devices
(source: “The Alternative Factor” by Don Ingalls, TOS1)
Astrophysics: branch of science dealing with the physical properties
and laws of space (source: “Where No Man Has Gone Before” by
Samuel Peeples, TOS1)
Astrophysics 783H—Non-Einsteinian Universes: one of
several Starfleet Training Command courses (source: “Alis Volat
Propriis” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Astrophysics Center: see “Federation Astrophysics Center”
astrosciences: one of the departments on a starship; all spacerelated sciences fall into this department’s domain (source: “Mark of
the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
Astrospectrography: a science lab aboard Constitution-class
starships; using the spectrographic probe data, Starfleet sensors are
capable of detecting even pond scum from a brief orbital flyby of a
planet (source: A Form of Redemption by Rob Morris, OAG)
atavachron: a Sarpeidon device which alters an individual’s cellular
structure to allow permanent passage through the Sarpeidon time
portal; without going through this device, time travelers will find
themselves unable to survive an extended stay in the past (source:
“All Our Yesterdays” by Jean Lisette Aroeste, TOS3)
Athys: an Orion male; in 2294, he was the captain of the unallied
slaveship Slaughter; he witnessed the destruction of the Deathwatch
and took news of it to Ostyr Tyro (source: The Children of Haole by
Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Atifs: a small K class star relatively near Sol; it has one inhabited
class M world (Atifs IV) (source: “Haven” by Tracy Tormé & Lan Okun,
TNG1
Atifs IV: an inhabited class M planet whose people give thanks
during their meals by striking a gong (source: “Haven” by Tracy
Tormé & Lan Okun, TNG1)
Atkins, Doris, Yeoman: a Human female; she served on the
Enterprise from 2266 to 2270; worked in engineering in 2268, in
charge of fuel consumption reports (source: “The Deadly Years” by
David Harmon, TOS2)
Atlanta: city located in District 9 of Earth; the city “too busy to hate”;
it survived Eugenics Wars unscathed; Leonard McCoy was born
there, worked at Atlanta General Hospital, and maintains a residence
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there; the Vulcan Science Academy has established a branch near
the North Avenue sector of the city (source: “The Anniversary Gift” by
Donna Clark, OAA; “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE;
“Southern Comfort” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Atlanta Braves: a major-league baseball team; a perennial loser until
the 1990's; a winning baseball team still playing in the 23rd century,
but they last won their division in 2279 (source: Liberation from Hell
by d. William Roberts, OAE; “The Neutral Zone” by Deborah McIntyre
& Mona Glee, TNG1; “Never Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel,
OAJ)
Atlantea: a star system located on the edge of the galaxy (source:
“Fire Bringer” by Jane Yambe, OAA)
Atlantea IV: an inhabited class M planet located in the Atlantea
star system; three-fourths of its surface is covered by water;
known as Poseidonia by its inhabitants (source: “Fire Bringer” by
Jane Yambe, OAA)
Atlantis: the “lost continent” of Terra, mythological in nature;
according to Plato, it had a utopian society (source: “Plato’s
Stepchildren” by Meyer Dolinsky, TOS3)
Atlantis, U.S.S.: originally, the U.S.S. Enterprise, NCC-1701-A, was
to have been commissioned as the starship Atlantis, NCC-1843
(source: “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
Atlec: one of the class M planets in the Omega Sagitta system; it was
colonized circa 2150 by Humans; its relations with its neighboring
class M planet, Straleb, are poor at best; see “Omega Saggita” and
“Straleb” (source: “The Outrageous Okona” by Les Menchen et al,
TNG2)
atomic matter pile: the energy source of impulse engines; leaving a
circuit open can blow up a vessel (source: “Court Martial” by Don
Mankiewicz & Steven Carabatsos, TOS1)
Atoz: a Sarpeidon male, librarian and manager of the time portal and
atavachron; he personally sent the entire population of his planet back
in time to save them from the pending supernova of Beta Niobe
(source: “All Our Yesterdays” by Jean Lisette Aroeste, TOS3)
attack computer: located in the computer core, one of the computers
among the computer banks of a heavy cruiser-class starship (source:
Klingons! by Randall Landers, OAD)
Attack Pattern Delta Epsilon 2: an offensive maneuver used by
Captain Kelsey from time to time (source: Old Feuds by d. William
Roberts, OAM)
AU: abbreviation for Astronomical Unit; a measure equal to
93,000,000 miles (150,000,000 kilometers), the distance from the
Earth to Sol; the V’ger cloud was 83 AU’s in diameter (source: Star
Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
AuClaire, Etienne: a Human male who died in 2267; a great
composer, he was Uhura’s music teacher; a very selective instructor,
he only taught three students at a time; his school was located in San
Francisco, and Uhura took his instruction when she was not
performing her cadet duties (source: “Music of the Night” by Ann
Zewen, OAB)
Audience Chamber: the meeting place of the Tribunal of the Aquans
(source: “The Ambergris Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)
audio lock mechanisms: locks keyed to open to a voice print or
series of code words (source: The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
auditory cardiac monitor: the “drum beat” or “beep” produced by a
medical scanner which indicates the pulse rate of the person being
scanned (source: “Mudd’s Women” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1)
Audubon Park: nature preserve located in New Orleans on Earth
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(source: “Homefront” by Ira Steven Behr & Robert Hewitt Wolfe,
DSN4)
Augustus, Marcus: a Human male, native to 892-IV; in 2284, a
reporter for Channel 2 (source: “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
Aurelia: planet whose inhabitants are bird-like creatures (source:
“Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana, TAS1)
Aurelians: avian race from the planet Aurelia; a peaceful people,
distantly related to the war-like Skorr; member race of the U.F.P.
(source: “Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana, TAS1)
Aurelius: a Human male, native to 892-IV; he lost his legs in an
automobile accident some years before 2284; the Collective, in the
guise of “The Savior, ” healed him, and he became the assistant to the
creatures who, in a single corporeal form, claimed to be the Son of
God (source: “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
aurora: the sporadic emission of light from a planet’s atmosphere (or,
in some cases, from the interplanetary gas of a star system),
generated by solar radiation, magnetic fields and ion storms; several
planets are known to have auroras including Terra; some star
systems are also known to have auroras, including the Dramian star
system (although these should more properly be called nebulae, they
are not because they intersect the atmospheres of the planets in the
system, whereas a nebula does not); most auroras are harmless, but
some (especially the type occurring in interplanetary gas) are known
to be radioactive and this radioactivity may produce electromagnetic
interference in electronic equipment and even create harmful
diseases out of normally harmless bacteria (see “auroral plague” and
“Dramian Auroral Plague”) (source: Peterson’s Field Guide to Stars
and Planets; “Albatross” by Dario Finelli, TAS2)
Aurora: a class M planet slated for colonization in 2268; see “New
Day, S.S.” (source: “Fairy Tale Ending” by Joanne K. Seward, OAB)
Aurora Epsilon: a star system some 225 lightyears from Sol, in the
general direction of Klingon territory; its third planet is class M (source:
The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Aurora Epsilon III: see “Dianas”
Aurora, S.S.: a space cruiser of Tholian manufacture, stolen by
Doctor Sevrin’s followers in 2269 for their search for the planet Eden
(source: “The Way to Eden” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)
Aurora Borealis, F.M.S.: a freighter that had been carrying gold to
Ouubinia when its superstructure collapsed in 2267, killing its crew
instantly; its cargo of gold dust was left intact; Galactic Gold Dust, Inc.,
wanted their valuable cargo to be guarded until they could get there
with their own specially modified debris-sweeping Bussard
ramscoopers so they could suck up the gold and leave the hulk and
the mystery of its destruction to the Federation investigators who
would come later; the dust surrounded the hulk of the broken vessel
like a beautiful golden cloud; the gold dust was consumed by a space
cow before it could be recovered (source: “The Wreck of the Aurora
Borealis” by Cathy German, OAB)
auroral plague: sickness induced by aurora-sensitive bacteria; one
of the most striking examples is Dramian Auroral Plague (source:
“Albatross” by Dario Finelli, TAS2)
Austen, Dave: a Human male; a security guard aboard the Farragut
in 2254; part of the first landing party commanded by Lieutenant Kirk
to Chi Capricorni II (source: “Command Potential” by Donna S.
Frelick, OAA)
Austin, Brigette: a Human female; yeoman aboard the Shenandoah;
she was assigned to coordinate the landing party reports; killed by
Q’xl% in 2264 (source: “Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers, OAA)
Autarch: see “Kzinti Patriarch”
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autochef: common expression for the automated food preparation
unit, which includes a programmable oven; used on starships to
prepare food for the cafeterias; requires stocked with necessary
ingredients, and it will prepare what it is instructed to prepare, in the
programmed quantity; use of the autochef has reduced the time
demands for food preparation on starship personnel greatly, and has
also dramatically improved its palatability (source: “Studying the Field”
by Jim Ausfahl, OAA; “A Collection of Lines” by Linda McInnis, OAD)
auto-destruct sequencer: the Romulan self-destruct system aboard
their ships; it prevents their technology from being examined (source:
“The Defector” by Ron Moore, TNG3)
autodistress beacon: automatic distress signal beacon employed by
starships, shuttlecraft and even landing parties (tricorders can be set
to serve as one); any ship which receives one is expected to
immediately proceed to the source of the beacon, unless on a life-ordeath mission itself (source: “That Which Survives” by John Meredyth
Lucas, TOS3)
automatic all points relay: a communication which is broadcasted
instantly throughout the Federation, all its bases and ships; a
communications relay receives the signal from Starfleet Command
and proceeds to relay it further to all within reception range (source:
“Errand of Mercy” by Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
automatic bridge defense system: standard equipment on all
Federation cruisers after 2268, this spherical device can render
intruders unconscious, or even kill them, if so programmed (source:
“Beyond the Farthest Star” by Samuel Peeples, TAS1)
automatic buoy: deep space warning system buoys; unauthorized
travel into the Federation by unknown vessels triggers an automatic
alarm, sent via subspace radio to the nearest patrol vessel (source:
“Fire in the Shadows” by Bonnie Reitz, OAD)
Automatic Buoy L199: an automatic buoy positioned near the
mining colony of Leta V and the Ling Chu star system; located on
the far edge of Romulan space (source: “Fire in the Shadows” by
Bonnie Reitz, OAD)
automatic pneumatic doors: pneumatic doors which automatically
open when their sensors detect a person approaching; used on most
starships (source: “The Cage” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1)
automatic scanner: standard equipment on a Federation shuttlecraft;
it swung out from the bulkhead (source: “The Galileo Seven” by Oliver
Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)
automatic stress cut-off: the computers of most Federation
starships will not allow the ship to perform maneuvers which overly
stress the warp engine pylons; some of the better chief engineering
officers have devised manual overrides to this safety feature, but they
are rarely engaged due to the danger involved (source: “Ad Astra Per
Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
Auxiliary Control: a secondary command center where the
emergency manual monitor is located, serving as a backup to a ship’s
bridge; it is located in the Engineering section (source: “The
Doomsday Machine” by Normal Spinrad, TOS2; “I, Mudd” by Stephen
Kandel, TOS2; “The Way to Eden” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)
auxiliary controls: see “Rugg instruments”
auxiliary fuel tanks: shuttlecrafts have two auxiliary fuel tanks
(source: “The Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David,
TOS1)
auxiliary impulse engines: see “impulse engines”
auxiliary power: power provided by the ship’s impulse engines
(source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)
auxiliary power test: performed prior to a ship’s departure from
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spacedock, this examination analyzes the output of the auxiliary
power system (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)
Avanan Ocean: located on Walven IV; Captain Kirk is the Duke of
Islandus Novus Volvanus (a newly formed volcanic island on the
planet’s surface of about 5 square kilometers) which is located in this
ocean (source: “The Choice” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Avia: a Stradith female; wife of Shael; she was pregnant and gave
birth in 2274 (source: “Out of the Ashes” by Ann Zewen, OAD)
Avians: avian race from the planet Armus IX near the Acadian star
system, distantly related to the Skorr; member race of the Barrier
Alliance (source: “Mudd’s Passion” by Stephen Kandel, TAS1)
Avidyne engines: the engine system employed by the Constellationclass vessels; there are four warp engine units connected to the
engine section at the rear of the primary hull (source: “Peak
Performance” by David Kemper, TNG2)
Avilova, Antonia, Lieutenant: a Human female of Russian
extraction; a Starfleet science officer aboard the Enterprise in 2274;
she comforted Chekov in Russian following his exposure to the
Gorgons’ radiation; was part of the team of scientists who went on
diving expedition on Alpha Andromedae III; was romantically
interested in Chekov who considered her a friend but not a potential
girlfriend; became the expert in the barracuda like species discovered
on Alpha Andromedae III; became ill with symptoms of abdominal
distress and died a few days later, the disease turning out to be
caused by a virus whose host was the barracuda species on Alpha
Andromedae III (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD;
“Barrafluda” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
AWOL: “absent without leave”—term used to describe crewmembers
who fail to report back to the ship following shore leave, and those
who leave the ship without permission (source: “Mark of the Beast” by
Nomad, OAD)
Axanar: 1) a class M world located twelve lightyears from the Barrier
Alliance territory; major source of uramite; near Starbase 13; a multiracial colony that forcibly revolted from what it felt was the tyranny of
the Izar government which had laid claim to the uramite-rich world;
Izar was a Federation member, and Captain Garth of the Lexington
was dispatched to put down the revolt; subsequent investigations and
peace missions resulted in the liberation of Axanar; as a cadet, James
Kirk helped broker a peace between the Axanar and the Federation;
generally its inhabitants are described as statesmen with a dream of
galactic brotherhood because its inhabitants, despite being of many
different races work and live together in total harmony (source:
“Whom Gods Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3; “The Salos Sellout” by
Thomas C. Harden, OAB) 2) the humanoid inhabitants of the planet
Axanar; they are somewhat reptilian with their spinal cord knotted over
their foreheads; they have slitted eyes and no ears, and breathe
nitrogen-methane; however, they are perfectly capable of breathing
nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere (source: “Fight or Flight” by Rick Berman
and Brannon Braga, ENT1)
Axanar Civil War: the multi-racial colony on Axanar (a world near the
Barrier Alliance star systems) had been settled prior to the discovery
of the wealth of uramite there; when the uramite was discovered, Izar
claimed the planet and ordered the Axanar off the planet; the Axanar
captured several Federation freighters and refused to allow them to
leave Axanar; at the demands of the Tellarites, Andorians and
Izarians (who owned most of the freighters), Starfleet sent Captain
Garth (coincidentally, a native of the Izar star system) to rescue the
ships; the colonists at Axanar had used the relative wealth of their
planet to purchase Verne-class cruisers as well as a number of
heavily armed Orion Blockade Runner-class ships; although heavily
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world Korvat; she was stricken by the plasma plague and cured by
Doctors Cord and Nuress; she met Commander K’mpec and became
involved with him (source: Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country by
Nick Meyer et al, TUC; bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Azrael, U.S.S., NCC-517: a Starfleet Saladin-class destroyer; in 2285,
during the Kelvan War, it was assigned to Task Force One, and
survived the Kelvan onslaught which eventually destroyed many ships
in its group and Starbase 32; while fleeing through the Kironis
Coalsack with Task Force Six, it was destroyed by fighters from the
Kelvan Third Armada (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts,
OAG)
Azrit, Lieutenant: a Rigelian male; a security officer aboard the
Enterprise in 2274; he found Commander Corbin’s corpse (source:
Traxus by Amanda Cassity, OAD)
Azure Nebula: a Type 11 nebula on the border of the Klingon Neutral
Zone, primarily composed of oxygen and argon, with traces of
beta-xenon, chlorine and trace amounts of sirillium gas; 1.25
lightyears across; royal blue in color, the crew of U.S.S. Excelsior was
attempting to rescue Captain Kirk and Doctor McCoy from Rura
Penthe by stealthily entering Klingon space through the nebula,
unfortunately Commander Kang and his Klingon attack force were
lying in wait there; the Excelsior tried to outrun the Klingons, but were
forcibly turned away, suffering a casualty in the process (source:
“Flashback” by Brannon Braga, VOY3; A Little Family Secret by
Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)

outnumbered and outgunned, Garth’s ship won the battle there which
is still studied at Starfleet Academy; the civil war was followed by a
peace mission from the Federation (source: “Whom Gods Destroy” by
Lee Erwin, TOS3; “The Salos Sellout” by Thomas C. Harden, OAB)
Axanar Peace Mission: following the complete defeat of the Axanar
space fleet, the Federation Council, in a move to appease the Vulcans
(who had thus far only maintained an associate status with the
Federation as they objected to the Federation’s imperialistic policies),
ordered the return of Garth and his ship; it was unanimously decided
by the Federation Council (with the Izar, Tellarite and Andorian
governments abstaining) that no member planet (or a colony thereof)
in the Federation may be forced to yield to another, nor may a
member planet try to force another (or a colony thereof) to yield; once
this conflict was settled, the Vulcans petitioned for full admission to
the Federation (see “Vulcanian Expedition, The”); James Tiberius
Kirk was a young lieutenant and took part in the Axanar Peace
Mission (for which he received the Palm Leaf of Axanar) and in the
Vulcanian Expedition (source: by Don Mankiewicz & Steven
Carabatsos, TOS1; “Whom Gods Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3; “The
Salos Sellout” by Thomas C. Harden, OAB)
Ayden: a Romulan woman who served as the honor guard for the
Lyrian High Lord Mendolin during his brief visit to Federation territory
in 2275 in order to destroy an alien device of unbelievable power
(source: “Fire in the Shadows” by Bonnie Reitz, OAD)
Ayelborne: an Organian energy being; leader of the Council of
Elders; Ayelborne put an end to the Federation-Klingon Organian
Crisis of 2267, and predicted that the Klingons and Humans will
eventually become allies (source: “Errand of Mercy” by Gene L. Coon,
TOS1)
Ayen: a Pakari female; the warrior who helped destroy the Thrith
Mask Parasite (source: “Masks” by Bonnie Reitz, OAD)
az’Har Daktalirraan, Tacitus: a Romulan male; over 100 years old;
he was born not long after the Earth-Romulan War, and his father was
a veteran of that conflict; in 2281 was in command of the Romulus
Ascendant with the rank of Commander-Legate; a tall, bear-like man
with iron-gray hair, a closely cropped beard, and a perpetually stern
expression; had held his rank longer than D’Taj enRaelh was in
service; he’s taken out the lead ship of every new class in the
Romulan Fleet for the last fourteen years, and he trained most of their
warbird commanders, including Commander Di’on; was regarded as
somewhat of a maverick by the Romulan leadership because he
came from a working class family on Remus rather than from one of
the nobler houses on Romulus; is a highly decorated officer, with most
of his honors earned in combat with Klingons; Starfleet Intelligence
considers him as senior commander with better than average political
connections; at beginning of mission on Romulan Ascendant, had
message sent to Admiral Ndaen Khaiell Hweirsul of his intentions for
the ship; Spock had a conversation with him at a diplomatic reception
on Aldebaren Three on the writings of Surak; his wife, Dhivael, who
had died of Sorkath’s disease a year earlier, had owned a copy of
Surak’s writings; Dhivael was niece of Admiral Ndaen Khaiell
Hweirsul; witnessed death of Praetorian Advisor st’Khevrak from
allergic reaction to Romulan ale; he and wife used to live in a seaside
cottage on Remus; he and several trusted crew members defected to
Federation; Spock had met him at diplomatic reception on Aldebaran
Three when Ambassador Nanclus took over from the previous
Romulan ambassador (source: “Romulus Ascendant” by David
Landon, OAE)
Azetbur: a Klingon female; daughter of Chancellor Gorkon; she
became Chancellor following his assassination in 2293; she continued
her father’s peace initiative with the Khitomer Peace Accords; in April
2295, she was to meet Ambassador Sarek on the Klingon colony
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Klingons during their third invasion to wet-nurse Miguel Mendoza (son
of Princess Teresa and Commander Kral); following the liberation of
the planet, she received a high commendation from the Princess for
her bravery (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda
McInnis, OAD)
Baca, Paco: a Human male; infant son of Arturo and Juanita Baca;
the Klingons forced Juanita Baca to wet-nurse Miguel Mendoza (son
of Princess Teresa and Commander Kral) by threatening to kill the
infant; born in 2275, during the invasion (source: “The Cost of
Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
Bacchus (Gamma 2 Delphini): a K1IV star system located on the
borders of the Federation, 101.5 lightyears from Sol (source: “AWOL”
by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Bacchus III: a class M recreation planet on the border of the
Federation, but not yet a part of it; mineral resources are limited, and
its entire off-planet income comes from recreational activities; the
planet has excellent game and game fish, with licensing that carefully
controls the take on all species, to keep the hunting and fishing good;
also has numerous other recreational activities, including night clubs;
on the whole, it has anything a tourist could desire; like all planets, its
largest cities have seedy areas, one of which was visited in 2297 by
T’Soral and Doctor Eletto of the Hyperion in an attempt to rescue
Harrison Davids from his kidnappers (source: “AWOL” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAK)
bachan: an animal native to Traxus (source: Traxus by Amanda
Cassity, OAD)
backflush spike: an electrical surge created by a short circuit
(source: The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
backup systems: reserve systems which use alternate circuitry as a
safeguard against malfunctions in major systems (source: “To
Weather a Storm” by Jody Crouse, OAD)
bacteria: plural for bacterium; any of the microscopic organisms of
the class Schizomycetes, having round, spiral or rod-shaped bodies,
which occur in soil, water, organic matters (such as sewage), animal
tissues and even interstellar gasses; some are disease producing
(typhoid), while others are useful (in such processes as fermentation);
Staphylococcus bacteria are those which form in irregular clumps, and
can lead to inflammation and production of pus (S. aureus); grampositive bacteria denote the ability of the bacteria to hold the violet dye
used in Gram’s method of typing bacteria (source: “The Infinite
Vulcan” by Walter Koenig, TAS1)
Badawy, Al, Ph.D.: a Human male; one of the Gamma Persei VI
research base’s exobotanists; in 2273, he helped identify 320 new
species of plants, 20 of which have no counterparts on any other
Federation world; he was killed by the Gorgons on Gamma Persei VI
in 2274 (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Badawy, Charles “Charlie”: a Human male of Lebanese descent, in
2274 held rank of Lieutenant and was a scientist assigned to the
Gagarin; was classmate of Enterprise officer, Lieutenant Antonia
Avilova; was part of a diving expedition that took place on Alpha
Andromedae III while a marine biology conference was taking place
(source: “Barrafluda” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Badmash: member of the Shuul race, a crystalline entity; together
with Chonahoa, appear as a multicolored quartz crystal; Badmash
appeared as a red pyramid above Chonahoa’s horizontal blue stripe;
in 2267, he and Chonahoa boarded the Enterprise en route to
studying the Tholians in the 38 Geminorum system and ended up
reproducing using the Tholian crystalline structures for their offspring;
Badmash would only speak through Chonahoa and was able to
download data from the Enterprise computer banks (source: “The

B deck: on Constitution class vessels in the mid 2260's, this was the
name given for a location in engineering; it is the lower level of the
warp engine room; 18Y by 23B refers to the area near the transporter
computers; Commander Benjamin Finney hid in this area; see “decks
and levels” (source: “Court Martial” by Don Mankiewicz & Steven
Carabatsos, TOS1)
“B.B.B.”: an irreverent abbreviation coined by the late Admiral Harry
Morrow for INS’s seemingly endless supply of sleek blonde
anchorwomen, i.e. “Brad Bashaw’s Bimbos” (source: Chekov's
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
B.B.I.: see “Bussard-Berlin Institute”
B.C.P.: abbreviation for “brain circuitry pattern”
B-23: a circuit in the subspace radio of the Enterprise (source: “The
Emancipator of Trill” by D.G. Littleford, OAB)
B’leth: a B’rythian male; pornographic holovid star in the late 2250's;
he once had a sex scene with Ariel Cord (source: Remember the
Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
B’ryth: homeworld of the B’rythians; a class M planet swept by dust
storms; the planet has gravity three times greater than that of Earth
(source: Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA;
“Never Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
B’rythians: a heavy gravity planet humanoid race with calcified
epidermis, earning them the name “Rock Men” (source: Remember
the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA; “Never Forget” by
Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
b’wana: Swahili word for “man” or “mister” or “boss” (source: The
Kamusi Project website; The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Babel: code name for a neutral planetoid on which the Babel
Conference is held annually (source: “Journey to Babel” by D.C.
Fontana, TOS2)
Babel Conference: a meeting held annually to resolve various
conflicts in the Federation’s sphere of influence (source: “Journey to
Babel” by D.C. Fontana, TOS2)
Babel Resolution: an edict developed at a Babel Conference; they
apply to the Federation, its allies, and the non-aligned races within the
Federation’s sphere of influence (source: “The Pirates of Orion” by
Howard Weinstein, TAS2; “Shades of Gray” by Chris Dickenson,
OAD)
Babel Resolution A-7: while in Federation space, if a code
violation or a suspicion of a code violation exists, a patrolling
Federation starship commander has every right to order a
detailed inspection of the vehicle in question (source: “Shades of
Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)
Babel Resolution A-12: an anti-piracy law, it basically states
that should a starship be in pursuit of a space vehicle which has
perpetrated a crime, the first ship encountered by the pursuing
Federation vessel must submit to a search on request/demand
(source: “The Pirates of Orion” by Howard Weinstein, TAS2)
babushka: Russian term for “grandmother”; Chekov called Denise
Jenkins by the term as a private joke which he has never explained to
anyone (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD)
Baca, Arturo: a Human male; husband of Juanita Baca; he was
brutally beaten by the Klingons during the third invasion of Serenidad
(source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
Baca, Juanita: a Human female; a Serenidad native forced by the
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the transporter chief of the escort ship Sadat (source: “Escort Service”
by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Baker, Martin: a Human male; Professor at Starfleet Academy in the
2240's - 2260's who taught the Fire Science course; he insisted that
both Dimetrius Aiglekdos and Montgomery Scott take that course;
Baker referred to fire as “The Beast” and it was ever hungry for more
fuel, and perfectly happy to feed on them if it could. (source: “The
Tholian Contact” by JimAusfaul, OAB)
Baker, Susan, Ensign: a Human female; from 2273 until 2274, a
member of the Enterprise astronavigation section, killed by Luka, the
Lyndraxian prison escapee (source: “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad,
OAD)
Baker, Tom: a Human male; in 2297, a cadet assigned to the
Hyperion for practical training; part of Team 2 during the Renzalian
Madweed crisis (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
a“Balance of Nature” Prospect, The: see “Borsson’s Theory”
(source: “The Balance of Nature” by Jeffrey Woytach, OAD)
Balclutha: a sailing ship of 300 feet in length, with a beam of 38.6
feet and a mainmast of 145 feet high; in 2267, the schooner being
sailed by the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise passed them; the
Commandant of Russian Sail Training Academy was aboard (source:
“What Navigators Do” by Patricia Wright, OAB)
baldric: a Klingon warrior’s sash, usually has the warrior’s house
signet and awards the wearer may have received; Segh vav baldrics
are usually gold; Kh’myr baldrics are usually platinum (source: “Errand
of Mercy” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2; Star Trek: Insurrection by Michael
Piller and Rick Berman, I)
Balent, Tony: a Centaurian male born in 2240; he directed and
produced pornographic holovids from the late 2250's until the early
2290's; in 2295, he was the owner of The Pink Club, one of the
seediest establishments on Chrysalis; he has a ten and a half inch
penis (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel,
OAA; “Never Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ; A Little
Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Bales, Don: a Human male; served as director of Starspanner
Shipping Lines in 2272; a friend of James Kirk (source: “No Place Like
Home” by Nomad, OAC)
Bali, Lois, Lieutenant: a Human female; a science officer aboard the
Enterprise; she was a long-time friend of Arlene Williams; they had
attended Starfleet Academy together; in May 2274, she was pining
away for her lover Quint who had accepted a transfer off the
Enterprise when a dream-catcher of Gamma Ursae Minoris XVI killed
her and assumed her form, then pretended to be hysterical; Williams
was brought down to the planet to try and reason with what was
thought to be an irrational Bali; Williams was saved by her lover,
Shaun Kelsey, in the nick of time (source: “Dream-catcher” by d.
William Roberts, OAD)
balkra: a Vulcan casserole made of a squash-like fruit, and while it
tastes like yellow squash, it has the texture of mashed potatoes;
Chekov doesn’t care for it, but Uhura likes it (source: Chekov's
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; The Star Trek Cooking Manual
by Mary Ann Piccard, TOS)
Balok: an Alcyone male; captain of the Fesarius; he made first
contact with the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise in 2266, and took David
Bailey aboard as a cultural observer (source: “The Corbomite
Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)
“ballot box”: colloquial expression for the devices used to record the
Council votes on Babel; there are three keys: assent, dissent and
abstain (source: “The Price of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB)

Tholian Contact” by Jim Ausfaul, OAB)
Baerga, Michele, Ensign: a Human female; the second shift science
officer aboard the Enterprise-B, one of its many ‘rookies;’ this is her
first assignment (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers,
OAL)
baffle plate: a key component of the engine system on some
starships; without it, a ship can explode (source: “Charlie X” by D.C.
Fontana, TOS1)
Bagççe, Samet: a Human male of Turkish extraction; a helm officer
with the rank of Ensign aboard the Enterprise-B in 2295; he worked
the second shift; he was made Chief Helm Officer after Demora Sulu
was demoted, and assigned as shift duty officer (source: “Chains of
Command” by Randall Landers, OAL)
baget bird: native to Sealalta III (source: “Trapped” by Pamela Corsa,
OAB)
baH: pIqaD Klingonese word meaning “Fire” (as in weapons) (source:
Star Trek: The Motion Picture, by Gene Roddenberry, TMP
baHghol: Klingonese beverage; its name means “fiery opponent”;
once drank by Kor, Kang, Koloth and Curzon Dax on Korvat (source:
“Blood Oath” by Peter Allan Fields, DSN2)
Baikonur Cosmodrome: located in Kazakhstan; the oldest manned
space port on Earth; birthplace of Terran space flight; Sputnik I, the
first satellite, was launched from there; the rocket that lifted Yuri
Gagarin, the Russian Cosmonaut, was also launched from there;
when he was younter, Chekov used to work his way into experiments
and launches there; in 2283, after Spock’s death when he was not on
active duty, Chekov went back there and was visited by both Sulu and
Doctor McCoy (source: “Russian Winter” by Patricia Wright, OAF)
Bailey, David “Dave”: a Human male; as a lieutenant, he was a
navigator aboard the Enterprise in 2266; he was promoted to
commander and served as a Starfleet representative and cultural
emissary to the Alcyones (Balok’s people) from that year until
accepting a position as a navigator (rank of lieutenant commander)
while aboard the frigate Reliant from 2267 until 2270; he was
promoted to commander, and given command of the U.S.S. Nelson,
a Federation destroyer posted near the Orion Barrier; in 2277, the
Nelson destroyed an Orion passenger liner, the Star of Arcadia,
because the liner was transmitting a false I.F.F. code (which identified
the vessel as an Orion warship about to attack); transferred after the
incident was resolved to Starfleet’s Planetary Relations division; in
2283, he was promoted to captain and stationed on planet 892-IV
(Tellus); he had worked four years in Planetary Relations, and was
due for a promotion and a desk job at a starbase when The Collective
arrived on 892-IV; he deduced (correctly) that an alien was interfering
with the development of the culture of that planet and notified
Starfleet; he was back in the center seat of a starship by 2294; he
attended the party celebrating Chekov’s captaincy of the Enterprise-B
(source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl; “False Colors” by
Ann Zewen, OAE; “...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel,
OAE; “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF; Chekov's Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)
bairn: colloquial Gaelic word for “baby” (source: “The Paradise
Syndrome” by Margaret Armen, TOS3)
Bak: an Orion male; paymaster and bookkeeper of the Wish-Kill until
its capture in 2266 by the Enterprise; not terribly loyal to its captain,
Commander Skotus (source: “Runner” by Steven Dixon, OAB)
Baker, Carla, Ensign: a Human female; from 2273 until 2275, a
member of the U.S.S. Enterprise engineering division (source: “The
Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
Baker, Kevin, Lieutenant: a Human male; from 2274 until present,
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Banak: a Kh’myr Klingon male; Commander of the D’KeDarth, a
k’t’inga-class battlecruiser; in 2296, his ship overtook the Hyperion,
and he demanded Uhura return Pernod Nicholsen to their custody to
face charges; he devised a boarding plan using an escape pod which
would be used to board any starship that defeated his battlecruiser in
combat; the four warriors aboard the escape pod would take the ship,
two by taking the bridge and two by taking Engineering; the plan was
tried on the Hyperion, but was foiled by Pernod Nicholsen, Steve,
Drevan and T’Sorel (source: “A Motley Crew” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Bancroft, _____, Ensign: a Human male; he died aboard the
Enterprise in 2267; his dying word was “Banshee” which he whispered
to Med Tech Carter (source: “Banshee!” by Mary Schuttler, OAB)
Bandi: the humanoid lifeforms which inhabit Deneb IV; a peaceful
people, eager for interstellar commerce, but quite technologically inept
(source: “Encounter at Farpoint” by Gene Roddenberry & D.C.
Fontana, TNG1)
Banerjee, V.P.: a Human male; a cadet at Starfleet Academy from
2250 until 2254; majored in Command (source: “It’s Not Fair” by
Richard Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris; OAA)
bangwI’: a pIqaD Klingonese term literally meaning “lover” (source:
Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Banks, _____, Captain: a Human male; a Starfleet ship commander;
his crew once caused an incident during shore-leave on Vulcan
(source: Keeper of the Katra, by Chris Dickenson)
banshee: term derived from Irish folklore; a female spirit who wails to
warn of impending death; Captain Kirk believed that one was aboard
the Enterprise briefly in 2267 (source: cogsci.princeton.edu website;
“Banshee!” by Mary Schuttler, OAB)
Bantu: Terran African tribe to which Uhura belongs (source: James
Blish’s adaptation of the original series, TOS1)
baQa’: a pIqaD Klingonese curse word possibly akin to “bullshit”
(source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
bar-bot: an automated beverage dispenser that strolls around bars
vending alcoholic beverages that don’t require much mixology
(source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Bar-David, E.: a Human male; cadet at Starfleet Academy from 2250
until 2254; majored in Command (source: “It’s Not Fair” by Richard
Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris; OAA)
baraka: Swahili word for “blessing” (source: The Plumber’s Helper by
Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Barbara: a series of androids on the planet Mudd (source: “I, Mudd”
by Stephen Kandel, TOS2)
Barcelona station: a Starfleet shuttle station in Europe (source: “The
Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
Baringa Barrier Mark IV: a form of electronic barrier sold by the
Orions (source: The Children of Haole by Donna Frelick, OAH)
barion: a subatomic particle emitted by protomatter; the emissions
from unshielded protomatter can throw warp engines out of balance
to the point that the ship will explode (source: The Mindsweeper by
Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Baris, Nilz: a Human male; the Federation Undersecretary in charge
of Agricultural Affairs, who was in charge of the shipment of
quadrotriticale to Sherman’s Planet; his aide was discovered to be a
Klingon agent (source: “The Trouble with Tribbles” by David Gerrold,
TOS2)
barkaya marak: a Vulcan vegetable soup tasting like cream of
spinach to Humans; served warm; it’s made from a peanut-like
legume native to Vulcan (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall
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Landers, OAL; The Star Trek Cooking Manual by Mary Ann Piccard,
TOS)
Barkley, _____, Ensign: a Human male; Starfleet Training Command
grad student who took a course on tactics from Admiral James T. Kirk
in 2275 (source: “Alis Volat Propriis” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Barlat: an Orion male; part of one of the largest drug smuggling rings
in the Federation, of which Hornag is a major kingpin; Barlat
specializes in using torture to extract information (source: “AWOL” by
Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Barnard VI: see “Xartheb”
Barnard Prime: also known as “Barnard’s Star,” Munich 15040 and
LFT 1385; a dM5 red dwarf star with a surface temperature of 3200º
K; at a distance of 6.0 lightyears, only the Alpha Centauri system is
closer to Sol; system also has a gas giant (1.5 times the size of
Jupiter) 4 AU from the star which orbits every twenty-four years; while
there are no class M planets, its sixth planet, Xartheb, has a Earth
colony of technicians and geologists from the frozen, semi-automated
mines of the system (see “Xartheb”) (source: Burnham’s Celestial
Handbook, “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
Barnard Prime VI: see “Xartheb”
Barnard’s Star: see “Barnard Prime”
Barnes, _____: a Human male; an Enterprise-B security officer in
2294; he and two other guards accompanied Chekov and Peter Kirk
to the surface of NGC 2548 System 108-V (source: Chekov’s
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; Insanity’s Child by Randall
Landers, OAL)
Barnes, _____, Ensign: Human male, Enterprise security officer from
2273 to 2275 (source: “The Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
“Barney Fife”: see “Fife, Barney”
Barnhart, _____: a Human male, crewman aboard the U.S.S.
Enterprise who was killed by the Salt Vampire on M-113 in 2266
(source: “The Man Trap” by George Clayton Johnson, TOS1)
“Baroner”: name taken by James Kirk while he was trapped on the
surface of Organia
barque: a class of small personal starships, usually identified by a
long, cylindrical engineering hull and a triangular arrangement of the
three warp engines; the control centers of these ships usually are
cylindrical as well, with a pilot and navigator in the front, and an
engineer at the rear (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris,
OAH)
Barracuda Bistro: seafood restaurant located on Alpha Andromedae
III where the scientists who had gone on a diving expedition for
barracudas went out to eat; there are numerous restaurants with that
name throughout the Federation, including one in Russia (source:
“Barrafluda” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Barrier: see “Galactic Energy Barrier,” “Great Barrier” and “Barrier
Alliance”
Barrier Alliance: sometimes called the “Orion Barrier Alliance”; an
alliance of “neutral” star systems, guided by the Orions; member races
included the Avians, the Catullans and the Ursinoids; the border of
their territory was referred to as “The Barrier,” and was monitored by
Federation destroyers and frigates (note: security casualties run
greater than 80% in territory adjacent to the Alliance along The
Barrier); it was a regional organization which purportedly provides for
collective self-defense, regional cooperation and peaceful settlement
of controversies; it was actually the major source of slavery, illegal
goods (including banned pharmaceuticals) and illegal weapons in the
known galaxy; it was incorporated into the United Federation of
Planets in 2285 (source: “Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA;
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“The Salos Sellout” by Thomas Harden, OAB; “The Wages of
Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD; “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall
Landers, OAE; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ )
Barrier Alliance Consortium: the most powerful crime syndicate in
the Barrier Alliance; one of the most powerful organizations in the
galaxy; was led by the Director, a man of unknown origin, who
dressed as one of the Brotherhood of Executioners of Achernar IV,
until his death in 2277 at the hands of Captain James T. Kirk (source:
“Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA; “Remember the Hood” by
Nomad; “Bloodlines” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Barrier Alliance Consortium Headquarters: a luxurious
building located in Gracchos on Xantharus IV (source: “If Not
Victory” by Ann Zewen, OAE)
Barros Inn: a rather notorious bar located on Rigel IV infamous for its
wild nature (source: “Rejoined” by Ron Moore & René Echevarria,
DSN4)
Barrows, Tonia: a Human female; in 2266, she was a yeoman
aboard the starship Enterprise; she developed a brief relationship with
Doctor Leonard McCoy during shore-leave on the Amusement Park
Planet (Omicron Delta V); in 2285, she was a lieutenant commander
and Commanding Admiral Cartwright's personal secretary (source:
“Shore Leave” by Theodore Sturgeon, TOS1; In Harm's Way by d.
William Roberts, OAG)
Barstow, Richard: a Human male; in 2266, as a Commodore, he
ordered Captain Kirk of the Enterprise to investigate the galaxy wide
space-time distortion to see if it was a prelude to an invasion, but
would not assign any additional ships to assist them, making the
Enterprise the bait; fortunately, it was only Lazarus doing battle with
his other self that was causing these distortions; in 2275, Barstow was
the Commandant of Starfleet Academy; in 2295, as an Admiral, he
was head of Starfleet Operations (source: “The Alternative Factor” by
Don Ingalls, TOS1; In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG;
bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Barton, _____, M.D.: a Human male; personal physician of Aaron
Cord and his family (source: A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers
& Nomad, OAJ)
Bartos, _____: a Centaurian male; the science officer of the U.S.S.
Hood, NCC-1707, in 2259 (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad
& Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
baryons: sub-atomic particle; Caldonian ships leak baryons when
having engine trouble (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William
Roberts, OAE)
Barzac’s Planet: a class M planet relatively near Bellatrix (56 hours
away at Warp 4), located in Quadrant 17; one of Kate Logan’s regular
ports of call (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
baseball: a game still played in the 23rd century (source: Boy Scout
by Ann Zewen, OAA)
Bashaw, Bradford “Brad”: a Centaurian male; owner of Intergalactic
News Services, a holovid news network; he is a behind-the-scenes
manipulator who has the ears of more than one Federation Council
member; in the 2290's, he was looking to merge INS with Aaron
Cord’s Sybaritic Entertainment; has a tendency to sleep with his star
reporters, including Sienna Gilette (see “B.B.B.”) (source: “If Not
Victory” by Ann Zewen, OAE; “Is Yet Revenge” by Nomad & Elizabeth
Knauel, OAE; A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad,
OAJ; Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Basic Warp Drive: a required engineering course taught at Starfleet
Academy; the first chapter of the required text is “Zefram Cochrane”
(source: Star Trek: First Contact by Ron Moore et al, FC)
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Basis Field holography: using the underlying unifying field, the Basis
Field is used to generate a ten dimensional hologram, much like laser
light is used to generate a three dimensional picture; the image
created in Basis Field holography generates not only a visible image,
but all the forces that would generate realistic representations that can
be experienced, not just seen or heard (source: “The Trainer” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAF)
Baskin, Elena, Commander: a Human female; station commander
and station manager of BLB-0 BGN-5; she deeply resented Starfleet’s
decision to send the Cooper to investigate the death of some of the
scientific personnel of the station (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by
Randall Landers, OAE)
Bates, Shane, Ensign: a Human male who served as the
Enterprise’s ship’s records officer following the court-martial of Ben
Finney, 2267 until 2270 (source: “Court Martial” by Don Mankiewicz
& Steven Carabatsos, TOS1; “Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana, TAS1)
Bateson, Morgan: a Human male; Captain of the U.S.S. Bozeman
which disappeared without a trace in 2278 (source: “Cause and
Effect” by Brannon Braga, TNG5)
batlh’etlh: a traditional Klingon bladed weapon, an “honor blade,”
shaped somewhat like a crescent moon; the sword of honor which
Kahless was reputed to have created by taking his own broken shield
from an ancient battle and dipping it into the molten lava of a volcano
(source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
batlhloH: pIqaD Klingonese for “honor administrator”; a lirpa-like
weapon used by the Klingon Imperial Guard to prevent dishonorable
acts within the chamber, including the carrying of weapons within the
throne room; a carving of one adorns the left side of the Imperial
throne; in 2285, when accepting the leadership of the Klingon Empire
as its High Chancellor, Gorkon hung the Imperial Crown on the
batlhloH carving on the throne (source: In Harm's Way by d. William
Roberts, OAG)
batteries: in case of total power failure, the Enterprise has battery
reserves to supply power to vital areas of the ship; they are used to
supplement main power after three lithium (or dilithium) crystals have
been burned out; when conserving batteries, ships power down their
lighting (source: “Mudd’s Women” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1)
batteries A1 through A50: one of the two main series of
batteries of Constitution II-class starships; they must be fully
charged prior to leaving spacedock (source: Star Trek: The
Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
batteries B1 through B50: one of the two main series of
batteries of Constitution II-class starships; they must be charging
prior to leaving spacedock (source: Star Trek: The Motion
Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
batteries, shuttlecraft: primarily a source of engine ignition, they can
be used to electrify the shuttle’s hull (source: “The Galileo Seven” by
Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)
battery power: power provided by the ship’s batteries (source:
“Mudd’s Women” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1)
battery relay bus: the electrical terminal which receives energy
output from batteries; it has an internal battery power supply which
must be charged prior to departure from spacedock (source: Star
Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
battery transfer relays trip: in case of power failure, this device
automatically engages the batteries (source: Star Trek: The Motion
Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
battle language, Klingon: also called “clipped Klingonese”; proper
pIqaD Klingonese grammar is completely ignored and only verbs and
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objects are used in this particular tense of the pIqaD language
(source: The Klingon Dictionary by Mark Okrand, TSfS)
Battle of Cheron, The: in the Romulan War of the 2160's, Earth
forces defeated the Romulans at this star system (now located within
the Romulan Neutral Zone–this is not to be confused with the planet
Cheron which lies 550 lightyears away near the Coal Sack Nebula);
the defeat of the Romulan forces led to the peace treaty and creation
of the Neutral Zone (source: “The Defector” by Ron Moore, TNG3)
Battle of Donatu V: fought in 2244, a battle between Federation and
Klingon forces; it was inconclusive (source: “The Trouble with
Tribbles” by David Gerrold, TOS2)
Battle of Donatu V, The: a holo-sim game very popular in 2264; one
of the most realistic simulations available (source: Boy Scout by Ann
Zewen, OAA)
Battle of Klach D’Kel Brakt: the Klingons defeated the Romulans in
battle for this system on the Romulan-Klingon borders in 2270
(source: “Blood Oath” by Peter Allen Fields, DSN2)
Battle of Morel: a battle between the Romulans and Klingons;
Commander S’Klar’s father was killed in this battle (source: “Never
Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Battle of New Delhi, The: battle at which the last of the Eugenics
supermen, Khan Noonien Singh, was overthrown by United Nations
forces (source: “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
“Battle of New Delhi, The”: the title of Chapter 10 from The Missing
One, a history book by Gustav Metailler (source: “The Return” by
Steve Dixon, OAD)
Battle of Serenidad, The: the positive spin put forth by Starfleet on
the events of the third invasion of Serenidad in 2275; see “Serenidad
Tragedy, The” (source: “Aftermath” by Nomad, OAE)
Battle for Xantharus IV: in 2284, combined forces of the Orions and
the Federation did battle against Tholian aggressors/invaders for
control of the planet Xantharus IV; the Tholians were repulsed by
Federation forces led by the Cooper, Shenandoah, Challenger,
Enterprise and Invincible; every Tholian ship involved in the battle was
destroyed; none of them surrendered or withdrew from the system;
the Tholians were carpet bombing Xantharus IV (source: “Return to
Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ; Old Feuds by d. William
Roberts, OAM)
“Battle, The”: see “Intruder”
battle-surgeon: the Klingon equivalent of a doctor; referred to as
“nada” by the Segh vav Klingons, and as “Qel” by the Kh’myr
Klingons; all doctors are revered by the Klingons, and will never allow
one to come to harm; even those of the enemy are virtually sacred to
them (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis,
OAD)
“battlecruiser, Federation”: Klingons designate all Federation heavy
cruisers as “battlecruisers” (source: Star Trek III: The Search for
Spock by Harve Bennett, TSfS)
battlecruiser, Klingon: powerful, fast, designed to be the equivalent
of a Federation heavy cruiser; Klingons refer to Federation heavy
cruisers as “battlecruisers”; Klingon battlecruisers automatically lock
doors to sensitive areas; locks are keyed to voice prints (source: The
Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
battlecruisers, Romulan: all Romulan vessels have an enormous
orange and red t’liss (the firebird, a bird of prey) painted on their
underside; originally were Klingon battlecruisers purchased in
exchange for the cloaking device technology (source: “The Enterprise
Incident” by D.C. Fontana, TOS3; “Never Forget” by Nomad, OAJ)
battledagger, Klingon: blade weapons used by assassins and
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warriors; see “d’k tagh” and “kut’luch” (source: “Oath of Vengeance”
by Nomad, OAD; Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
battlestation, Klingon: sixteen times larger than a Centroplex-class
station (roughly two-thirds the size of a Safe Haven-class station);
bristling with weapons, long-range sensor arrays, communication
dishes, ten full regiments of warriors and repair dock facilities (source:
The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
battlestations: order to report to specified areas and prepare for
battle (source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)
Bay Brewery, The: a historical bar located in San Francisco near
Starfleet Command; Jude Gordon frequented the place often (source:
“The Lesson” by Cathy German, OAB)
Bayes, Amanda Adeodata: a Human female; a native of Walven IV;
the most accomplished pianist in the Federation, and has been called
a feminine Mozart; she does not uses her surname during her public
appearances; she disappeared in 2292 after Spock played a duet with
her; he was implicated in her disappearance, although most
suspected the Tower of Ares; she had married her physician, Billy
Darbeaux, in secret, and using a blonde wig had managed to avoid
public exposure for a year before her return to the performance halls
throughout the galaxy (source: “The Choice” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Bayes, Frederick: a Human male; in 2292, an elderly man who had
worked in the agricultural implement business; his wife had a
fondness for Vulcan music; he was the father of Amanda Adeodata
(source: “The Choice” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
bayle: the Cygnetian term for the chief attendant of a delegation
(source: In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB)
bazdja: a Romulan spear with a set of spring-loaded spider barbs
that, upon contact, spring out, latching onto and shredding the tissues
around it (source: “Rites of Passage” by d. William Roberts, OAB)
BBI: see “Bussard-Berlin Institute”
“Be Strong”: a poem by Maltbie Davenport Babcock; Captain Kirk
knows it by heart (source: “Comeuppance” by Cathy German, OAB)
be’: a piQaD Klingonese word for woman (source: The Mindsweeper
by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
be’nI: a pIqaD Klingonese term literally meaning “sister”; full-fledged
q’laI are addressed as be’nI (source: Bloodlines by Nomad &
Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
be’nI’wI: a pIqaD Klingonese term for “my sister/lover” (source:
“Teresa” by Nomad, OAE; “Bloodlines” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel,
OAJ)
be’SIj: a pIqaD Klingonese vulgarism for “vagina”; it literally means
“woman-slit” (source: “The Wages of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)
be’targ: a pIqaD Klingonese phrase for “bitch” (source: Liberation
from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
Beach, James, Commander: a Human male; science officer of the
starship Reliant; he had a dalliance with Nurse Chapel in 2267
(source: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve
Bennett, TWoK; Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
Beagle, S.S.: a class 4 stardrive survey ship with a crew of 47 under
the command of Captain R.M. Merick; the ship was damaged by a
meteor, and the crew went down to planet 892-IV to secure iridium;
the landing party was captured, and Captain Merick betrayed the rest
of his crew (source: “Bread and Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry &
Gene L. Coon, TOS2)
Beals, Sydney: a Human female; has graying blonde hair which
highlights her face; a strong jaw line, accentuated by her high cheek
bones and steel gray eyes; she is the ship’s psychiatrist aboard the
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Enterprise-B in 2295; she counseled Willis O’Brien following Demora

Akia; in 923 A.D.; as a Ghanil judge, he sentenced Akia to be
imprisoned on Alpha Indi IV within a deep cavern (source: Drink
Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Belar: an elderly Orion male; a member of the Trade Commission (i.e.
the Orion Syndicate); he was the overseer of smuggling which
remained stable after The Director’s death (source: “...Is Yet
Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
“belay that”: expression meaning “stop that” (source: “The Corbomite
Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)
Bele: a Cheron male; Chief Officer of the Commission on Political
Traitors from the planet Cheron; he pursued the dissident Lokai all
over the galaxy for 50,000 years until they met aboard the U.S.S.
Enterprise; he and Lokai returned to the surface of Cheron to continue
their fight (source: “Let That Be Your Last Battlefield” by Oliver
Crawford, TOS3)
Beleen: a Dianasian female; she was a young scientist who had been
assigned to help McCutcheon and Kirk during their first few days of
cataloguing flora and fauna at a biological laboratory complex on
Dianas (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Belian: a class M nudist colony world (source: Remember the Hood
by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Belians: free-spirited Humans who live on Belian; they are quite
liberal in their approach to sexual encounters, engaging in naturalism,
swinging, swapping and orgies; a popular shore leave site, but its
permanent population is surprisingly small in number (source:
Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Belingor: an Orion male; a merchant with operations on Deneb
Kaitos V (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Belinsky, Avram, Lieutenant: a Human male; is of mixed Russian,
Polish, and Ukrainian descent; he grew up in Kiev and speaks
Russian; a Starfleet security guard aboard the Enterprise in 2274; part
of a landing party which encountered Gorgons on Gamma Persei VI;
he and Sulu had to carry an injured Anne Nored from the Gorgons’
caverns (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
bell banners: ceremonial Vulcan instrument; a series of bells
suspended on several lines of wire in an oblong frame; used at
marriage ceremonies (source: “Amok Time” by Theodore Sturgeon,
TOS2)
Bell, Carla, Yeoman: a Human female; in 2294, she was the
unfortunate crewman of the Enterprise-B to discover Harriman’s body
(source:Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAJ)
Bell, Greg: a Human male; an engineer aboard the Enterprise from
2266 until 2270 (source: “The Time Trap” by Joyce Perry, TAS1)
Bell, Judi: a Human female, in 2265 was the governor of Iowa and
was present at the “change of command” ceremony where Captain
Kirk assumed command of the U.S.S. Enterprise (source: “Change of
Command” by D.J. Littleford, OAB)
BellComm terminal: a computer/communications console, common
throughout the Federation as early as 2229 (source: “Reminiscing” by
Selek, OAA; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Bellatrix (Gamma Orionis): a blue B2III giant 240 lightyears from
Sol; its eleventh planet is class M, located in Quadrant 17 (source:
The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Bellatrix XI: a class M planet with an orbital space dock; official
Bellatrix XI has five natural satellites, but the icy shards of
hundreds of would-be moons surrounded the planet like a vast
spherical shoal, a hollow reef of obscuring dust and broken
stones; the planet itself is inhabited by a variety of peoples; the
Federation ambassador to Bellatrix XI was a Vulcan; the

Sulu’s death; Chekov tends to disregard her opinions, but often is
forced by circumstances to reconsider them (source: “Freefall” by
Randy Landers & Rob Morris, OAL; “The Old Once Over” by Rob
Morris, OAL)
beam: a colloquial term for transporter use (source: Star Trek created
by Gene Roddenberry)
bearing: a means of indicating a direction, using one of three
systems; one system is 360º, another is 400º and another is 1000º –
all three systems have been used at one point or another over the
past two hundred years – the 1000º system was used during 22602270; a sample bearing would be “the ship is approaching us from
347 mark 2 which would be in the 360º system 13º to the port of the
ship’s flight path and 2º above the ship’s plane (source: “Day of the
Dove” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3; Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by
Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK)
Beat the Reaper: a medical-training game developed by Harrison
Davids played on Enterprise-A Sickbay computers; on the viewscreen,
one sees a mediscanner readout; next to the mediscanner readout
was a hooded figure carrying a large sickle; across the figure’s chest,
there was a numerical countdown progressing; the object of the game
is to stop your patient from dying (source: The Plumber’s Helper by
Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Beauregard: an alien plant which Sulu keeps as a pet, though given
its name by Janice Rand; a specimen of Terrestrius manus, a plant
native to several planets in the Zeta Reticuli A star system, often
called a “Weeper” (source: “The Man Trap” by George Clayton
Johnson, TOS1; Starfleet Medical Reference Manual by Eileen
Palestine, TOS)
Beauty and the Beast: a Terran tale; every sexually dimorphic
species that has an institution similar to marriage has a story similar,
if not identical, to the story, even the Klingons and Vulcans (source:
“Bedtime Story” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Beck, Paul, Lieutenant: a Human male; one of the Enterprise-A
security officers; he found Peter Kirk and Koloth (source: The
Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Becker, Hilary: a Human female; a Starfleet security officer stationed
aboard the Enterprise in 2274; she plays the keyboard (source:
“Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Beeo: a Meonian female; a communications specialist aboard the
Sceelar in 2273 (source: “Upon Golden Tears” by Pamela J. Corsa,
OAD)
Behan, Johnny: a Terran male of 19th century Earth; the sheriff of
Cochise County during the gunfight at the O.K. Corral; in the
Melkotian fantasy, he allows the gunfight, turning a back on the
actions of the Earps and Clantons; in reality, he made sure the
Clantons weren’t armed (Billy was, but was leaving town), and he tried
to stop the Earps to no avail (source: “Spectre of the Gun” by Gene L.
Coon, TOS3; clantongang.com website)
Behn, Jared, Ensign: a Human male with a gravelly voice; serves as
Communications Officer aboard the Excelsior since 2293; he mans
the communications bay whenever Janice Rand is busy performing
her duties as Executive Officer (source: Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country by Nick Meyers et al, TUC; bortaS choQ by Elizabeth
Knauel, OAJ)
Bekel, Lieutenant: a Tellarite male; a security guard aboard the
Enterprise investigating the scene of the attack on Teri Mettens and
Ben Shapiro in 2264 (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and
Nomad, OAA)
Belan, Lord: a Ghanil male with raven-colored hair; a former lover of
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during the planet’s monarchical periods; noted for his construction of
the House of Frivolity, basically, one of the largest, most intricate fun
houses in all the Federation, an exercise in fun and games on a grand
scale, kept in operation by the planetary government of Tellar for the
sake of off-world tourists and of natives as well; located in Telmart, the
central city of Tellar (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie,
OAC)
ben: pIqaD Klingonese term for “years ago” (source: The Klingon
Dictionary by Marc Okrand, TSfS)
Benda: continent on Tellar which was united by Gorfo the Terrible,
first ruler of the Benda Dynasty, who conquered most of the continent
in 132 A.D. (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)
Benda Dynasty: begun by Gorfo the Terrible in 132 A.D. after he
conquered most of the continent; in modern times, it was the nation
which Gorfo founded which had united Tellar on a planetary scale
(source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)
Bendii’s Syndrome: a deterioration of the nervous system suffered
by Vulcans over 200 years old; it causes them to gradually lose
control of their emotions before eventually killing them; the
Alzheimer-like dementia claimed many males of Sarek’s family; Spock
was concerned after Gamma Hydrae IV that he might have Bendii
Syndrome, but McCoy’s tests came back negative; Sarek of Vulcan
contracted the disease and perished from it in 2369 (source: Sarek”
by Peter S. Beagle, TNG3; “Unification, Pt. 1" by Jeri Taylor et al,
TNG5; “Beating The Alternative” by Rob Morris, OAB; A Difference
Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
Benecia: a small Human colony with primitive medical facilities,
located eight lightyears from Planet Q, and located near the Cygnia
Minor and the Camus star systems (source: “The Conscience of the
King” by Barry Trivers, TOS1; “Crowded Theater,” by Rob Morris,
OAB; “Turnabout Intruder” by Arthur Singer, TOS3)
Benecki, Casimir “Casey”: Benecki, Casimir “Casey”: a human
male from Warsaw, Poland with blond hair and blue eyes; he was on
the Starfleet Academy Swim team and very strong in distance
freestyle events; in 2266, he was one of the cadets on the training
mission where Captain Pike was seriously injured in the process of
rescuing cadets; he himself was injured and was in the infirmary at
Starbase 11 for three months; as an Ensign, was assigned as a
security guard aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise; in 2269 he and Ensign
Hashemi accompanied Captain Kirk at a reception given on planet
Scorbinius in honor of the world’s entry into the Federation; blondhaired; graduated from the Academy the year after Chekov and was
a close friend of Casey Benecki and Joshua Diener, who he had
known from the Starfleet Academy Swim Team; contracted Rigelian
Fever soon after the Enterprise left Scorbinius (source: “What ‘Ere the
Course” by Diane Doyle, OAB; “Rigelian Fever” by Diane Doyle, OAB)
benetark: a Dorian unit of measurement of length, possibly akin to a
few centimeters (source: The Dorian Solution by Holly Trueblood,
OAD)
Benjamin, _____, Admiral: a Human male; head of Starfleet
Personnel from 2253 until 2262 (source: “Victory” by Mark Henrie,
OAA)
benjisidrine: a Vulcan medicine used to treat heart conditions
(source: “Journey to Babel” by D.C. Fontana, TOS2)
Bennett, Daniel: a Human male; in 2297, a cadet assigned to the
Hyperion for practical training; part of Team 1 during the Renzalian
Madweed crisis (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Bennett, Robert “Bob”, Admiral: a Human male; Starfleet
Command’s Chief of Staff in 2284; he dispatched Captain Kirk and the
Enterprise to the planet Nimbus III; he was appointed to that post by

fractured politics of factions, cults and clans that characterized
the planet was one of the few situations in which a complete lack
of emotional response was useful (source: The Mindsweeper by
Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Bellatrix XI SpaceDock: an orbital repair station above the
surface of Bellatrix XI (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna
S. Frelick, OAB)
Bellatrix Nebula: a luminous, deadly cloud in the vicinity of
Bellatrix and two nearby stars; it had taken many years, an
unbelievable amount of credits and more than a few lives to
open this area of space with its three stars, dust clouds, sixteen
planets, assorted gas fields and asteroids to the Federation
trading ships (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick,
OAB)
Bellatrix SpaceDock: see “Bellatrix XI SpaceDock”
Bellatrixi: collective word for the humanoid inhabitants of Bellatrix XI;
a mixture of Rigelian, Orion and Humans and none of them are native
to the planet; a cantankerous lot that is prone to in-fighting, the
fractured politics of factions, cults and clans (source: The
Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Belle: one of Jack Kirk’s horses; an athletic horse which never
ambled when she could trot, never trotted when she could canter;
Belle liked to run—as fast and as long as her rider and her lungs
would let her; Jim Kirk loved riding her (source: “Heaven” by Donna
S. Frelick, OAE)
Beller, Harold: a Human male; Records Officer aboard the Enterprise
while under Pike’s command; in 2264, he was “changed” into a
vampire by Morisa Sanchez and then helped Michelle Brownlee falsify
the transporter records to cover up Akia’s murder of T’Pon (source:
Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
belt lights: the life support belts worn by landing party teams are
capable of producing beams of light with which the wearer can see;
see “life support belts” (source: Alan Dean Foster’s adaptations of
the animated Star Trek episodes)
Bem, Ari bn: a Pandronian “male”; honorary commander in Starfleet
during his stay aboard the Enterprise in 2270, he was to judge
whether or not the Federation was worthy of being joined; a
Pandronian with typical arrogance of his species; a colony creature
capable of breaking into individual components; in 2272, he was given
command of a Verne-class cruiser (which the Pandronian government
had purchased from the Federation); the ship’s crew mutinied
(regrettably, a typical problem for the Pandronians) and stranded him
on a satellite of Pandro; a D-7 battlecruiser, manned by the Kh’myr
Klingons, happened to have passed near the system and used the
cruiser for target practice; Captain Bem was the only survivor and
witness; the Pandronian government held him responsible, stripped
him of his rank, and banished him from their star system; he became
a private investigator; in 2276, he was hired by the governments of
Elas and Troyius to find Elaan, the Dohlman of Elas, who had left her
throne after the death of her Troyian husband (who died during a
session of typically-arduous Elasian-style love making); he found the
Dohlman working as a hostess for a brothel on Terra, but she did not
want to return to the “boring” life of an interplanetary monarch; with
her help (and at her insistence), he secretly presented a substitute
monarch (a Terran woman who could have passed as her twin) to the
governments and collected a massive payoff from Elaan (whose new
line of work had made her quite wealthy) and from the governments
of Elas and Troyius; his present whereabouts are unknown (source:
“Bem” by David Gerrold, TAS2; “Parts Is Parts” by Randall Landers &
Linda McInnis, OAE)
Bembalbus, Barbo: a Tellarite male; one of the kings of Tellar,
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Berrick, _____: a Centaurian male; an Enterprise security officer from
2273 to 2275 (source: “Fire in the Shadows” by Bonnie Reitz, OAD)
“berserker” phase, Andorian: a physiological condition brought on
voluntarily which results in a fifty percent increase in physical ability;
indicated by glassy eyes and erect antennae (source: “Victory” by
Mark Henrie, OAA)
Berthold rays: a form of radiation which causes the disintegration of
flesh in all organic (carbon-based) lifeforms; found naturally in the
Omicron Ceti star system (source: “This Side of Paradise” by D.C.
Fontana)
Beruntians: sentient ursinoids, Federation members; often found in
Security positions; weighing on the average eight hundred kilos; have
four inch fangs, tail; basically a cross between a bear and a mountain
lion; known to be able to protect themselves from telepaths with a
mind-shield (source: “Masks” by Bonnie Reitz, OAD; “Fire in the
Shadows” by Bonnie Reitz, OAD)
Beta 5 Computer: used by Gary Seven and his associates on Earth,
circa 1968; it is a semi-sentient machine, quite capable of snobbery
(source: “Assignment: Earth” by Art Wallace & Gene Roddenberry)
Beta III: see “C-111 Beta III”
Beta VI: see “Beta Aquarii VI”
Beta XIIA: see “Beta Sagitta XIIA”
Beta Antareans: a humanoid race native to Beta Antares IV; a simple
folks with little love for card games (source: “Victory” by Mark Henrie,
OAA; “A Piece of the Action” by David Harmon & Gene L. Coon)
Beta Antares (Alpha Scorpii B): located 520 lightyears from Sol, it
is the greenish companion, a dwarf B4 subgiant, of the great star,
Antares; it lies 500 AU from the M-type supergiant (its gravity
generates the swirling effect of the surrounding nebula, the so-called
“Antares Maelstrom”); possesses one class M planet (source:
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “Victory” by Mark Henrie, OAA; “A
Piece of the Action” by David Harmon & Gene L. Coon)
Beta Antares IV: a class M planet just outside the Antares
Maelstrom, inhabited by a rather simple folk with little love for
card games (source: “A Piece of the Action” by David Harmon &
Gene L. Coon)
Beta Aquarii: a yellow G0 supergiant star 980 lightyears from Sol;
also known as Sadalsuud and 22 Aquarii (source: Peterson’s Field
Guide to Stars and Planets)
Beta Aquarii VI: a Federation colony on a class M planet
adjacent to Quadrant 904; it is 980 lightyears from Sol; the
Enterprise was en route there when intercepted by Trelane; it is
located near a star desert and the stormy planetoid of Gothos
(source: “The Squire of Gothos” by Paul Schneider, TOS1)
Beta Aquilae (Alschain): located 40 lightyears from Sol, a yellow G8
subgiant; it has a dwarf M3 companion star (source: Burnham’s
Celestial Handbook)
Beta Aquilae VII: destination of Enterprise after a visit to Delta
Ophiuchi IV; it has a Starfleet medical facility (source: “Plague!”
by Randall Landers, OAB)
Beta Aurigae (Menkalinan): a binary star system once surveyed by
the Enterprise and the Potemkin, composed of two blue-white main
sequence stars separated by 350 AU; its distance from Sol is 90
lightyears (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “Turnabout
Intruder” by Arthur Singer, TOS3)
Beta Canopus (Canopus B): one of the few star systems in the
galaxy where the naturally occurring drug, strobolin, is found; an F6
subgiant 45 lightyears from Sol; see “Canopus” (source: Burnham’s

Admiral Morrow; when Admiral Cartwright was made Commanding
Admiral by year’s end, Bennett was replaced by Lystra Davis (source:
Star Trek V: The Final Frontier by William Shatner et al, TFF; In
Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Bennington, _____, Cadet: a Terran male, born in 2261; darkhaired, muscular, bright, energetic and much taller than most Terrans;
served as the weapons station officer on the Enterprise in 2283 during
the cadet cruise (source: “Just a Little Training Cruise” by Randall
Landers, OAE)
Benton, _____: a Human male; a lithium miner on Rigel XII; he
married Magda Kovacs in 2266 (source: “Mudd’s Women” by Stephen
Kandel, TOS1)
Beornson, Harald “Beorn”: a Human male of Swedish ancestry from
Xartheb (Barnard Six); tall, blond, well-built; a cadet at Starfleet
Academy from 2250 until 2254; majored in Engineering and Security;
in 2251, a Third Class Midshipman enrolled in Commander
Rodriguez’s PR250 class; Spock once incapacitated him with a nerve
pinch, engendering some bad feelings between the two (source: “First
Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
bep Sor: pIqaD Klingonese expression literally meaning, “Tree of
Agony,” a petrified tree where prisoners are executed (source:
Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Beratis: name given to the serial killer of women on the planet Rigel
IV; see “Red Jack” (source: “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
berbbotjahaa: very large animal native to Zaran; the Zaranites
manufacture the majority of their clothing from the horns and hides of
the creature (source: The Making of Star Trek: The Motion Picture by
Susan Sackett, TMP, TMP)
berena: a Klingon dessert akin to Terran gingerbread (source: The
Star Trek Cooking Manual by Mary Ann Piccard, TOS)
Berengaria: a star system with one class M planet, Berengaria VII
(source: “This Side of Paradise” by D.C. Fontana, TOS1)
Berengaria VII: a class M planet; Vulcan colony world; there are
semi-sentient dragons on the planet’s surface which is lush and
tropical, making it an unusual choice for a Vulcan colony (source:
Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; “This Side of
Paradise” by D.C. Fontana, TOS1)
Berengarian burgundy: an alcoholic beverage which most Vulcans
find palatable (source: Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Berengarian dragons: see “Dragons of Berengaria”
Berkeley, Jonathan: a Human male; in 2266, he held the rank of
Lieutenant and was an Enterprise engineer who was training on
transporter consoles in 2266 when Simon Van Gelder came aboard;
in 2294, he held the rank of Commander; Chekov briefly considered
him for the position of Chief Engineer, but rejected him; the man
simply was a know-it-all who often times knew-it-not; he never kept up
to date on new designs or new specs, and frankly, that was too
troubling for Chekov (source: “Dagger of the Mind” by S. Bar-David,
TOS1; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Berlin, U.S.S., NCC-1877: a Starfleet frigate usually stationed near
the Neutral Zone; it was destroyed during a Romulan incursion in
2268; in a breach of Romulan standard procedure, its command crew
was captured and tortured (nearly to death) before being released in
a prisoner exchange (involving Di’on, a Romulan commander)
(source: “A Matter of Trust” by Thomas Harden, Randall Landers &
Kevin Morgan, OAB)
Bernstein Prize: a Federation award for investigative journalism;
Dartha Allen has one (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick,
OAB; The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
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Celestial Handbook; “The Pirates of Orion” by Howard Weinstein,
TAS2)
Beta Canum Venaticorum: see “Chara”
Beta Capricorni: a multiple star system located in Federation space;
Beta-1 Capricorni is known as “Dabih” and is a G5 II bright yellow
giant star 340 lightyears from Sol; its third planet is class M; Beta-2
Capricorni is itself a double star consisting of an B9.5 III blue giant
and an F8 white dwarf located 30 lightyears from Beta-1 and 310
lightyears from Sol; it has no planets (source: spacedog.com website)
Beta Capricorni III: a class M Federation colony planet that was
struck by a radioactive cataclysm in 2195; its population of
Human pioneers were reduced to near barbarism until the mid
2270's when the radiation levels fell to tolerable levels and
Federation rescue teams were able to transport the surviving
population to other worlds; most of the surviving population are
little more than misshapened gargoyles (source: A Little Family
Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Beta Cassians: humanoid inhabitants of the planet Haven; see
“Haven” (source: “Haven” by Tracey Torme, TNG1)
Beta Cassiopeiae: see “Norpin”
Beta Cassius: a non-aligned star system with one class M planet;
see “Haven” (source: “Haven” by Tracey Torme, TNG1)
Beta Ceti: see “Deneb Kaitos”
Beta Corvi: a G5 II yellow-white bright giant star system on the
Romulan border, 140 lightyears from Sol; it has one marginally
inhabitable planet, Galorndon Core (source: “Chains of Command” by
Randall Landers, OAL)
Beta Cygni (Albireo): a rather unique star system 380 lightyears
from Sol; comprised of a gold K3II giant star (Beta-1A Cygni) and blue
B1V main sequence star (Beta-1B Cygni) orbiting each other while
another blue B8V main sequence star (Beta-2 Cygni) orbits the pair;
from a distance, the stars appear to be green; the seventh planet in
the system was terraformed into a class M world (source: spacedog
website; “Winter Hunt” by Crystal Perry, OAB)
Beta Cygni VII: see “Alpen”
Beta Epsilon: a star system in Federation space; following the
destruction of Outpost 7734, Commodore Finnegan, his surviving staff
and his “essential” papers were transferred to an outpost there
(source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Beta Eridani: also known as “Cursa,” this A3 III blue-white giant star
is located 89 lightyears from Sol; its twelfth planet is class M (source:
bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Beta Eridani XII: a class M Federation planet; the remains of
Admiral Yves Gervais were recovered from this world in 2295 by
the crew of the Excelsior (source: bortaS choQ by Elizabeth
Knauel, OAJ)
Beta Geminorum (Pollux): a K0 III giant star located 35 lightyears
from Sol; its has two class M planets, Pollux IV (where the being
known as Apollo was found) and Pollux V; see “Pollux IV” and
“Pollux V”
Beta Herculis: see “Kornephoros”
Beta Hydrae (892): a blue white main sequence AV star with a faint
companion, located 365 lightyears from Sol; its fourth planet is
inhabited by a Preserver-placed society taken from Earth during the
time of the Roman Empire; see “892-IV” (source: SpaceDog website;
“Bread and Circuses” by Gene L. Coon & Gene Roddenberry, TOS2)
Beta Lacertae: a G9 III yellow giant star 170 lightyears from Sol; the
Chosin’s first mission was to proceed there and reconnoiter the
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Tholian outpost that was found before the Kelvan War broke out
(source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
Beta Leporis: see “Nihal”
Beta Lyrae (Sheliak): a rare spectacle of the galaxy, one of the
wonders of the universe; two stars, one a B8 and the other an A9,
engaged in a tug of war, sending out a spiral stream of star stuff; 860
lightyears from Sol; nearly every ship which passes near it stops to
enjoy the sight (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “The Slaver
Weapon” by Larry Niven, TAS1)
Beta Niobe: star that went nova in 2269, destroying the class M
planet Sarpeidon (source: “All Our Yesterdays” by Jean Lisette
Aroeste, TOS3)
Beta Portalan: home star system of an ancient race which was
exterminated by the Blastoneuron invasion of our galaxy; its
population was decimated centuries ago (source: “Operation:
Annihilate!” by Stephen Carabatsos, TOS1)
Beta Quadrant: a largely unexplored region of space, home to parts
of the Klingon Empire, the entire Romulan Star Empire, the Tholian
Assembly, the Lyrians, the Medusans and others (source: Chekov’s
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Beta Reticula: the only class M planet which orbits Beta Reticuli
(source: “Paragraph 17” by Anna Perotti, OAB)
Beta Reticulans: humanoid inhabitants of the Beta Reticuli system;
until 2267, no one had ever seen one; closely resemble Humans
except their eyebrows, more slanted than any Vulcan’s, from the ends
of which long, thin, shiny, antennae-like stalks grew; further, genders
have oppositely developed sexual features; for example, the Beta
Reticulan females have beards, mustaches, brawny stocky shapes
and other typically male humanoid secondary sexual features; the
Beta Reticulan males have longer hair, slight physiques, breasts and
other typically female humanoid sexual features (source: “Paragraph
17” by Anna Perotti, OAB)
Beta Reticuli: a K0IV giant star located 100 lightyears from Sol; it has
one class M planet referred to as Beta Reticula (source: “Paragraph
17” by Anna Perotti, OAB)
Beta Sagittae: located in unclaimed space on the far side of Klingon
and Romulan territory, 467 lightyears from Sol (source: The Electronic
Sky website; “Day of the Dove” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Beta Sagittae XIIA: an uninhabited class M planet in trojan orbit
with a small gas-covered planet; located near Klingon territory;
this is the planet where the entity which feeds on hate was first
encountered (source: The Electronic Sky website; “Day of the
Dove” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Beta Sagitta XIIB: a gaseous planet in trojan orbit with an
uninhabited class M planet; located near Klingon territory
(source: The Electronic Sky website; “Day of the Dove” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
beta shift: the second duty shift of any department or station,
including the bridge, engineering, and Sickbay; see “shifts” (source:
The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD; Drink Deeply by Nomad &
Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Beta Ursae Majoris (Merak): an A1V main sequence star located 80
lightyears from Sol; see “Merak” (source: Burnham’s Celestial
Handbook)
beta-xenon: a flourescent form of xenon (source: A Little Family
Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Betan Underground: the resistance on C-111-Beta III; it was
organized in threes known as a “triad” and was composed of some of
those Betans who had escaped Landru’s directives (source: “The
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Return of the Archons” by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)
Betans: a humanoid race native to C-111-Beta III; until recently,
dominated by a central computer known as Landru (source: “The
Return of the Archons” by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)
Betark: a Vendorian mercenary employed by the Barrier Alliance
Consortium until he was captured by Starfleet personnel on Xantharus
IV in 2258; rather than allow him to be a bargaining chip, the Director
ordered him killed; the order was carried out immediately (source:
“Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA)
Betazed: a blue, Earth-like class M planet; located near Earth, Alpha
Centauri, Vulcan, Andoria and Tellar; inhabited by an empathic
humanoid race known as the Betazoids (source: “Haven” by Tracy
Tormé, TNG1)
Betazed chameleon rose: a flower which changes color with the
mood of its owner (source: “Haven” by Tracy Tormé, TNG1)
Betazed, Holy Rings of: see “Holy Rings of Betazed”
Betazoid gong: ringing a chime/gong is a traditional Betazoid way of
giving thanks (source: “Haven” by Tracy Tormé, TNG1)
Betazoid joining ceremony: the Betazoid equivalent of the Terran
marriage, except that it is performed completely in the nude; the
participants are genetically bonded as children during the time when
the parents arrange a contract for the ceremony; females are
showered with gifts prior to the actual joining ceremony (usually
accompanying the announcement) (source: “Haven” by Tracy Tormé,
TNG1)
Betazoids: inhabitants of the planet Betazed; very Human-looking
humanoids with extremely adept telepathic skills; being telepaths,
Betazoids have never developed any skills for lying or politeness; their
gestation period is 10 months; their government is a constitutional
oligarchy with a strongly matriarchal social structure (similar in
respects to that of Angel I); Betazed marriages are the result of
genetically bonding children at a young age (source: “Haven” by Tracy
Tormé, TNG1; Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA;
Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)
Betelgeuse (Alpha Orionis): the home star system of the
Betelgeusians; an orange-red M2 Ia supergiant, barely able to support
life as we know it; a variable star, 520 lightyears from Sol; the star has
frequent sunspots and bright flares (source: Burnham’s Celestial
Handbook)
Betelguesians: inhabitants of the Betelguese star system; all tall,
seven feet and over; humanoid but with facial features resembling a
cross between eagles and leopards; evolved from giant leopard-like
birds; have claw and bone structure like the Terran condor, but walk
upright as a Human might (source: publicity materials from Star Trek:
The Motion Picture, TMP)
_____, Beth: 1) a Human female; friend of Alfred and Nellie Grayson
in 2240; her husband’s name is Paul (source: “A Family Holiday
Surprise” by Selek, Saidicam & T’Lea, OAA) 2) a Terran female; aunt
of Leonard McCoy’s (mother’s sister); she owned a house in
Alabama, nearly 400 years old, that she had inherited from her
husband; she never lived there, just maintained the place as it was a
historical landmark; upon her death in 2277, she willed the place to
Leonard McCoy; he went there with Jim Kirk to sell off anything
valuable and put the house up for sale; after cleaning it out, McCoy
went to town to get some ribs and beer when something attacked
Kirk, and nearly overwhelmed the captain; he barely managed to
escape, and McCoy rather than allow the house to remain standing,
had it demolished (source: “Something Evil” by Mary Schuttler, OAE)
“Beyond Antares”: a song popular in the 2260's; Uhura sang it from
time to time on the Enterprise (source: “The Conscience of the King”
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by Barry Trivers, TOS1; “The Changeling” by John Meredyth Lucas,
TOS2)
Beyond the Galactic Edge: a 21st century literary work by
Hesterman; many aliens feel it offers a great deal of insight into the
complexities of Human society (source: “In the Flesh” by Nick Sagan,
VOY5)
Bezaride: one of the three planets in the Pallas-14 system (source:
“One of Our Planets Is Missing” by Marc Daniels, TAS1)
Bezhd: one of the energy beings of Tinue III, now deceased (source:
“Until Judgment” by Nomad, Thomas Harden & Randall Landers,
OAD)
Bible, The: the main source for the Terran religion Christianity; part
of the book appears in the Talmud, the main source of the Terran
religion Judaism; some characters of the book appear in the Koran,
the main source of the Terran religion Islam (source: “Bread and
Circuses” by Gene L. Coon & Gene Roddenberry; “The Return” by
Steven Dixon, OAF)
biD sep: pIqaD Klingonese expression meaning “Half-breed”; usually
a half-Kh’myr half-Segh vav Klingon (source: In Harm's Way by d.
William Roberts, OAG)
Big Shoulders: a mountain range with snowy slopes located in
Bitterroot; you can see them from the farm owned by Jack Kirk
(source: “Heaven” by Donna S. Frelick, OAE)
Biggs, _____: a young Human male who attends the Vulcan Science
Academy; he took the course Overview of Vulcan History from T’Liba
in 2284 (source: Keeper of the Katra by Chris Dickenson, OAF)
Bilar: a Betan male, native of C-111 Beta III; at first, he was an
amenable fellow, courteous, but during the “Red Hour” he raped Tula
(source: “The Return of the Archons” by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)
“Bilbo Baggins”: common name for research space station BLB-0
BGN-5 (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
_____, Bill: 1) a Human male; a security officer aboard the Enterprise
in 2268 (source: “Fairy Tale Ending” by Joanne K. Seward, OAB)
2) a Terran male; in charge of the reactor crew of Research Base
1853 which disappeared in 2262 while trying to generate a small,
stable wormhole (source: “A Serpent In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)
3) a Human male; an engineering cadet aboard the Enterprise-A in
2288 (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
billiards: a table game still enjoyed in the 23rd century (source:
“Requiem for Methuselah” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Bilorn, Lieutenant Commander: a Deltan male; a science officer
aboard the Enterprise; he headed up the landing party on Gamma
Ursae Minoris XVI (source: “Dream-catcher” by d. William Roberts,
OAD)
binary star system: two stars in orbit around each other; it is
estimated that two-thirds of all stars are binary star systems (source:
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)
bIngwaH: pIqaD Klingonese word for “underpants” (source: A
Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
bIngwaHlam: pIqaD Klingonese word for “dirty underpants” (source:
A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
bIngwaHlam, I.K.M.: a Klingon merchant vessel; McCoy’s heard of
it (source: A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
bio-geo survey: a biological-geological survey; standard procedure,
even when scanning a charted world (source: Klingons! by Randall
Landers, OAD)
biochemistry: study of the body chemistries of various lifeforms
(source: “The Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD; “Parts Is Parts” by
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Randall Landers & Linda McInnis, OAE)
biochemistry lab: one of the many laboratories aboard a Federation
heavy cruiser; it is responsible for analysis of the chemistry of various
lifeforms (source: “The Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
biocomp: colloquial expression for “biocomputer” (source:James
Blish’s adaptation of “Miri” by Adrian Spies, TOS1; “Resurrection” by
Nomad, OAD)
biocomputer: capable of processing biological data, analyzing
biological samples, and making predictions based on the information
it receives (source: “Never Forget” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel,
OAE)
bioengineering: literally, “the engineering of life”; genetic engineering
is a form of bioengineering; can be accomplished chemically,
genetically, surgically or with radiation (source: “Oath of Vengeance”
by Nomad, OAD)
biofilter: in the mid 2290's, Federation transporters were equipped
with biofilters, programmed to remove bacteria and viruses and
parasites from individuals being transported back from a planet; not
entirely successful, but progress is being made; prior to their use,
transportees were flooded with UV and other forms of radiation for the
same reason, and with far less success (source: “The Naked Time” by
John D.F. Black, TOS1; “Freefall” by Randall Landers, OAL)
biogenic weapons: the Albino began developing these in the early
2290's from the blood catalyst used on Sarnac III (source: bortaS
choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
biohazard: label applied to a substance/lifeform which is
dangerous/fatal to humanoid lifeforms (source: “Persephone’s Dance”
by Mike Bagneski, OAB)
BioHazard Alert: a major problem; it indicates that a situation has
arisen that poses a threat to the crew of a starship or base (source:
“Comeuppance” by Cathy German, OAB)
Level 2 – BioHazard Alert: indicates an escaped animal that
poses some risk to the ship or base while not carrying a disease
or itself being a threat to life (source: “Comeuppance” by Cathy
German, OAB)
Biological alert: an alarm sounded when there is a breach of
isolation ward integrity; it calls for emergency isolation precautions
(source: “The Kenederis Incident” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)
biological rebellion: expression which describes what seems to be
happening to a segment of Earth’s population in the 23rd century; they
are rebelling against the technological advances achieved, wanting to
return to the “Garden of Eden”; in some, this rebellion can lead to
violence, including attempted murder; see “New Humans” (source:
“The Way to Eden” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3; Star Trek: The
Motion Picture novelization by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
biologist: specialist in the study of living organisms (source:
“Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB; “The Human
Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
biomed computer: biomedical computer; not as sophisticated as a
biocomputer, it deals exclusively with medical issues or problems
(source: “The Human Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
biopsy lab: one of the labs on Constitution-class cruisers (source:
“The Naked Time” by John D.F. Black, TOS1)
bioresearch: biological research, a common field of medical study
(source: “Shades of Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)
bioscan: an intensive scan for life (source: “Persephone’s Dance” by
Mike Bagneski, OAB)
Level 5 Bioscan: searches for the by-products of metabolism
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(source: “Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB)
Level 10 Bioscan: searches for DNA-like patterns in nonorganic material, such as silicon dioxide (source: “Persephone’s
Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB)
bioscanners: life form detection sensors; they give information
regarding heartbeat and respiratory rates (source: “Never Forget” by
Nomad, OAJ)
biosciences: literally, “life sciences”; a department on most
Federation starships; any science related to life falls under its
auspices (biology, botany, xenobiology, etc.) (source: “The Human
Equation” by Nomad, OAD)
biosensors: used to detect lifeforms (source: “Until Judgment” by
Nomad, Thomas Harden & Randall Landers, OAD)
biosphere: the living part of a planet; its ecology (source:
“Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB)
bIpIvHa’law’: pIqaD Klingonese expression for “You look unhealthy.”
— often said to an intended victim (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by
Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
“bipodal seeds”: Spock’s expression for beans (source: Star Trek V:
The Final Frontier by William Shatner, et al, TFF)
Bird-of-Prey, Klingon: see “Klingon Bird-of-Prey”
Bird-of-Prey, Romulan: see “Romulan Bird-of-Prey”
“birdman”: slang expression for a male of any avian race;
considered insulting (source: “Jihad” by Stephen Kandel, TAS1)
birkeen: a sweet Vulcan herb, often used in flavoring water (source:
“The Choice” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Bison americanus colonialis: a special strain of Terran buffalo, bred
for colonies like Gamma Virginis II; they have been bred to reproduce
rapidly, and can survive on marginal scrub like their Terran
progenitors and do well (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim
Ausfahl, OAG)
Bitterroot: a nature preserve located on the common border of Idaho
and Montana; Jim Kirk’s uncle Jack has a farm there (source:
“Heaven” by Donna S. Frelick, OAE)
Bjorg, _____, M.D.: a Human male; the ship’s surgeon of the John F.
Kennedy in 2254 (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick,
OAB)
Black Dragon, The: a nightclub in Dravon, a city on Lovely II (source:
“The Strange Case of Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)
‘Black Flag’: a signal broadcast by a ship that is about to bury its
dead in space (source: Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Black Friday: a card game enjoyed in the 23rd century (source: The
Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
black hole: a gravitational singularity created when a neutron star
collapses in upon itself; the Enterprise encountered one near the edge
of the galaxy (source: “Beyond the Farthest Star” by Samuel Peeples,
TAS1)
black star: a star which no longer emits any light; a black star lies
relatively near Sol and Starbase 9, and it poses some threat to
navigation, but Starfleet has since established traffic buoys to warn
ships of the danger (source: “Tomorrow Is Yesterday” by D.C.
Fontana, TOS1)
Black Street: a road in Uberville with shops and bars; see “Bellatrix
XI” (source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Black Upheaval, The: a major series of earthquakes which struck
Dianas’ Kasmarin Valley in the 2180's; contrary to the ancient Terran
habit of building homes on top of fault lines and then refusing to leave
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them even after disasters like the Black Upheaval, the remaining
settlers of this area had packed their belongings and moved eastward,
toward the sea; nothing remains in the green, fertile Kasmarin Valley
but the tumbled remains of the buildings and the contents the
Dianasians had not been able to take along; Peter Kirk, Tom Cooper,
Koloth and Kilon used an abandoned home as a base of operations
for their plan (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
“Black Widow”: common name for the females of Arachnos; see
“Arachnosians” (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick,
OAH)
Black Widow, U.S.S., NCC-3321: a Starfleet Mugato-class corvette;
during the Kelvan War, it was part of Kelsey’s patrol group; in 2287,
it was sent on a follow-up mission to make sure a star system in the
Andromedae sector was clear and free of a Kelvan presence–i.e. a
“mop up” operation (source: “Free Market Incident” by d. William
Roberts, OAG)
Black, Beth, Lieutenant: a Human female; in 2295, she was an
excellent chemist in the Excelsior’s Sciences department, but her
abrasive bluntness had led to few friends and that had led to subtle,
occasional notions of persecutions; she was one of Doctor Helen
Noel’s regular appointments (source: A Little Family Secret by Randy
Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Black, Mark: a Human male; a security officer; in 2264, he was
“changed” into a vampire by one of Akia’s followers and helped Akia
maintain control of the ship by guarding the armory; he was killed by
Lieutenant Commander Rhuska, who had been counseling him on his
lackadaisical behavior for weeks, trying to tell him that it would get
someone killed sooner or later, if not him, then his partner (source:
Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Blackjack: code name for the Omaha Air Base in 1968 (source:
“Tomorrow Is Yesterday” by D.C. Fontana, TOS1)
Blair, Frank, M.D.: a Human male, husband of Susan Blair; in 2276,
he and his wife were contemplating retirement (source: Liberation
from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
Blair, Susan, M.D.: a Human female; chief administrator of Starfleet
Sector One General Hospital in the 2270's, having earned her position
as administrator with over thirty years’ experience as a surgeon
aboard several destroyers, highlighted by a six-year stint aboard the
Lexington; she was an excellent surgeon and a top notch
administrator, with a keenly sharp mind and a natural diplomatic
streak; in 2276, she was contemplating retirement, and informed
McCoy of her decision and its ramifications: Surgeon General Boyce
would likely name McCoy as her replacement, something neither of
them wanted to happen; this led McCoy to accept a position aboard
the U.S.S. Reliant as its chief medical officer; she ended up becoming
the surgeon general herself until her retirement in 2294 (source:
Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE; Bloodlines by Nomad
& Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Blakesley, Jeff, Ensign: a Human male; in 2297, night shift
helmsman aboard the Hyperion; short, square and solid; not
particularly imaginative, but like an English bulldog, determined and
almost inexorable; dark hair, dark brown eyes; tends to talk in short,
almost bullet sentences, which causes those who don’t know him to
think he’s not nearly as bright as he really is (source: “The Weed” by
Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Blanchard, Joseph “Joe”: a Human male; security officer aboard
the Enterprise from 2273 until 2275; he was part of a search team
trying to capture the “resurrected” Gary Mitchell; he was giving
romantic advice to Scott Riggins while they were in the Alpha
Andromedae system (source: “Resurrection” by Nomad, OAD;
Barrafluda” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
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Blasko, Maleva, Lieutenant: a small dark-haired and dark-eyed
Terran female; born in Romania; a security officer with a reputation for
being able to take down even the taller, stronger men in Security; a
lover of Janos Lapinski; in 2264, she beamed down to Alpha Indi IV
with the landing party to rescue Akia; she was later attacked and
“changed” by Ben Shapiro (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel
and Nomad, OAA)
Blastoneurons: a unicellular creature which resembles a brain cell;
can withstand phasers and do not register on tricorder sensors; their
stinger deposits material which takes over a victim rapidly, sending
out entwining and growing tentacles throughout the body; 9000º
temperatures can’t even kill it; neither can extremes of radiation; each
individual Blastoneuron is a single cell of a gigantic collective
organism; aside from minor differences in shape and size, Blastoneurons contain all the elements of a single brain cell: a mass of dendrites, which collect nerve impulses; a cyton, which contains the cell
nucleus; and an axon, which transmits the impulses to the parasitic
host; the cell’s axon is embedded in a horny, knifelike tooth which
penetrates the victim’s skin and contacts the spine, causing great pain
and transmitting the cell’s impulses directly into the victim’s nervous
system; a large, single lung allows the cell to attach itself to objects by
suction; the cell’s ability to fly is purely psychokinetic; their first recorded appearance was in the Beta Portalan system, where they wiped
out the entire civilization there; they moved on, with similar impact, to
Lavinius V, Theta Cygni XII and Ingraham B; Starfleet managed to
stop their progress at Deneva; exposure to ultraviolet light is fatal to
them; although originally presumed to originate in the Larger
Magellanic Cloud, they are now thought to have come from the Lesser
Magellanic Cloud (source: “Operation: Annihilate!” by Stephen
Carabatsos, TOS1, Starfleet Medical Reference Manual by Eileen
Palestine, TOS; Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
BLB-0 BGN-5 (Bilbo Baggins): a Federation research space station
orbiting 70 Ophiuchi A at a distance of 4.2 AU; in 2275, there were
twenty-two murders there committed by Doctor Seth Knight; the
mystery was solved by the crew of the Federation ship Cooper; the
station is similar in design to deep space stations; the station is
divided into three labs; in Lab 1, Project Ace-in-the-Hole (under the
direction of Doctor Knight) was investigating the field effects created
by warp drive generators; in Lab 2, Project Overdrive (under the
direction of the late Doctor Tghar of Skorr) was working on a more
efficient means of propulsion; in Lab 3, a research team (under the
direction of Doctor Sconn of Vulcan) was working on weapons
research (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
Bleak House: a novel by Charles Dickens; Peter Kirk gave a copy of
it and several other books to Koloth in exchange for the Klingon
resonator (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Blekhh: a Kh’myr male; crewmember of the paSloghlam; he and
Makhhkh captured “Kirk” while on the Amusement Park Planet
(Omicron Delta V); he was ordered imprisoned by Kruk, who later
executed him for incompetence (Kruk thought he had allowed Kirk to
escape when another landing party also captured a “Kirk”) (source “A
Klingon Holiday” by Randall Landers, OAD)
Blevins, Ray, Commander: a Human male; Security Chief of the
Invincible; loyal to Admiral Yves Gervais (source: “Aftermath” by
Nomad, OAE)
“blind” session: a psychological exam; designed to prevent the
cleverer inmates from manipulating the counselors they knew, an
outside expert is brought in and sits behind a partition; using a voice
scrambler, they ask their questions, with no tone or facial expressions
to give feedback (positive or negative) to the inmate; Peter Kirk was
given one on November 30th 2290 while at the Tantalus Rehabilitation
Colony (source: “A Form of Release” by Rob Morris, OAG)
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Blockade Runner: a class of Orion vessel, designed for speed and
known to be used to carry illicit cargo past the Starfleet patrol ships
into Federation space; a well-armed, and extremely fast class of
vessel with minimal armaments; one of them may not be a match for
a starship, but two of them certainly are (source: “Home Sweet Home”
by Nicole Comtet, OAA; “Sarek’s Flitter” by Selek, OAD)
“blonde lab technician”: someone Gary Mitchell had set up James
Kirk with (see “Marcus, Carol”) (source: “Salt” by Linda McInnis, OAA;
“Twixt and Tween” by Rob Morris, OAA)
blood analyzer unit: part of the medical equipment in Sickbay; can
be used to identify blood or contaminants therein (source: “The
Tholian Web” by Judy Burns & Chet Richards, TOS3)
blood oath: see “Klingon Oath of Blood”
blood pie: see “Rokeg blood pie”
blood wine: see “Klingon bloodwine”
blood-alcohol test: it is standard Starfleet security procedure to
administer a blood-alcohol test to individuals detained for aberrant
behavior; it measures the alcohol level of the blood of the tested
individual (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
Blue Dragon, The: a nightclub in Dravon, a city on Lovely II (source:
“The Strange Case of Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)
Blue Sk’yak, The: a bar on Axanar, where Leonard McCoy met
Kiellen Lorne; its name is in reference to a bird-like animal native to
that planet (source: “Southern Comfort” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
“Blueface”: nickname given to Drevan by 1416-3343-5969 on
Dandrin IV (source: “Guilt Gulper” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Bluejay: radio call sign for Captain Christopher’s interceptor in 1968
Blume, Corey: a Human male; son of Lieutenant Stephen Blume and
his wife, Jennifer Blume; he was born in 2271 and was killed in 2275
when the starliner S.S. Triton was destroyed while en route to Rigel
VII (source: The Daystrom Project, by Nomad, OAD)
Blume, Jennifer: a blond, Terran female; wife of Lieutenant Stephen
Blume, communications officer of Epsilon 1; she was en route to Rigel
VII to meet her husband for a shore leave together when the Klingon
battlecruiser Amon attacked and destroyed the S.S. Triton, killing her
and her son, Corey (source: The Daystrom Project, by Nomad, OAD)
Blume, Stephen, Lieutenant: Human male; communications officer
of Epsilon 1; his wife, Jennifer, and his son, Corey, were killed when
the S.S. Triton was destroyed by the Klingon battlecruiser Amon
(source: The Daystrom Project, by Nomad, OAD)
boarding plan: a tactical strategy for boarding enemy starships
(source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
_____, Bobby: a Human male; the first name of an engineering
technician on the Enterprise from 2266 until 2270; he was a specialist
in pneumatic door maintenance (source: “The Man Trap” by George
Clayton Johnson, TOS1)
Boden’s Mate: in chess, a variation on the two Bishop mate; Cadet
James T. Kirk beat Cadet Spock in chess in 2250 using a Boden’s
Mate (source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
body armor, Federation: see “combat gear”
body armor, Klingon: Kh’myr Klingons dress in full body armor
composed of mail and metal; they often have spikes in their boots
which can spring out and be used during combat; some boots can
conceal weapons parts as well which are undetectable when
unassembled (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP; “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda
McInnis, OAD; “Heart of Glory” by D.C. Fontana et al, TNG1)
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“Body, The”: Betan expression for those under Landru’s control
(source: “The Return of the Archons” by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)
bodyscan table: a medical device new to the Constitution II-class
starships which are capable of displaying any portion of a patient on
a monitor; capable of scanning a patient so thoroughly that it could
measure even molecular pattern changes within a single cell of a
person being examined (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by
Gene Roddenberry, TMP and The Making of Star Trek: The Motion
Picture by Susan Sackett, TMP, TMP)
Bohrghass: a Klingon male character from the story, Thakra’s
Husband (source: “Bedtime Story” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Bokir, Jacob: a white-haired Human male; Director of Research Base
1853 which disappeared in 2262 while trying to generate a small,
stable wormhole; a theoretical physicist (source: “A Serpent In Eden”
by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)
bolan ale: an alcoholic beverage preferred by Orions (source: “The
Wreck of the Aurora Borealis” by Cathy German, OAB)
Bolarus: a star system located within Federation space (source:
“Allegiance” by Richard Manning & Hans Beimler, TNG3)
Bolarus IX: a class M planet, home world of the Bolians (source:
“Allegiance” by Richard Manning & Hans Beimler, TNG3)
Boleslaw Kubelski Square: the town center of the Human colony on
Yeltsin V (source: “Lawful Warrant” by Rob Morris, OAL)
Bolian cuisine: Bolians consume dishes made with meat that has
been allowed to partially decay; few Terrans can stomach it (source:
“Crossfire” by René Echevarria, DSN4)
Bolian tonic water: an effervescent beverage (source: “Paradise
Lost” by Ron Moore et al, DSN4)
Bolians: a blue-skinned humanoid race native to Bolarus IX; they
have pronounced bilateral ridges, along with additional ridges running
perpendicular to those bilateral ridges; their blood is blue, their
earlobes are massive, and their body chemistry is completely different
than that of Vulcans; talkative, self-important, passionate, and have
a centuries old philosophy of assisted suicide; have quite a reputation
for being complainers, ingratiaters, and generally temperamental fools
who had aggrandized perceptions of themselves, their work and
abilities; however, most Humans tolerate them quite well; most
Bolians are bald, but they make excellent barbers, perhaps because
they are fascinated by hair; sexual relations between Humans and
Bolians often leads to fatigue, nausea and joint inflammation as their
reproductive secretions contain chemicals mildly toxic to Humans
(source: “Allegiance” by Richard Manning & Hans Beimler, TNG3;
“The Adversary” by Ira Behr & Robert Wolfe, DSN3; “Prototype” by
Nicholas Corea, VOY2; “Life Line” by John Bruno & Robert Picardo,
VOY6; A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Boma, _____, Lieutenant: a black Terran male; astrophysicist
aboard the Enterprise from 2266 to 2270; from the region of Alabama;
arrogant and disrespectful towards Commander Spock and other
Vulcans, possibly stemming from bigotry; his contract with the service
was not renewed and his current whereabouts are unknown (source:
“The Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)
Bonaventure, Ruth: a Human female; native to a pelagic planet, she
married lithium miner Herm Gossett on Rigel XII in 2266 (source:
“Mudd’s Women” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1)
Bonaventure, U.S.S.: the first ship equipped with warp drive; it
disappeared on its third test cruise near the Delta Triangle; later found
in the “pocket” of space known as Elysia which exists in the Delta
Triangle; its crew was successfully integrated into the community
there (source: “The Time Trap” by Joyce Perry, TAS1)
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Bondarenko, Helena: a Russian female; born in 2160; she is Lenka
Chekov’s mother; both Chekov’s parents live in Helena’s residence;
Pavel affectionately calls her “nana”; as a girl, she longed to travel
among the stars (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers,
OAL)
Bondarenko, Vanya: a Human male; brother of Lenka Bondarenko
who married Andrei Chekov; he is Chekov’s uncle; he once gave
Chekov a bottle of sparkling grape juice for Purim (source: “Bubcus”
by Rob Morris, OAL)
Bondarenko, U.S.S., NCC-665: a Oberth-class science ship; named
for Valentin Bondarenko, a cosmonaut who died in astronaut training
in the late 1950's (source: “Just a Little Training Cruise” by Randall
Landers, OAE)
bondmate: Vulcan term for an individual with which they have
created a permanent bond (source: “Contempt of Council” by Selek,
OAF)
Bonhomme Richard-class heavy cruiser: similar to the Constitution
II-class starship, but built from scratch rather than a refit of an existing
hull (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
“Bones”: nickname for Leonard H. McCoy; short for “Sawbones,” an
archaic 19th and 20th century name for doctors stemming from their
tendency to amputate injured limbs rather than setting and repairing
them (source: Star Trek created by Gene Roddenberry)
“Bonnie”: see “Bonny”
“Bonny”: Middle English/Scottish/Old French term of endearment
meaning “handsome, beautiful, fair or pleasant to look upon, pretty,
lively, healthy, joyful, fine, serene, or peaceful” (source: Webster’s
Encyclopedic Dictionary of the English Language)
bonnyclabber: an intoxicant composed of Irish whiskey and
buttermilk; Riley is fond of them (source: “Until Judgment” by Nomad,
Thomas Harden & Randall Landers, OAD)
Book of the Fathers: see “Ghanni Eobl Navrrh”
Book of the Five Rings, A: by Miyamoto Musashi written in 1645 in
Feudal Japan; used to teach tactics at Starfleet Academy (source:
“Alis Volat Propriis” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Book of the People, The: a Fabrini text wherein the true nature of
Yonada is revealed to its crew (source: “For the World Is Hollow and
I Have Touch the Sky” by Rik Vollaerts, TOS3)
“Book, The”: 1) a history text actually entitled Chicago Mobs of the
Twenties that the humanoid inhabitants of Sigma Iotia II adapted as
their Bible (source: “A Piece of the Action” by David Harmon, TOS2)
2) “Book, The”: see “Book of the People, The”
Boorlag: a Kened physician who assisted Doctor McCoy and the
crew of the Enterprise while investigating the mysterious plague on
their world (source: “The Kenederis Incident” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)
Boothby, Robert, Ph.D.: a Terran male; in the 2160's, James
Lemoyne’s faculty advisor for his masters, and later his doctoral
degree in mathematics (source: “Studying the Field” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAA)
Boothby, _____: a Human male, rank of Captain, Commandant of
the Super Nova program in the 2270's (source: Old Feuds by d.
William Roberts, OAM)
boQtagh: an insulting Klingon epithet which roughly translates as
“become an aide/nursemaid” – an insult to a Klingon’s worth as a
warrior (source: “Redemption” by Ron Moore, TNG4)
Boreth: a class M Klingon planet where a small grouping of Klingon
intellects of all races have settled, choosing to study and worship the
ways of Kahless, the founder of the Klingon way of life; they had built
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a monastery there and spent long hours studying his philosophies, as
written by those who served him those centuries long past; life on
Boreth is spartan at best; many there use severe fasting,
fire-watching, and self-inflicted pain to coerce Kahless’ spirit back to
this plane of existence to retake his rightful place as the leader of the
Klingon Empire; this is the planet where Kahless the Unforgettable
promised to return to following his death circa 850AD; there is a
monastery there, administered by Klingon clerics; there are also
religious zealots who flirt with lunacy and derelict drug addicts who
ingest great mounts of hallucinogens to help them find a religious
epiphany, to "find Kahless," or so they claim (source: Liberation from
Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE; “The Rightful Heir” by James Brooks,
TNG6; A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
Boreth – acolytes: students of the words and deeds of Kahless;
they perform many tasks, including those of space flight control
operators (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts,
OAE)
Boreth – Worship Hall: the main hall in the Monastery of
Kahless on Boreth (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William
Roberts, OAE; A Difference Which Makes No Difference by
Nomad, OAI)
borgas frat: Gaelic curse often uttered by Montgomery Scott (source:
“The Doomsday Machine” by Norman Spinrad, TOS2; In the Line of
Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB; “The Return by Steven Dixon, OAF)
borgia plant: one of millions of plants similar to species found on
Earth; this is a fruit-bearing shrub, a carbon group 3 plant, similar to
Earth’s nightshade family; its berries are highly poisonous; found on
planet M113 (source: “The Man Trap” by George Clayton Johnson,
TOS1)
boridium: metal used on Rigel IV, especially in the Argus River valley
(source: “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)
borite: an boron-containing ore mined on various planets, notably on
Federation penal colonies; it has a marginal trade value as a
pesticide, mold killer and even laundry detergent (source: Star Trek
IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)
Borlo, _____, Captain: a Centaurian male; in 2285, the commanding
officer of the U.S.S. Lafayette (source: In Harm's Way by d. William
Roberts, OAG)
boromyrs: an Orion sheep-like animal (source: The Children of Haole
by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Borsson’s Theory: simply put, universes are balanced; for each
universe, there is a direct and complete opposite universe; also called
the “Balance of Nature” Prospect (source: “The Balance of Nature” by
Jeffrey Woytach, OAD)
bortaS: pIqaD Klingonese expression meaning “revenge” (source:
Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
bortaS bIr jablu’ DI’ reH QaQqu’ nay: pIqaD Klingonese phrase
meaning “Revenge is a dish that is best served cold.” (source: The
Klingon Dictionary by Marc Okrand, TSfS)
bortaS choQ: pIqaD Klingonese phrase literally interpreted as
“revenge meat”; applied to those from whom the Klingons wish to
extract revenge, usually in the form of the bloody HoH taj ritual
(source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD;
“Bloodlines” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ; bortaS choQ by
Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Boru, Brian: a Terran male; legendary High King of Ireland who was
alive during the 10th-11th century; several crew members of the
Enterprise attended a play based on his life in 2274 while on a
mission on Alpha Andromedae III (source: “Barrafluda” by Diane
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Cage” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1; Liberation from Hell by d.
William Roberts, OAE)
Boyd, Jason, Chief Petty Officer: a Human male; an engineering
officer who manned the bridge following the battle against Arog-Da’M
(source: Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Bozeman, U.S.S., NCC-1941: a Federation Soyuz-class frigate which
disappeared in 2278 (source: “Cause and Effect” by Brannon Braga,
TNG5)
Brachi: a Tellarite male who as a cadet piloted a yacht (the Phoenix
III) in the 2254 running of the Antares Two Million; as a Starfleet
officer, he received command of the scoutship Hermes in 2269, and
has remained in command ever since; a classmate of James Kirk,
although they despised one another (source: “Victory” by Mark Henrie,
OAA)
Brack, _____: one of Akharin (Flint)’s many identities (source:
“Requiem for Methuselah” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Braco, Nicko: an Iotian male; a minor irritant mob boss; Bela Oxmyx
had him executed in 2274 for not being a believer in “The Word”
(source: “Da Woid” by Cathy German, OAD)
“Brad, The”: nickname for the U.S.S. Bradley (source: Chekov's
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Bradbury, A. Raymond, Ensign: a Human male; Second Security
Officer of the Enterprise from 2273 until 2274 (source: “The Last
Survivor” by Nomad, OAD)
Bradley, _____ “Brad”: a Human male; a friend of Jude Gordon; a
bit of a bigot against Vulcans; he often mocked IDIC with inane
substitutions for the acronym; e.g. “I Don’t Ingest Carrion.” (source:
“The Lesson” by Cathy German, OAB)
Bradley, Bill: a Human male; Chief of Mining Operations on Axanar
until he was discovered to have sold out to the Orions; discoverer of
uramite on Axanar; was a geology professor at Starfleet Academy;
retired from the service after his exposure to nepton gas; noted for his
theories in matter convergence and mineral stability (source: “The
Salos Sellout” by Thomas Harden, OAB)
Bradshaw, Robert, Cadet: a Human male; part of Reichard’s landing
party in 2297 on Varassing II; killed by Klingon disruptor after
Reichard was incapacitated (source: “Fallen Giants” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAK)
Brady, Tony, M.D.: a Human male; a native of Walven IV; the
personal physician of King Peter in 2292; he worked on Captain Kirk
who was wounded by Commander Karg (source: “The Choice” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAG)
Brady, William: a Human male; in 2297, a cadet assigned to the
Hyperion for practical training; part of Team 3 during the Renzalian
Madweed crisis (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Bradley, U.S.S., NCC-1994: a Constellation-class ship destroyed by
the Tholians in 2294 (source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
Brahe, U.S.S., NCC-3821: a transport/tug (source: “The Night Watch”
by d. William Roberts, OAB)
Brahms, Johannes: a German composer and pianist who lived from
1833 until 1897; actually a pseudonym for Akharin who was born in
3834 B.C.; this Human male has an incredible, regenerative ability,
leading to longevity; known in his later life under a variety of
pseudonyms, including Flint (source: “Requiem for Methuselah” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Brai, Lieutenant j.g.: a Kaylar male from Rigel VI; big, brutish and
the perfect security chief; almost as strong as a Klingon, and just as
rude; his eyes are violet; he’s quite affable, quiet, unassuming, and an

Doyle, OAD)
borzan: a bovinoid animal native to Xantharus IV (source: Remember
the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
borzan burnt steak: a cut of borzan meat served blackened; a
favorite food of the Orions; covered with trelan hot spice before being
burned (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel,
OAA)
Boston: city on the North American continent of Terra; Amanda,
Spock’s mother, has relatives who live there (source: “A Crystal Clear
Problem” by Rowena Warner, OAD)
botanical plague: periodically plant-life is threatened on some worlds
as the result of contamination from lifeforms (such as bacteria and
viruses) from alien worlds (source: “The Conscience of the King” by
Barry Trivers; “The Cloud Minders” by Margaret Armen, TOS3)
botany: a section of the life sciences department on any given
Federation ship; it is located in the engineering hull of Constitution IIclass ships (source: “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
Botany Bay, S.S.: a DY-100-class sleeper ship launched from Earth
in 1997; it carried Khan Noonien Singh and several of the genetically
enhanced supermen, and was rediscovered by the Enterprise crew in
2267 (source: “Space Seed” by Gene L. Coon & Carey Wilber, TOS1)
Bounty, H.M.S.: McCoy’s name for the Klingon bird of prey Kr’anya
which the Enterprise command crew had acquired and returned to
Earth (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et
al, TVH)
bourbon: an alcoholic intoxicant made on Terra (source: Star Trek V:
The Final Frontier by William Shatner et al, TFF)
Bower, Ed: a Human male; a resident of the Gamma Virginis II
colony; one of the colony’s civil engineers; he escorted Giacomo
Eletto to the water treatment facility (source: The Plumber’s Helper by
Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Bowers, Dave, Ensign: a Human male; Enterprise security officer
from 2273 to 2275; found the mutilated body of Transporter
Technician Linda C. Parkins in her quarters (source: “Mark of the
Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
Bowie, U.S.S., NCC-597: a Federation Hermes-class scoutship; it
monitored the explosion of the F.M.S. Diana in 2267 and responded
to the emergency distress call from the vicinity of the explosion
(source: “The Anniversary Gift” by Donna Clark, OAA; The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Bowil: a Lodahli female; she was a Handler of the Dead on the
planet; in 2274, she performed the autopsy on the murdered Yanhus
and discovered how he was killed; McCoy thought she was
particularly brilliant; she was the fiancee of Enforcer Robpiel (source:
“A Serpent In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)
bowling alley: many heavy cruisers feature a bowling alley in the
primary hull section of the ship (source: “The Naked Time” by John
D.F. Black, OAB)
Bowman, Rob, M.D., Ph.D.: a Centaurian male; research associate
of Doctor Susan Nuress (source: “The Child” by Jon Povill et al,
TNG2)
Boy Scouts of Earth: an organization which promotes activities for
boys and young men (source: Boy Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)
Boyce, Phillip “Phil,” Doctor: a Human male; elderly chief medical
officer of the Enterprise from 2249 until 2264 (while under the
command of Captain Christopher Pike); eventually appointed
Starfleet’s Surgeon General in 2265; held that position until he retired
in 2276; Susan Blair was named as his replacement (source: “The
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Brazenthali: the capital city of the planet Velsia (source: “The Tale
the Cap Told” by Cathy German, OAD)
Brazus, _____, Commodore: a Tellarite male; commander of
Starfleet’s peace-keeping force stationed in the territory of the Kzin
Patriarchy from 2270 until present (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by
Mark Henrie, OAC)
Brazus, Gorgi: a Tellarite male, son of Commodore Brazus; born in
2261, he was once the subject of a Kzinti kidnaping plot in 2271; in
2284, as a lieutenant, he served aboard the U.S.S. Shenandoah as
its chief engineer (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC;
“Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ)
Bre’Nan ritual: a Klingon wedding ritual performed before the
wedding itself wherein the prospective mother-in-law decides whether
or not the husband or bride-to-be is a suitable mate for her daughter
or son (source: “You Are Cordially Invited” by Ron Moore, DSN6)
breakaway point: the key position in a slingshot maneuver which is
where the ship actually breaks away from the star to propel itself into
a time warp (source: “Tomorrow Is Yesterday” by D.C. Fontana,
TOS1)
breathers: used by divers as a means of extracting oxygen from
water; breathers are usually good for thirty minutes before they need
recharging (source: A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers &
Nomad, OAJ)
Breen: a humanoid civilization located in the more distant reaches of
the Alpha Quadrant; they appear to be non-aligned; little is known
about this race which has, for the most part, avoided contact with
Federation forces; the Albino maintains an easy relationship with
them; their bodies are usually concealed in environmental suits in
order to keep cool; their language cannot be translated by Federation
universal translators (source: “Hero Worship” by Hilary Bader & Joe
Menosky, TNG5; bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Breen Confederacy: the government of the Breen (source: bortaS
choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Breidablik: an inhabited class M planet, the sixth planet of the Delta-2
Bootis system (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Breidabliki: a humanoid race native to Breidablik which petitioned to
join the Federation in 2285, following the Kelvan War (source: In
Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
brembin pudding: a Tellarite dish, best described as a watery
pudding; it is made with the fat and intestines from flemumbi (the
Tellarite version of Terran pigs) and sweetened with Tellarite maple
syrup (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)
Bren, Starcex: an identity assumed by Kor, that of an Orion freighter
commander, used to deceive the commander and crew of the Eglon
in 2276 (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
_____, Brenda: 1) a Human female; a friend of Jude Gordon; a bit of
a bigot against Vulcans; she often mocked IDIC with inane
substitutions for the acronym like her friend Brad Bradley; e.g. “I
Doubt I’ll Cry” (source: “The Lesson” by Cathy German, OAB) 2) a
Human female; an Enterprise-A crewmember in 2288 (source: The
Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Brent, _____, Lieutenant: a dark-haired Human male; third science
officer aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise from 2266 until 2270; his field of
expertise was science, and served on various landing party
assignments; occasionally served as a bridge relief officer (such as
when the Psi 2000 virus had infected most of the crew in 2266)
(source: “The Naked Time” by John D.F. Black, TOS1)
Brevan, Jackson, Commodore: in 2286, the commanding officer of
Starbase 17; he dispatched the Enterprise to intercept the Intruder

excellent strategist; he has openly defied Sulu where the captain has
chosen to put himself in danger, and yet has never been called on the
carpet for it; because of his 2.1 meters in height, perhaps Sulu doesn’t
dare; he holds the rank of Lieutenant while serving as the Excelsior’s
chief security officer; he volunteered to go down to the surface of
Kornephoros VI to confront Q’xl% (source: “Spider's Lair” by Randall
Landers, OAJ; A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad,
OAJ)
brain circuitry pattern: similar to an electroencephalogram (EEG),
this is a recording of a person’s brain waves; each individual’s pattern
is as unique as their fingerprints (source: “The Lights of Zetar” by
Jeremy Tarcher & Shari Lewis, TOS3)
brain implant, Klingon: device the size of a small coin; occasionally
implanted directly into the brain of those the Klingons wish to
“program” to complete special missions; their use is banned by
galactic treaty; the victim of a brain implant cannot help but complete
all orders given to him by the programmer (source: The Daystrom
Project by Nomad, OAD)
brak’los: an animal used for transportation; McCoy has ridden one
(source: “Trapped” by Cathy German, OAD)
braking thrusters: thrusters which are fired to slow a vessel down
(source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al,
TVH)
Branch, ______, Commander: a Human male; commanding officer
of the Epsilon 9 communications station when it was absorbed by
V’ger (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry,
TMP)
Brand: the leader of the tree-dwelling neanderthals on Tinue III; he
perished when the star Tinue expanded beyond the orbit of his planet
(source: “Until Judgment” by Nomad, Thomas Harden & Randall
Landers, OAD)
Brandi Street: located in Telmart, the central city of Tellar, this street
runs directly into a jutting cliff in the middle of the city (Telmart is built
on an extremely hilly tract of land); two hundred years earlier, it was
impossible for ground vehicles to travel up the face of the cliff, so the
Tellarites built an enormous vehicle elevator which is still in use today,
despite the presence and ready availability of hovercraft (source:
“Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)
Brandt, _____: a Human female; the supervising nurse training
nurses and orderlies aboard the Enterprise during the cadet cruise of
November 2278; she assisted Doctor McCoy in his examination of
Spock (source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet,
OAE)
Bratag: a Kh’myr Klingon male; a warrior aboard Commander
Ghalak’s flagship in 2296; he beamed aboard the disabled Hyperion
as part of a Klingon boarding party; Doctor John Roberts knew him as
a child; he was incapacitated with a sedative, thus allowing the
boarding party to be tricked into believing that the Hyperion had been
deliberately contaminated with a plague organism (pseudorabies)
capable of rendering Klingons docile, insane or dead, and they
departed the Hyperion; Captain Uhura had the starship flee at
maximum warp even as the transporter effect faded (source: “Bedtime
Story” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Braves of T’Khut, The: a Vulcan saga written during its barbaric
past; the bravest of Xar’Kol are Xan, Char, Surkam and Sor; here’s a
brief excerpt: They rode through the days — They rode through the

nights — Over sand, over fire... ....When came the time to die — In
the name of T’Khut, The bravest of Xar’Kol — Xan, Char, Surkam and
Sor. All looked up to the stars... (source: “Home Sweet Home” by
Nicole Comtet, OAA)
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Maritime Cetacean Institute in San Francisco on Earth (source: Star
Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)
Briggs, Charles, Ph.D.: a Terran male; physicist, teaching physics at
a Midwestern University in the 2160's; father of Dean Briggs; wife,
Mary (Anders) Briggs; neighbor of John Lemoyne (source: “Studying
the Field” by Jim Ausfahl, OAA)
Briggs, Dean: a Terran male; Lemoyne’s childhood chum, and an
engineering hotshot, indeed a prodigy; in the 2160's, developed the
Briggs Field Generator, co-developer of Lemoyne Briggs Transformer,
which converts matter into antimatter; Gaussian Gang formed around
him and his friend James Lemoyne; ultimately married Karyn Culp,
and is the great grandfather of Montgomery Scott, father of Aileen
(Briggs) Scott (source: “Studying the Field” by Jim Ausfahl, OAA)
Briggs, Evan: a Human male; a student of T’Liba in 2285 (source:
Keeper of the Katra by Chris Dickenson, OAF)
Briggs, Franklin: a Terran male; father of Aileen Scott, great
grandfather of Montgomery Scott; also known as “The Tinker”; a
brilliant engineer who developed the field generation system that
made possible the Lemoyne-Briggs Transformer, which converts
matter into antimatter; the Briggs Field Generator has been used in
numerous other areas of Starfleet technology (source: “By the Back
Door” by Jim Ausfahl, OAA)
Briggs, Mary Anders: a Terran female; wife of Charles Briggs;
mother of Dean Briggs
Brigktor: a star system in the Beta Quadrant (source: “Freefall” by
Randy Landers & Rob Morris, OAL)
Brigktor IV: a class M planet in the Beta Quadrant; in 2295, Demora
Sulu and two science officers, Lieutenant Vasquez and Ensign
Buchanan, shuttled there to conduct a bio-survey while the EnterpriseB rendezvoused with the starship Hathaway; while there, Demora was
infected with a brain fluke which took her life six weeks later (source:
“Freefall” by Randy Landers & Rob Morris, OAL)
Brigktor IV – brain fluke: a parasitical lifeform; an infection of
this lifeform is fatal; Demora Sulu died from the lytic enzymes
they secrete; these enzymes make it easier for the fluke to
extract nutrients from the brain; they help form an abscess
around the fluke; in Demora’s case, her brain’s proteins were
reduced to amino acids and simple sugars; this process causes
the walled off abscess to become immensely hypertonic, pulling
in water from surrounding tissues; the process kept building up
pressure in the abscess until the fibrous capsule around it
leaked, sort of like a water-filled balloon, spewing more lytic
enzymes throughout the brain, causing more abscesses, and
growing worse and worse until her brain became so riddled with
abscesses that it incapacitated her, reducing her to a mental
vegetable; while some of the neuron damage could be repaired,
it would not return her to normal (source: “Freefall” by Randy
Landers & Rob Morris, OAL)
Brill: a yellow-eyed, black-haired Stradith male; the oldest of the
resistance fighters; he was sent to Starfleet Academy for training for
seventeen Stradith deirets (source: “Just Another Routine
Assignment” by Ann Zewen, OAD; “Out of the Ashes” by Ann Zewen,
OAD)
Brinkman, _____: a Human female; blonde hair, terrific body, and
quite friendly; an engineer aboard the Enterprise-A during the third
mission (2287-2292) (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis,
OAG)
Britz, _____, Captain: a Centaurian male; commanding officer of the
U.S.S. Theodus from 2267 until 2276 when he reached the mandatory
retirement age (source: “Interlude” by Rowena Warner, OAE)

(source: “Intruder” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
bridge: the command and control center of a starship (source: Star
Trek created by Gene Roddenberry)
bridge monitor screen: located in various places in a starship, these
devices recreate the image currently on the main viewing screen of
the ship (source: “Court Martial” by Don Mankiewicz & Steven
Carabatsos, TOS1)
bridge officer examination: a series of tests given to officers to
qualify them for command duty on the bridge (source: “The Night
Watch” by d. William Roberts, OAB)
Brids, Zhara: a Centaurian female; in 2297, Governer of the colony
on Renzal V; a perky, blue-eyed blonde; charming, single, and
perpetually making jokes at her own expense about finding
opportunities to find a spouse (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAK)
briefing room: a chamber in which briefings, debriefings and
conferences are held; Constitution-class cruisers have several;
Captain Kirk preferred the one on Deck 7; Captain Garrovick of the
Farragut preferred the one on Deck 6 (source: “The Corbomite
Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)
Briefing Room 1: Sulu’s preferred conference room aboard the
Cooper; aboard the Enterprise-B, this room is relatively near
Sickbay (source: “Never Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth
Knauel, OAJ; “Angel” by Randall Landers & Rob Morris, OAL)
Briefing Room 2: location of the first meeting with the Meonians
aboard the up-rated Enterprise in 2273; Kelsey’s choice for
meetings aboard the Chosin in 2295 (source: “Upon Golden
Tears” by Pamela J. Corsa, OAD; Old Feuds by d. William
Roberts, OAM)
Briefing Room 3: located near the Observation Lounge, it is the
primary briefing room used on the up-rated Enterprise (from
2273 until 2275); location of the legal proceedings against
Demora Sulu aboard the Enterprise-B in 2295 (source: “To
Weather a Storm” by Jody Crouse, OAD; “Chains of Command”
by Randall Landers, OAL)
Briefing Room 7: the briefing room preferred by Captain Kirk as
it is centrally located between the bridge, Engineering and
Sickbay; in 2274, Kirk used it as the command center to address
the crisis on Gamma Persei VI (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane
Doyle, OAD)
Briel, LaShanda: Human female; the non-commissioned mess officer
on the Enterprise; in charge of maintaining the rec rooms and dining
facilities on the starship; served from 2266 until 2270; she received a
commendation for her dinner arrangements for the Cygnetian
delegation (source: In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet, OAB; “The
Terratin Incident” by Paul Schneider, TAS1)
brig: a detention area of a ship, entrances to which are usually
protected by forcefields; some ships don’t have brigs, and will make
do with air locks or even maintenance closets as brigs (source: Star
Trek created by Gene Roddenberry; “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall
Landers, OAE)
Briggs Field Generator: a component of the Lemoyne-Briggs
transformer (source: “The Pearl” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Briggs, Aileen: see “Scott, Aileen”
Briggs, Alan: a Terran male worker at the Maritime Cetacean
Institute in 1986; younger brother of Bob Briggs, the director of the
institute (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy
et al, TVH)
Briggs, Bob: a Terran male; in 1986, he was the Director at the
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Broad Street pump: the source of the London cholera epidemic in
1831-1832; Lord Snow tracked the source of the epidemic to sewage
contaminating one of the Vauxhall company’s pumps, the Broad
Street pump, to be exact; it was one of the earliest major successes
of what eventually became epidemiology; McCoy likened the situation
to what was happening on the surface of Gamma Virginis II (source:
The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Brockman, Joseph “Joe”, M.D.: a Human male; a Starfleet doctor
on shore leave on Chrysalis; he was not happy to be pressed into
duty to investigate Commodore Wentworth’s murder (source:
Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Brody Travel Agency: travel agency located in San Francisco, CA;
in 2272, Pavel Chekov and his girlfriend, Peggy Montgomery, booked
a ski trip to Centaurus from there (source: “Ski Vacation on
Centaurus” by Diane Doyle, OAC)
Brok, Chelas: an Orion male; a cousin of Gareth Brok; in 2290, he
formed the Orion Syndicate out of the defunct Barrier Alliance
Consortium; in 2291, his mercenaries lured an Enterprise-A landing
party to the surface of a planet where they tried to capture Captain
Kirk and his nephew Peter (source: A Form of Redemption by Rob
Morris, OAG)
Brok, Gareth: see “Director of the Barrier Alliance Consortium,
The”
Brok, Tanith: an Orion female; daughter of Gareth Brok, the Director
of the Barrier Alliance Consortium; a young woman, beautiful beyond
all description; tall and muscular; slim-waisted and narrow-hipped, her
full round breasts were very large, but very firm; she had
close-cropped white hair to frame her oval face; her skin was
translucent, nearly white, like alabaster, with just a faint hint of green
in the veins near the surface; she usually wore a black-cowled cloak,
with a sleeveless black jumpsuit which displayed her well-toned arms
to great advantage; she was on Achernar IV completing her studies
to become a sixth-degree adept in the Brotherhood of Executioners
when her father was killed; in 2277, she assumed the directorship
following his death using her authorization code, 3C7K; she dressed
herself as The Director, and proceeded to destroy the Nelson, kill
reporter Kitty Hunter, kill Admiral Kirk’s administrative assistant
Melissa Masterson and her boyfriend Martin Jacobs; killed Peter Kirk’s
roommates at Starfleet Academy (Peter was on a field trip to Cestus
III during the incident, and therefore was spared); she then tortured
and killed Cheryl Saunders, tortured Jim Kirk himself until Starfleet
Marines boarded her ship and killed her and her crew of Orion pirates
(source: “...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
Bron: a Kh’myr male; navigator of the Klingon ship Korvus; killed
when that ship was destroyed by the Enterprise in 2275 (source: The
Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
Brooks, Katarina: a Human female; born in 2237, died in 2295; in
2294, she held the rank of Lieutenant Commander; she spent twenty
years as the weapons officer aboard the Farragut; outside of the
senior command crew, she was probably the most experienced officer
on the Enterprise-B and regarded as one of the best weapons officers
in Starfleet; her husband died following a crash landing on Xiang IV
long before she came aboard the Enterprise-B; she was a
conscientious objector to the actions taken by Starfleet at Alpha
Tucanae, and relieved herself of duty before the Tholian colony was
bombed out of existence; she was killed when the Enterprise-B was
struck by the final blow from Arog-Da’M (source: Chekov's Enterprise
by Randall Landers, OAL; “Angel” by Randall Landers & Rob Morris,
OAL; Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Brothel Master: the manager of a whorehouse, especially on an
Orion dominated planet (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad &
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Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Brotherhood of Executioners: a secret society founded on Achernar
IV in the 2100's; its members cover themselves completely with black
clothing so that their features cannot be recognized; similar to the
Ninja of ancient Earth; only one person was thought to have continued
their tradition, namely the now-deceased Director of the Barrier
Alliance Consortium; in later years, it was learned that the
Brotherhood is still active; there are at least six degrees of adepts;
both the Director and his daughter were trained executioners (source:
“Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA; “...Is Yet Revenge!” by
Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
Brotherhood of the Sword: see “Yan-Isleth”
Broughton: a small township located in the Washington territory of
North America on Earth; it features a hover-car garage (and
dealership), café (with limited cuisine) and a hospital (source: “To the
Last Extremity” by Chris Dickenson, OAE)
Broughton General: a hospital with an emergency room, located in
Broughton, Washington, North America on Earth (source: “To the Last
Extremity” by Chris Dickenson, OAE)
Brown, Cloris: a Human female; one of Captain Pike’s yeomen in
2264; she was ‘changed’ into a vampire; afterwards, she assisted Akia
in the same way as she would Captain Pike and helped Akia take
control of the bridge; killed when Pike and his officers retook the
bridge (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Brown, Harry “Brownie,” Ph.D.: a Human male born in the late
2210's; the assistant to Doctor Roger Korby; he perished during their
expedition to the planet Exo III; Korby replaced him with an android
double which Kirk destroyed (source: “What Are Little Girls Made of?”
by Robert Bloch, TOS1)
Brown, Kathy: a Human female; holds honorary rank of lieutenant,
junior grade; stationed aboard the Cooper since 2272; a xenobiologist
(source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
Brown, Robert “Bob”, Admiral: an elderly Human male; in 2294, he
was Starfleet’s Chief of Engineering; he personally approved of Katya
Sorenson’s unorthodox suggestion of how to repair the Enterprise-B’s
damaged warp coil and starboard intermix chamber; he appeared at
a witness in her rank review board to confirm this; he spoke of her
engineering genius and her headstrong personality; the review board
reduced her two grades in rank (source:Chekov’s Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAJ)
Brown, Sydney: a Human female; xenoanthropologist and xenoarchaeologist; as a grad student at the Starfleet Academy, she taught
a course on the ruins of Mars (which she felt were remnants from the
Slaver civilization); one of her promising students was Hikaru Sulu
(but he did not share her views on the ruins of Mars); she resigned
from the service in 2270 after serving aboard the Lexington; as a
civilian, she has been stationed aboard the Cooper since 2272
(source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
Brownlee, Michelle: a Human female; Transporter Chief aboard the
Enterprise while under Pike’s command; in 2264, she was “changed”
into a vampire and then falsified transporter records to cover up Akia’s
murder of T’Pon (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and
Nomad, OAA)
“Bruce”: a Starfleet martial arts training tool automaton; more of a
practice android than anything else (source: The Mindsweeper by
Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Bruce, David: a Human male; Captain of the U.S.S. Kineepikwa; his
vessel was assigned to transport Shandar and his pet in order to
conduct negotiations with the Vharang; pysch profile indicates that he
is phobic about snakes; stickler for making sure his ship is ship-shape,
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considered almost as picky about that as Chief Engineer Scott of the
Enterprise (source: “The Pet” by Jim Ausfaul, OAG)
Bryce, Randi: a Human female; a biologist from the science ship
Ariel; imprisoned with the other surviving members from that ship in
a zoo on Lactra VII until liberated by a landing party from the
Enterprise (source: “The Eye of the Beholder” by David P. Harmon,
TAS1)
bu’: pIqaD Klingonese term for “sergeant” (source: The Klingon
Dictionary by Mark Okrand, TSfS)
Bubcus: name given to a symbiotic lifeform of medium-level
intelligence...about as much as a Terran canine; it resembles at hat;
lives off of air-borne microorganisms; it’s virtually sessile and does not
appear to have much of a metabolism (source: “Bubcus” by Rob
Morris, OAL)
Bubonic plague: virulent and highly contagious, it swept Europe,
Earth, in the middle ages; it was carried by fleas, rats and Humans;
similar to Rigelian fever (source: “Requiem for Methuselah” by Jerome
Bixby, TOS3)
Buchanan, Natalie “Bucky”, Ensign: a Human female born on
Appian IV (a planet ceded to the Gorn); the third shift science officer
aboard the Enterprise-B in 2295 (source: “Freefall” by Randy Landers
& Rob Morris, OAL; “Sometimes A Cigar...” by Rob Morris, OAL;
“Robbie” by Rob Morris, OAL)
Buckaroo Banzai, S.S.: a BBI-993-class ship manufactured by the
Bussard-Berlin Institute; in 2137 it was launched from Earth to colony
Terra 10 under the command of Captain John Whorfin; the name of
the ship is derived from a cult film of the 1980's; its captain’s name
may or may not be a pseudonym as records from that time were often
lost, as was the colony this ship founded until rediscovered by the
crew of the Enterprise; see “Terratin” (source: “The Terratin Incident”
by Paul Schneider, TAS1; “Up the Long Ladder” by Melinda
Snodgrass, TNG2)
Buckley, _____, Ensign: a Human male; an Enterprise security
officer from 2273 until 2275 (source: “The Human Equation” by
Nomad, OAD)
buds: Kelvan term for “children” or “offspring” (source: In Harm's Way
by d. William Roberts, OAG)
buffalo: see “Bison americanus colonialis”
Bugle Springs: a city located in the Centaurian Rockies(source: “Ski
Vacation on Centaurus” by Diane Doyle, OAC)
Bugle Springs Symphony Orchestra: a symphony orchestra
based in the city of Bugle Springs, located in the Centaurian
Rocky Mountain Range (source: “Ski Vacation on Centaurus” by
Diane Doyle, OAC)
Bulfinch, Thomas: a Terran male (1796–1867); an American author
born in Newton, Massachusetts; a Harvard graduate (class of 1814);
he wrote a series of works popularizing fable and legend, including
The Age of Fables (1855), a copy of which can be found in the ship’s
library of the Enterprise (source: “Persephone’s Dance” by Mike
Bagneski, OAB)
Bull’s Eye planetary nebula: simply referred to as “The Bull’s Eye,”
a planetary nebula near the Acadian star system (source: “Mudd’s
Passion” by Stephen Kandel, TAS1)
Bull’s Eye, The: see “Bull’s Eye planetary nebula”
bunkers, Klingon: Klingons on Stradith set up a bunker there in
2273, fearing they were losing the war; it was deep in a mine near
Stradia City, and housed fourteen Kh’myr and one Kh’teb; the Klingon
bunker was later destroyed and the Klingons killed following their
attempt to disrupt the newly formed government (source: “Just
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Another Routine Assignment” by Ann Zewen, OAD; “Out of the Ashes”
by Ann Zewen, OAD)
buoys: placed in space by star-faring races to warn passing ships of
danger, territorial limits, and star routes; see “automated buoys”
(source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1; “Spectre of
the Gun” by Gene L. Coon, TOS3)
buoys, Alcyone: solid cubes designed to intercept and remain
with any vessels they encounter until the nearest Alcyone ship
can investigate; a given cube’s length is 107 meters with a mass
of a little less than 11,000 metric tons; on occasion, they do
malfunction, generating radiation from the short end of the
spectrum (gamma rays and cosmic rays); they are capable of
warp speed; first encountered by the U.S.S. Enterprise in 2266
(source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)
buoys, Melkotian: surrounding the territory of the telepathic
Melkotians; they served to amplify the telepathic projections of
the Melkotians and warned all spacecraft approaching away from
the system; all were removed in 2269 as the Melkotians became
associate members of the United Federation of Planets (source:
“Spectre of the Gun” by Gene L. Coon, TOS3)
Bureau of Exploration: see “United Federation of Planets”
Bureau of History: see “United Federation of Planets”
Bureau of Penology: see “United Federation of Planets”
Bureau of Planetary Treaties: see “United Federation of Planets”
Burke, _____, Yeoman: a burly Human male; an Enterprise crewman
who, under orders from Lieutenant Valeris, murdered Chancellor
Gorkon in 2293; he was later killed by Valeris (source: Star Trek VI:
The Undiscovered Country by Nick Meyer et al, TUC)
Burke, John: a Terran male; chief astronomer of old Earth’s Royal
Academy in England in the 2050's; he mapped the area around
Sherman’s Planet (source: “The Trouble with Tribbles” by David
Gerrold, TOS2)
Burnham, _____, M.D.: a Human male; a physician aboard the
Enterprise-B since 2294 (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall
Landers, OAL)
Burnham, Robert, Jr: a Terran male (1931-1993); an astronomer of
20th century Earth whose primary work was cataloguing stars for
viewers (source: wikipedia website)
Burnham, S.S., NAR-6245: the Fer d’Lance was rechristened
Burnham in honor of Robert Burnham, Jr., an astronomer of 20th
century Earth whose primary work was cataloguing stars for viewers
(source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
burnt steak: see “borzan burnt steak”
Busby, _____: a Human female; a security officer aboard the
Enterprise-B in 2295; she and two other guards accompanied Chekov
and Peter Kirk to the surface of NGC 2548 System 108-V (source:
Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Bushmiller, Kenny: a Human male; he was in Gretchen Jaeger’s
graduating class; in 2284, he was an ensign and served as the
navigator of the U.S.S. Shenandoah; he was a navigation officer
aboard the Enterprise in 2287(source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol
Davis, OAG; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ)
Bussard collector: a large electromagnetic device designed to
collect matter from space and divert it to the antimatter/matter engines
where some of the matter will be converted into antimatter and some
will be converted into matter before both are mixed in the nacelles
(source: Star Trek: Insurrection by Michael Piller and Rick Berman, I)
Bussard ramscoopers: a form of electromagnetic field which sweeps
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matter into a container (source: “The Wreck of the Aurora Borealis” by
Cathy German, OAB)
Bussard-Berlin Institute: in the 2130's, a manufacturer of
commercial colonization ships (source: “Up the Long Ladder” by
Melinda Snodgrass, TNG2)
Butler: Jim Kirk’s pet dog, it had been Jack Kirk’s great dane until in
2282 when he gave it to Jim Kirk; Kirk kept it on his uncle’s farm in
Idaho until its death in 2286; Kirk saw a vision of him in the Nexus
(source: “Heaven” by Donna S. Frelick, OAE; Star Trek: Generations
by Rick Berman et al, G)
butyl mercaptan: the active odorant in skunk spray (source: “Outpost
7734" by Jim Ausfahl, OAE)
“by all the shells...”: the beginning of an Andorian epithet indicating
astonishment (source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
“by Meona’s heart”: a Meonian oath (source: “Upon Golden Tears”
by Pamela J. Corsa, OAD)
“by the book”: phrase meaning “according to regulations” (source:
Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan, TWoK)
“By-the-Book”: derogatory nickname for the late Captain J.T.
Esteban of the U.S.S. Grissom (source: “You Are Not Alone” by Chris
Dickenson, OAD)
bypass circuits: those circuits which are designed to bypass
damaged systems (source: “Who Mourns for Adonais?” by Gilbert
Ralston, TOS2)
bypass power: reserve power held in storage until needed to engage
bypass circuits; this power can be channeled into heat dissipation
units (source: “Who Mourns for Adonais?” by Gilbert Ralston, TOS2)
Byron, _____, Constable: a Human male of Terran descent; a police
officer of the city-dome of New Britannia on Zeta Reticuli I-B (source:
“The Adventures of the Vulcan Detective” by Terry Endres, OAB)
Byron, George Gordon, Lord: a Terran male native to England; lived
1788-1824; a renowned poet; Aaron Cord has admitted to his
daughter and Captain Sulu that he was Byron (source: A Little Family
Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
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